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Abstract

Distributional and relational inductive biases for graph representation learning

in biomedicine

Paul Morio Scherer

The immense complexity in which DNAs, RNAs, proteins and other biomolecules interact

amongst themselves, with one another, and the environment to bring about life processes

motivates the mass collection of biomolecular data and data-driven modelling to gain insights into

physiological phenomena. Recent predictive modelling efforts have focused on deep representation

learning methods which offer a flexible modelling paradigm to handling high dimensional data

at scale and incorporating inductive biases. The emerging field of representation learning on

graph structured data opens opportunities to leverage the abundance of structured biomedical

knowledge and data to improve model performance.

Grand international initiatives have been coordinated to organise and structure our growing

knowledge about the interactions and putative functions of biomolecular entities using graphs and

networks. This dissertation considers how we may use the inductive biases within recent graph

representation learning methods to leverage these structures and incorporate biologically relevant

relational priors into machine learning methods for biomedicine. We present contributions in two

parts with the aim to foster research in this multidisciplinary domain and present novel methods

that achieve strong performance through the use of distributional and relational inductive biases

operating on graph-structured biomedical knowledge and data.

The first part is concerned with consolidating and expanding the current ecosystem of practical

frameworks dedicated to graph representation learning. Our first contribution presents Geo2DR,

the first practical framework and software library for constructing methods capable of learning

distributed representations of graphs. Our second contribution, Pytorch Geometric Temporal, is

the first open source representation learning library for dynamic graphs, expanding the scope of

research software on graph neural networks that were previously limited to static graphs.

The second part presents three methods wherein each contribution tackles an active biomedical

research problem using relational structures that exist within different aspects of the data. First

we present a methodology for learning distributed representations of molecular graphs in the

context of drug pair scoring. Next, we present a method for leveraging structured knowledge

on the variables of gene expression profiles to automatically construct sparse neural models for

cancer subtyping. Finally, we present a state-of-the-art cell deconvolution model for spatial

transcriptomics data using the positional relationships between observations in the dataset.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

.

1.1 Motivation and overview

Modern research in the life sciences is characterised by an ongoing quest to elucidate and quantify

the various biomolecular entities distributed inside of organisms. Alongside advancements in

engineering and informatics, this quest has led to an explosion of new sequencing technologies and

experimental protocols which let us capture genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, and metabolomic

entities within organisms at ever higher fidelities and scales. These technologies have given

us glimpses into the incredibly complex manner in which DNAs, RNAs, proteins and other

biomolecules interact amongst themselves, with one another, and the environment which they

operate in to bring about life processes [1].

At the same time, our growing ability to take apart living systems and capture the distributions

of biomolecular entities within them prompts an equal effort to understand how they coalesce

to bring about physiological phenomena. Part of this effort has focused on the development of

data-driven machine learning methods to model the relationships between the many biomolecular

signals we can measure with the underlying biological phenomena of interest.

Developments in this form of predictive modelling have recently focused on the design of

deep representation learning methods, because of their ability to extract salient features and

build increasingly useful vector space representations of high dimensional input data at scale [2].

Furthermore, inductive biases achieved through the incorporation of specialised differentiable

operations and objective functions enable modellers to incorporate useful priors about the input

data such as structure into the learning process. The development of these operators is relevant in

biomedical learning applications, as they often operate in low data regimes wherein the number of

observations is dwarfed by the high dimensionality of associated feature vectors and such inductive

biases can help learning methods perform better in specific tasks. Indeed, many useful inductive

biases on regularly structured data such as grids and sequences have enabled practitioners to

devise useful deep learning methods for biomedical image data such as mammograms [3] and

longitudinal patient data for ICU length-of-stay prediction [4].

However, the nascent nature of representation learning on graph-structured data has meant
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that few deep learning applications exist which leverage the abundance of structured biomedical

data and knowledge that can be used to better represent input data and improve model per-

formance. Great international research efforts have been coordinated to combine and structure

our growing knowledge about the interactions and putative functions of biomolecular entities

using graphs and networks. These graphs and networks exist at multiple scales and contexts. For

example, at the molecular scale we may find molecular graphs representing entities such as drugs

[5–7]. At interactome scales we can find networks of interacting entities such as protein-protein

interaction networks (PPI), which are painstakingly crafted and curated to record interactions

between proteins, and can be analysed to discover functional groups and modules [8, 9]. Even

knowledge is structured, such as in the Gene Ontology, which provides functional annotations

and relationships between genes and gene products within a directed acyclic graph [10].

Therefore, research and development of explicit inductive biases for graph-structured data

offers opportunities to utilise the relational structures of input data and knowledge to incorporate

biologically relevant priors into the learning process. Naturally, this leads to the overarching

research question of this thesis:

How can we leverage the relational structures in biomedical knowledge and data

to incorporate biologically relevant inductive biases into neural machine learning

methods?

This thesis approaches this question in two parts in order to present contributions that will 1)

foster and democratise research in this domain as well as 2) describe novel methods which utilise

relational structures existing in different aspects of the input data to create performant models.

Part 1: In order to construct biologically relevant relational priors we must be able to align

the assumption which we believe to be useful for the representation learning process with the

mechanism supposed to enact it. This requires a practical understanding of existing graph repre-

sentation learning methods from the perspective of the underlying inductive biases incorporated

in them. Similarly, as translational research is a fundamentally applied science we also require

the tools and software packages to translate theory into practical applications operating on

real-world hardware.

The first part is thus dedicated to contributions consolidating and expanding the current

landscape of practical frameworks dedicated to graph representation learning. So far, large

scale efforts to consolidate, organise, and standardise different GRL methods has led to the

construction of theoretical frameworks and efficient software libraries, especially in the domain

of message passing based graph neural networks (GNN). However, the nascent nature of the

field means that there are still numerous gaps to be filled. Such gaps include frameworks for

describing methods utilising distributional inductive biases or software libraries for constructing

representation learning methods for dynamic graphs. Addressing these gaps is important, as

conceptual frameworks enable more understanding and effective communication about existing

methodologies. By addressing these gaps, we may consider the strengths and limitations of

methods within the applications we want to deploy them in. Similarly, the construction of software

toolkits enables more effective translation of theoretical hypotheses into concrete realisations
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operating on real-world hardware. Not addressing these concerns in a fundamentally applied

science like biomedical informatics and machine learning would hinder progress — and even

worse, acts as a barrier to researchers who stand to contribute greatly to this emerging field.

To this aim, the thesis presents a background chapter and two core chapters with new

contributions. Chapter 2 serves to give a comprehensive summary of key graph representation

learning approaches from early graph kernel approaches to current trends in GNNs from the

perspective of the inductive biases incorporated into them. In Chapter 3, we present Geo2DR, a

conceptual framework for defining methods capable of learning distributed representations of

graphs built on extending the R-Convolutional kernel for discrete structures [11]. An associated

software library of the same name utilises this framework to allow rapid re-implementation of

all existing methods and construction of novel methods. Chapter 4 presents Pytorch Geometric

Temporal, the first open source library for neural representation learning of spatio-temporal

graphs. Through stratification of different dynamic graph types, we present memory efficient

data structures for realising a variety of dynamic graphs with rich attributed data and temporal

patterns. Alongside the data structures, and efficient implementations of various GNNs for

spatio-temporal graphs, the library introduces a number of real-world datasets to foster research

progress and translational research in this promising avenue of research.

Part 2: The second part of this thesis is dedicated to presenting novel methods employing

distributional and relational inductive biases in biomedical contexts. Three core chapters are

dedicated to this part each tackling an active biomedical modelling problem with a novel GRL

based method and a different aspect of relational structure in the input data.

Chapter 5 considers representation learning for observations which are graphs. We introduce

a methodology for learning distributed representations of graphs in the context of drug pair

scoring, wherein each observation is a drug represented by its molecular graph. Chapter 6

considers the utilisation of known relationships between features in the feature vectors associated

with observations. For this, we introduce a novel methodology which incorporates external

interactomics data to automatically guide and construct sparse predictive models applicable on

gene expression profiles. Finally, in Chapter 7 we look at utilising the relational structures between

observations within a dataset to inductively bias a model. Herein, we construct relationships

based on the positional proximities of gene expression readings obtained in spatial transcriptomics

sequencing of tissue samples to develop a spatially aware generative model for in situ cell-type

deconvolution.

A recurring theme across these contributions is the construction of explicit inductive biases

enacting biologically relevant priors into the neural models to better characterise observations

and improve performance. The contributions of part 2 serve to frame the different relational

structures and learning mechanisms that can be utilised to enact useful priors. Together with

the contributions of part 1, the thesis contributions will give future practitioners the tools and

methodologies to implement their own approaches and extensions to this important domain.
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1.2 Research questions

As mentioned previously, in this thesis we expand and build upon existing frameworks for graph

representation learning, analyse their capabilities within the demanding contexts of biomedical

applications, and construct models employing advanced distributional and relational inductive

biases to improve performance in existing and novel biomedical applications. Broadly speaking,

we frame our work into two parts contextualised within existing and concurrent research through

5 research questions. The first part aims to present novel frameworks and corresponding software

libraries that expand our current zoo of graph representation learning methods, and highlight

different inductive biases operating within them. The second part aims to present 3 applications

of GRL within biomedical contexts, each showcasing a different scenario in which relational

structure in data can be utilised to create novel and performant deep learning models. These 3

methods show how to:

1. Utilise GRL to construct representations wherein each observation is associated with a

graph.

2. Utilise knowledge of relationships between the features of feature vectors in the representa-

tion learning process.

3. Utilise relationships between observations in the dataset during representation learning.

Five fine-grained research questions contextualise our contributions within existing research

efforts to create frameworks in GRL and address concrete biomedical problems. The first two

questions apply to the first part, and the latter three questions apply to the second part.

Research Question 1: How can we develop a practical framework for learning distributed

representations of graphs? Can we translate these abstractions into GPU ready software packages

for research purposes?

The state-of-the-art for machine learning on graph-structured data is dominated by graph

kernels and more recently by Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). The latter are particularly well

characterised through the relational message passing based framework and its generalisations

presented by Gilmer et al. [12], Battaglia et al. [13], and Fey [14]. GNNs are also extremely

well represented practically through research software packages such as PyTorch Geometric [15],

DGL [16], Jraph [17], and Spektral [18] to just name a few. Concurrent efforts in extending

graph kernels using the distributional hypothesis to learn continuous vector representations have

not had the same treatment despite their state-of-the-art performance across many tasks and

domains [19–21]. Naturally, this leads to the question of how we may consolidate existing and

novel methods for learning distributed representations under a general framework that can also

be realised in an efficient software package for research.

Research Question 2: How can we practically extend and implement GNNs to learn on

dynamic graphs?
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Current GNN research is heavily focused on static graphs — graphs whose nodes and/or edges,

and their features do not change over time. However, there are numerous phenomena that are

better represented using dynamic graphs. This gap can be attributed to the notorious difficulty

of implementing efficient data structures and learning algorithms for dynamic graphs and the

complete lack of research toolkits for neural representation learning on dynamic graphs. To

construct learning methods that are scalable, we must construct memory efficient data structures

based on the stratification of various types of dynamic graphs. We must also characterise the

inductive biases and neural operators within GNN methods applicable to dynamic graphs.

Research Question 3: How can we learn and then incorporate distributed representations of

drugs into drug pair scoring pipelines? Do the theoretical properties of the inductive biases imply

competitive performance in practice?

Drug pair scoring refers to the prediction tasks that answer questions about the consequences

of administering a pair of drugs at the same time such as drug synergy prediction, polypharmacy

prediction, and predicting drug-drug interaction types which are of great interest in the treatment

of diseases.

A key component to modelling drug pairs is finding useful representations of the drugs to

input into the drug pair scoring models. Traditional supervised machine learning methods for

drug pair scoring rely on carefully crafted descriptors and molecular fingerprinting techniques.

More recently, graph neural network layers and permutation invariant pooling operators have

enabled inputting the molecular graphs of drugs directly to learn task oriented representations

in an end-to-end manner. Interestingly, graph kernel techniques and specifically distributed

representations of graphs were not considered at all for inclusion in drug pair scoring pipelines

to the best of our knowledge — despite their good performance in other quantitative structure-

relationship modelling tasks. Constructing methods applicable in the general framework of

drug pair scoring would allow us to study the utility of distributed representations across tasks

such drug synergy, polypharmacy, and drug-drug interaction prediction. Furthermore, good

performance in these tasks could also imply gains in other biochemical applications.

Research Question 4: How can we incorporate relational information about genes and

gene products within external interactome data into the design of neural network models for

transcriptomics data?

The success of deep learning algorithms has often been fueled by availability of large annotated

datasets and a growing ability to leverage computation. Unfortunately, in many important

domains, such as chemistry, biology, and in particular clinical medicine the collection of large

datasets is often infeasible due to political, economic and contextual reasons. For example, for any

given translational study involving data from clinical trials on rare diseases it is constrained to the

number of study participants, measurements that were possible at the time, and data governance

policies (and publishing goals that discourage sharing) that may constrain the availability of

data from other research groups around the world. On the other hand, the goal of precision

medicine leads to an increasing amount of multi-modal measurements at increasing levels of

fidelity, typically expressed as high dimensional feature vectors.
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In our case study we are interested in modelling gene expression data at its full measured

resolution of 20,000+ genes, within the larger scope of integrative approaches to breast cancer

subtyping. We are interested in looking at using network analysis techniques to incorporate

structured functional knowledge contained within external interactomics. Our hypothesis is that

the use of such knowledge can help constrain the space of possible differentiable models which

could improve performance, or offer additional insights into the functional roles of the measured

biomolecular entities.

Research Question 5: Does utilisation of spatial relationships between observations of single

cell RNA-seq readouts realised through GNNs improve our ability to perform spatial single-cell

deconvolution?

Recent advancements in spatial transcriptomics (ST) technologies have enabled new capabili-

ties to measure gene expressions along with the locations at which these expressions arise on

tissues. This enables us to understand various biological processes that underlie physiological

phenomena such as cell signalling which is integral to the prevention of cancers, autoimmune

dysfunction, and diabetes. An important step before this is the elucidation of cell types and

their distributions across locations of the tissues whose mRNA expressions are measured, as the

ST measurements are still done at multi-cellular resolution. This process, known as spatial cell

deconvolution, is an active point of research where the state-of-the-art set in 2021 is a hand

crafted hierarchical probabilistic model known as Cell2Location. We ask how and whether the

incorporation of spatial structure between observations attenuated by graph neural networks will

improve model performance based on historical observations that cell types exhibit non-random

colocation patterns.

1.3 Contributions and thesis outline

This thesis contains contributions with the broad aim of democratising graph representation

learning for both ML practitioners and biomedical researchers through practical frameworks

and examples through which graph-structured biomedical data can be effectively used to create

performant representation learning methods. Our contributions take steps to this aim by

addressing the aformentioned research questions. A diagrammatic overview of all the different

main contributions and chapters of this thesis is given in Figure 1.1.

In Chapter 2, we present a distilled overview of machine learning methods on graph-structured

data. We define key characteristics of graphs and graph-structured data which allow us to

efficiently communicate about observations and data representations. In particular, we will

distinguish learning tasks between substructure and graph level learning tasks. With this

in mind, we will cover seminal literature from classic graph machine learning towards deep

graph representation learning methods from perspective of the assumptions and inductive biases

incorporated into their design. This chapter will also introduce a unified framework for message

passing GNNs which are currently the most popular realisation of GRL [14]. Finally, we also

look at the current landscape of open source research software for graph representation learning,

analysing their features and current gaps.
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Figure 1.1: A diagrammatic breakdown of the various chapters and contributions of this thesis. Chapter
2 provides a distilled overview of machine learning on graph-structured data up to the current trends in
graph representation learning with GNNs, and the plethora of message passing based toolkits which exist
to support this approach to GRL. Chapter 3, presents a conceptual framework and associated software
package for utilising the distributional inductive biases to learn representations of graphs, horizontally
extending our current scope of representation learning frameworks. Chapter 4, builds upon the message
passing paradigm for learning representations of dynamic graphs. Hence both Chapters 3 and 4 extend and
fortify our understanding of inductive biases and learning methods for graph-structured data in general.
These help us align biologically relevant assumptions with the mechanisms that can enact them as inductive
biases (bottom boxes support the upper boxes). Chapters 5-7 each explore open biomedical research
tasks with novel GRL methods that utilise different aspects of relational structure within observations
and datasets. In Chapter 5 (blue box) we explore learning representations of observations that are (or
associated with) graphs within the context of drug pair scoring. In Chapter 6, we will explore using
relational information on the features of feature vectors as explicit priors in constructing predictive models
for breast cancer subtyping with gene expression profiles. Finally, in Chapter 7 we will explore utilising
relationships between observations within a dataset to improve model performance in spatial cell type
deconvolution.
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In Chapter 3, we present a unifying practical framework for constructing methods capable of

learning distributed representations of graphs. This is based on extending the R-convolutional

kernel for graphs and enables characterisation of all existing methods and the definition of many

more novel ones. This framework is realised through Geo2DR, the first open source research

library dedicated to the rapid and reliable construction of these methods. This GPU ready

software package includes efficient re-implementations of existing methods and novel methods for

graph kernels and neural methods employing the distributional hypothesis (Research Question

1). Also included is a comprehensive comparative analysis of existing methods across datasets of

different domains allowing horizontal comparison between these methods.

In Chapter 4, we present PyTorch Geometric Temporal (PyG-T), an open source GPU-

ready research software package for constructing GNN methods applicable to spatio-temporal

graphs. Through the stratification of dynamic graphs by what structures and features change, we

propose several memory efficient data structures for the class of temporal graphs. Subsequently,

we identify common design patterns and the inductive biases within them that are used to

learn representations of the temporal graphs (Research Question 2). This enables the re-

implementation of many existing GNN methods and rapid implementation of new ones. The

library is supplemented by a curated set of existing and novel public datasets we introduce

alongside the library with academic and industry collaborators. A comparative analysis of these

methods is made across these datasets to highlight the variety of performances achieved by

different methods. We also conduct a performance analysis to show our implementations are

scalable and work on different hardware. This lays the foundation for continued work on scalable

dynamic graph representation learning.

In Chapter 5, we study the representation learning of observations, each of which are graphs.

In particular, we study the practicality and usefulness of incorporating distributed representations

of molecular graphs into models within the context of drug pair scoring. We argue that the

real world growth and update cycles of drug pair scoring datasets subvert the limitations of

transductive learning associated with distributed representations. Furthermore, we argue that

the vocabulary of discrete substructure patterns induced over drug sets is not dramatically large

due to the limited set of atom types and constraints on bonding patterns enforced by chemistry.

Under this pretext, we explore the effectiveness of distributed representations of the molecular

graphs of drugs in drug pair scoring tasks such as drug synergy, polypharmacy, and drug-drug

interaction prediction. To achieve this, we present a methodology for learning and incorporating

distributed representations of graphs within a unified framework for drug pair scoring (Research

Question 3). Subsequently, we augment a number of recent and state-of-the-art models to utilise

our embeddings. We empirically show that the incorporation of these embeddings improves

downstream performance of almost every model across different drug pair scoring tasks, even

those the original model was not designed for.

In Chapter 6, we study inductive biases to utilise relationships between the features of

observations to improve model performance. We present an approach that automatically con-

structs sparse computational graph models for transcriptomics data, through the additional

integration of external interactomics data and functional module discovery algorithms. Using

protein interaction networks in our case study, we map each of the (gene-activity) features of the
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transcriptomic profiles to corresponding genes/gene products in the network. Subsequently, we

run structure-based protein complex discovery algorithms on the integrated network to identify

potential functional modules relevant to modelling our task. Constructing a computational

graph over this integrated network allows us to explicitly model the relationships between genes,

identified functional modules, and the target phenotype in a biologically motivated manner

(Research Question 4). This methodology results in the construction of neural network

architectures yielding strong predictive performance, whilst drastically reducing the number of

parameters. Moreover, our proposed methodology also enables post-hoc enrichment analyses

of influential gene sets with respect to the target phenotype we are interested in. This is not

possible with the previous deep learning approaches utilising hidden layer nodes with arbitrary

meaning.

In Chapter 7, we explore relational inductive biases to utilise relationships between obser-

vations to improve learning performance. We study the incorporation of GNNs for spatial

cell type deconvolution using spatial RNA-seq readouts. Through the construction of spatial

graphs over the irregularly structured spatial RNA-seq readouts, we are able to localise spatial

neighbourhoods explicitly. Subsequently, we build upon the state-of-the-art spatial deconvolution

model, Cell2Location [22], by incorporating GNN architectures into the hierarchical generative

model. Our proposed models are comparatively evaluated quantitatively on a synthetic dataset

(the current gold standard), outperforming existing models and variants which do not utilise our

relational priors (Research Question 5). Additional qualitative experiments on real lymph

node data shows alignment with histological annotations of microstructures and their cell types.

Furthermore, we showcase how the model may be utilised to infer cell type specific expression

patterns that can be used in other downstream applications and pipelines.

Finally, after presenting the main body of our work, Chapter 8 will conclude and describe

interesting directions for future work, which can be explored by extending the contributions of

this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

The majority of this thesis and our contributions focuses on the design of machine learning

algorithms applicable to graph-structured data. Hence, this chapter is dedicated to establishing

fundamental concepts within machine learning, inductive biases, and graphs. We start by

outlining the essentials of machine learning and neural networks focusing on commonly utilised

architectures from the perspective of the inductive biases incorporated into their design. Moving

on to graphs we will formally define key characteristics and properties of graphs as relevant

to our contributions. We formally describe the various graph learning tasks that arise out of

the different ways relational structures make their appearance in datasets. Finally, we describe

some of the dominant approaches to graph representation learning and historical notes on the

development of software libraries that have come to support these approaches.

2.1 Machine learning essentials

Machine learning as a field predominantly concerns itself with the study of algorithms and models

which can learn to perform useful tasks given input training data. Such learning algorithms

rely on recognising patterns of observations within the input data to construct a model which is

useful to a chosen machine learning task [34].

In the simplest definition, machine learning tasks can be classified into two broad categories.

The first, supervised learning, corresponds to tasks where the learning algorithm is provided

labeled training data — data where the input data is paired with the desired target output —

and the algorithm is tasked with building a model using this training data to infer output

values for new unseen input observations in a testing phase. Common tasks that fall under the

supervised learning category are classification, which deals with inferring the right category or

class an input observation belongs to, and regression which finds relationships between input

variables to a continuous target. In supervised learning, the effectiveness of the learning algorithm

can be measured empirically by the accuracy of the inferred classifications made in held-out

test data, or with the mean error for regression. The second category, unsupervised learning,

corresponds to tasks where the input data has no target labels and is tasked with finding patterns

or structure to this input. Common tasks include clustering and density estimation [35]. Finding

the effectiveness of these algorithms is significantly more challenging as there are no universal
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criteria to judge whether the conclusions made by such algorithms are “correct” or “incorrect”.

2.1.1 Data representations

For a machine learning algorithm to find and analyse relations for observations such as clas-

sifications, rankings, clusters, and correlations it must be able to compare observations. To

compare observations, we must find appropriate data representations that will be compatible

with our machine learning algorithms. The most common approach is to construct a feature

vector representation for each observation. This is a vector where each element corresponds to

a descriptive feature of the observation. With such a data representation, we may intuitively

compare the similarity between observations via the “distance” between these vectors. Various

functions can then be defined to compute the comparability of pairs of observations: from

simple euclidean distance measures to bespoke kernels which are especially useful when the

features are not numeric. Naturally, we may use other data representations. For example, a

digital colour image, can be represented in data using a 3D tensor, ximage ∈ Rheight×width×3,

where the first two dimensions correspond to the position of an RGB pixel feature represented

using a R3 vector. A colour video can be represented as a sequence of these images such that

xmovie ∈ Rlength×height×width×3. Different data representations and features encodings will enable

different ways of comparing observations and we will get an introduction to data representations

for graphs in Section 2.2.

To a machine learning algorithm, the features encoded within a data representation contain

the only vantage points into the key differentiating qualities of our observations. Different

representations can entangle and hide more or less the different explanatory factors of variation

in the dataset the algorithm learns from to produce a model [36]. As such, much of the effort

in deploying machine learning algorithms actually goes into the development of pre-processing

pipelines and data transformations that result in a representation of the data that lead to

effective machine learning. The practice of engineering useful features has predominantly been

done manually to take advantage of prior human domain knowledge and to compensate for

the inability of many machine learning algorithms to extract and organise salient features from

input observations by themselves. Although manual feature engineering can be effective — and

certainly is not to be ignored as a tool in practice — it is inherently laborious and stands in

the way of expanding the scope and ease of applicability of machine learning algorithms. This

view drives the development of representation learning methods which can automatically learn

effective representations of the raw input data. Among the various approaches to representation

learning, one of the most intuitive and popular has been neural networks. This family of models

can learn complex features directly from the raw input feature vectors towards the optimisation

of the objective function in an end-to-end fashion [2, 36].

2.1.2 Neural networks

Neural networks are a well established family of parametric models for machine learning. These

consist of interconnected processing units known as perceptrons whose function is to compute

affine transformations of their vector valued inputs followed by the elementwise application of a
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Figure 2.1: A perceptron and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), which is a feed-forward arrangement of
fully connected perceptrons.

non-linear activation function. This can be shown diagramatically as in Figure 2.1 and expressed

in the equation:

h = σ
( n∑
i=1

wixi + b
)

= σ
(
wTx + b

)
(2.1)

where x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) denotes an n-element vector of inputs, w = (w1, w2, · · · , wn) is an

n-element vector of weight parameters, b is the bias parameter, σ(·) is a non-linear activation

function such as the tanh or ReLU function, and h is the output of the perceptron.

These perceptrons can be arranged and linked in a specific order to define a computational

graph model.1 The most common arrangement is the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) consisting

of a feed-forward arrangement of layers of perceptrons where the outputs of one layer are fully

connected to inputs of the next layer as shown on the right in Figure 2.1. Namely, the output

vector hi of the ith layer in a MLP can be written as:

hi = σ
(
Wi−1hi−1 + bi−1

)
(2.2)

where Wi−1 is a matrix of weight parameters for the ith layer and bi−1 a bias vector, generalising

Equation 2.1 to vector inputs and outputs. As before, σ is an elementwise non-linear activation

function.

MLP architectures are often characterised by how wide and deep they are. The width of an

MLP is determined by the dimensionality of its intermediate or hidden layers2. The depth of an

MLP is determined by the number of these hidden layers. We can trivially increase the depth of

an MLP by composing multiple layers successively as set out in Equation 2.2. If there is more

than one hidden layer the neural network is called a Deep Neural Network (DNN).

From a representation learning perspective, MLPs are composed of stacks of feature-extracting

1This gives rise to the name neural network and network architectures to differentiate various arrangements of
its constituent perceptrons.

2The intermediate layers of a neural network are called “hidden” because the training data does not show the
desired output for each of these layers.
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layers, with the first layer processing the raw inputs, and each subsequent layer receiving the

output of the previous layer. During training, the weights and biases of each layer are tuned

to optimise an objective function intimately related to the machine learning task — typically

achieved through some variant of a gradient descent algorithm. In this sense, the neural network

gradually builds more complex representations of the input in a hierarchical manner, seemingly

eliminating the need for manual feature extraction.

To briefly elaborate on this, let us look towards supervised learning problems. We have a

training dataset (X,Y), where X is a matrix containing the input feature vectors and Y contains

the targets. Given a parameterised function fθ (the model, in our case a neural network) with

parameters θ, our aim is to tune these parameters such that the function can accurately map

inputs to their corresponding labels in the training set, and generalise to new instances in a

(held-out) test set. A common supervised task is regression, where fθ(x) predicts a d-dimensional

vector ŷ ∈ Rd that is as close as possible to a d-dimensional target y ∈ Rd. In this case, we train

the model to minimise a loss such as the mean square error (MSE) between fθ(x) and y, as in

Equation 2.3:

LMSE(y, ŷ) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2 =

1

N
||y − ŷ)||22 (2.3)

where N denotes the number of observations. Classification is another common supervised

learning task, where y ∈ {0, 1}C denotes a one-hot “classification label” of instance x for C

different available classes. A typical modelling approach would construct fθ(x) = ŷ to output a

probability distribution over the possible classes by applying a Softmax function on the output

ŷ ∈ RC of the neural network. The cross-entropy between the output and the true values then

forms a suitable differentiable objective function for the model:

LCE(y, ŷ) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

C∑
j=1

yi,j log ŷi,j (2.4)

As mentioned previously, neural networks are typically trained using gradient descent algo-

rithms to update the weights for a given number of epochs or until convergence. In this scheme,

we iteratively calculate the gradient of the loss function with respect to θ, and update those

values using the following update rule:

θ ← θ − αδL
δθ

(2.5)

where α is a scalar known as the learning rate. We use backpropagation [37] to obtain the

gradients δL
δθ . This procedure is automated using automatic differentiation software, hence modern

construction of neural networks is intimately tied with the differentiable programming paradigm

supported by a plethora of autodiff frameworks [38–40]. We refer the reader to Goodfellow et al.

[2] and Russell and Norvig [34] for a broader and better coverage of neural networks including

more advanced optimisation and regularisation techniques, objective functions, and so on.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of the 2D convolution operating within CNNs. A parameterised red kernel matrix
slides across the input matrix outputting an affine transformation over the blue local perceptive field
which the kernel is currently residing over. The resulting purple element contains aggregated information
over an area of the input rather than an individual pixel.

2.1.3 Inductive biases

Deep MLP networks have become staple tools in the machine learning practitioner’s toolkit.

This is because they excel in automatically building high level data-driven representations from

their raw feature vector inputs when given large datasets with expressive features. A classic

pedagogic example of this can be found in the classification of digits in images as set out in the

MNIST digit recognition task [41]. Here each image of a handwritten digit is represented by a

28× 28 matrix of grey-scale pixel values flattened into a 784 element vector for input into a MLP

network. Without any further processing of the data, even a simple 3 layer “deep” MLP trained

with stochastic gradient descent using a fixed learning rate, random weight initialisations, and

sigmoid activation functions, can be expected to output strong performance in this task, that

is already better than other learning algorithms including SVMs with specially designed data

perturbations and kernel functions which were considered the previous state of the art [42].

However, one can do even better by utilising assumptions and knowledge about the context

(and in this case, structure) of the data. We know that originally each digit is represented by a

two-dimensional matrix of pixel values and that any pixel in this matrix is best contextualised

by its immediately adjacent pixels or local receptive field [43]. We can capture and use such

knowledge through the purposeful introduction of inductive biases into the model via constraints

or operations[44]. These inductive biases would encourage model solutions that exhibit desirable

traits. For our image example, LeCun et al. [45] introduced a 2-dimensional convolutional neural

network layer, which operates on pixels and their local receptive fields, to construct higher level

representations of them.

As shown in Figure 2.2 the convolution layer operates by sliding a small parameterised kernel

matrix K ∈ Rn×m over the input matrix X ∈ Rh×w to create higher-level features based on a

pixel and its local receptive field which get combined through a convolution to create a new

higher-level image X′, where.
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X′
a,b =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

Ki,j ·Xa+i−1,b+j−1 (2.6)

This inductive bias to encourage creating features based on a pixel’s local receptive field was

used to create higher level features consisting of shapes useful for recognising digits [46]. The

resulting convolutional neural network (CNN) has become the de-facto approach for learning

neural representations of grid-structured data and revolutionised the application of neural

networks on image data.

The incorporation of inductive biases in neural networks shows us that deep learning is not

completely bereft of feature engineering, despite its promise of completely automated feature

extraction and representation learning. In fact, we would argue that for neural network research,

the discipline of manual feature extraction and imputing human domain knowledge has simply

evolved into the design of useful operators to guide neural networks towards producing solutions

with favourable characteristics. This thesis studies the design and implementation of methods

for inducing useful biases for graph-structured data and graph representation learning. Hence,

we will now shift attention towards formalising our notion of graphs and machine learning on

graph-structured data.

2.2 Graphs

Many real world phenomena such as molecules [47], proteins [48], application process calls [49],

and social networks [21] can be naturally represented using graphs. For example, in chemistry

the molecular graph makes an intuitive representation for molecules where nodes represent atoms

and edges represent the bonds between them. Here, the graph is an appropriate representation

as it captures not only the presence of the atoms in the molecule, but the edges also capture

the specific bonding patterns between the atoms which is important for distinguishing isomers

that a classical empirical or molecular formula cannot capture [47] as we show in Figure 2.3. In

other words, the resulting graph topology created by the relationships between the nodes in a

graph reveals a structural complexity that can be analysed as a source of information in pattern

recognition problems.

Described more formally, a graph is an abstract structure which defines a set of entities which

are related in some way. Graphs contain nodes representing said entities with related nodes being

connected by an edge which records the relation. We define G = (V, E) as a graph where V is a

set of nodes and E ⊆ (V × V) is a 2-tuple set of edges in the graph. Edges can either be directed

or undirected. Directed edges are uni-directional relations from a starting node u to a target

node v and recorded as (u, v) ∈ E and (u, v) ̸= (v, u). Undirected edges describe bi-directional

relationships between nodes u and v, hence (u, v) = (v, u). The neighbours of a node u in graph

G, is the set of nodes which share an edge with u, denoted N (u) = {v|(u, v) ∈ E}∪{v|(v, u) ∈ E}.
On the right hand-side of this definition the first set would be called the out-neighbours, and the

second set the in-neighbours.

Graphs can be categorised depending on the properties of the nodes and edges. A labelled

graph is a graph whose nodes or edges have discrete labels, which may or may not be unique.
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Figure 2.3: Three isomers of pentane (C5H12). Isomers are interesting as even slight changes in structure
can yield significantly different chemical and physical properties. For example in this case, the boiling
points of n-pentane, isopentane, and neopentane at 1 atm are 36.1°C, 27.8°C, and 9.5°C respectively.

Nodes and/or edges can be labelled, with the graphs then being called node- or edge-labelled

graphs respectively. Hence the graphs of the isomers in Figure 2.3 are node-labelled graphs with

non-unique node labels corresponding to the atom types. Otherwise it is simply known as an

unlabelled graph. A graph is called undirected if all of its edges are undirected, otherwise it is a

directed graph.

Graphs and their properties can alternatively be represented by matrices. For a graph with

n nodes, A ∈ Rn×n is an adjacency matrix where ai,j is the weight of the edge between nodes i

and j. If (i, j) /∈ E then ai,j = 0. A diagonal degree matrix D ∈ Rn×n is defined as the matrix

where each entry on the diagonal is the row-sum of the adjacency matrix. For graphs with node

features, each node vi ∈ V has an associated d-dimensional feature vector xi ∈ Rd. Then the

feature matrix X ∈ Rn×d can be used to represent feature vectors for every node in the graph.

We may describe a matrix of d-dimensional feature vectors associated to edges in the same way

X ∈ R|E|×d.

Our description so far applies to static homogeneous graphs whose nodes and edges are

untyped. In many real world graphs such as social networks, users may interact with other

users in different ways requiring different types of edges between entities. Users may also

interact with nodes of a different type such as groups and events requiring different node types.

Representing these would require a heterogeneous graph which encodes a relation type r for every

edge (u, v, r) ∈ E . We have also not discussed dynamic graphs, whose propertieschange over

time. We will discuss dynamic graphs and how we can construct representation learning methods

applicable to them in Chapter 4. For now, we will cover how we may perform machine learning

on static graph-structured data.

2.3 Machine learning on graph-structured data

In this section, we introduce substructure-level learning and graph-level learning as two different

scenarios in which we can find learning tasks involving graph-structured data. Building upon

this, we will introduce graph representation learning methods applicable in these scenarios from

the perspective of the operating assumptions and associated inductive biases proposed within

them.

1. Substructure-level learning
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• Graphs are composed of substructures such as nodes, edges, and subgraphs. Hence

in substructure-level learning we refer to learning problems where the observations

are related to other observations in a dataset (becoming nodes) and the dataset as a

whole constitutes a single graph.

• Common tasks involved are node classification and regression, link prediction, and

node clustering.

2. Graph-level learning

• Here each observation in a dataset itself is a graph.

• The most common tasks in this family are graph classification and regression.

2.4 Substructure-level learning

Recall from our discussion on data representations (Section 2.1.1) that a learning algorithm’s

ability to produce effective solutions hinges upon its ability to compare observations and the

relevance of this comparison to the task of interest. An operating assumption that exists in

most node learning methods is that similar nodes would have similar local receptive fields

or neighbourhoods. Early learning algorithms encapsulated this directly by defining various

neighbourhood overlap statistics as measures of similarity between nodes. For example, one

simple neighbourhood overlap measure would simply count the number of shared neighbours

between nodes.

S(u, v) = |N (u)
⋂
N (v)| (2.7)

where we use S(u, v) to denote the value quantifying the relationship between nodes u and v.

Let S ∈ R|V|×|V| denote the similarity matrix summarising all the pairwise node similarities such

that Su,v = S(u, v). Given a neighbourhood overlap statistic Su,v we can perform a task such as

link prediction by assuming that the likelihood of an edge (u, v) is proportional to Su,v:

P (Au,v = 1) ∝ Su,v (2.8)

This principle can be extended a little further into useful local overlap measures which are

simply functions of the number of common neighbours two nodes share. For example, the

Sorensen index defines a matrix SSorensen ∈ R|V|×|V| of node-node neighbourhood overlaps

SSorensen(u, v) =
2|N (u)

⋂
N (v)|

du + dv
(2.9)

where du and dv denote the degrees of nodes u and v respectively. This measure normalises

the count of common neighbours we saw in Equation 2.7 by the sum of the node degrees.

This normalisation helps reduce bias towards predicting edges on nodes of high degrees in link

prediction tasks. Other such local and global neighbourhood overlap measures are provided in

Appendix A.
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From the representation learning perspective, the operating assumption of similarity by

common associations would translate into designing inductive biases that favours learning vector

representations of nodes that have neighbourhood information embedded in them. The aim would

be to produce vector representations of nodes that are similar if they have similar neighbourhoods.

Two dominant approaches have developed in this regard. The first involves neighbourhood

reconstruction methods using deterministic and stochastic measures of neighbourhood overlap

covered next. The second involves the broad class of graph neural networks (GNNs) which we

will formalise under a message passing framework [12, 13] in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 Neighbourhood reconstruction methods

We will organise our discussion of neighbourhood reconstruction methods around the narrative

of encoding and decoding nodes as in Hamilton [50]. In this framework we are interested in

finding an encoder function f(·) : V 7→ Rd that maps each node v ∈ V to a d-dimensional vector

or embedding zv ∈ Rd. Subsequently a decoder function uses the outputs of the encoder to

reconstruct information about each of the nodes’ neighbourhoods, which is why these methods

are called neighbourhood reconstruction methods. As an example, given a node embedding zv

the decoder may predict the neighbours of v. Standard practice is to define a pairwise decoder

g(·, ·) : Rd ×Rd 7→ R+. This function can be interpreted as predicting the relationship or affinity

between a pair of nodes u, v ∈ V when we use g to predict a similarity measure S(u, v) such

as the adjacency or any of the neighbourhood overlap measures we saw previously. Therefore,

our goal for the encoder and decoder is to minimise a reconstruction loss so that the decoder

approximates a similarity measure:

g(f(u), f(v)) = g(zu, zv) ≈ S(u, v) (2.10)

From the perspective of machine learning with parametric models we are interested in tuning

the parameters of the encoder and decoder as to minimise the reconstruction loss:

L =
∑

(u,v)∈D

l
(
g(zu, zv), S(u, v)

)
(2.11)

where l is a loss function, such as the mean square error for regression tasks or a classification

error such as the cross entropy, depending on the definition of the decoder g and the target values

S(u, v). The loss is minimised empirically over the dataset of node pairs (u, v) ∈ D. In the case

of these embedding methods, the embeddings themselves Z ∈ R|V|×d are the parameters we wish

to optimise and output. Hence, we may formulate our optimisation problem as finding

Z∗ = argmin
Z

∑
(u,v)∈D

l
(
g(zu, zv), S(u, v)

)
(2.12)

2.4.1.1 Factorisation based methods

For a subset of methods we can view the narrative of encoding and decoding nodes as a form of

matrix factorisation. The challenge of decoding local neighbourhood topologies from a node’s
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embedding is closely related to reconstructing entries in the original graph’s adjacency matrix.

More generally, we can view this task as learning a low dimensional approximation of a node

similarity matrix S whose entries Su,v correspond to a node similarity function Su,v = S(u, v) for

nodes u, v ∈ V.

Laplacian eigenmaps [51] is one such factorisation based method. Here the decoder computes

the L2 distance of pairs of node embeddings:

g(zu, zv) = ||zu − zv||22 (2.13)

and the reconstruction loss weighs pairs of nodes according to their similarity in the graph:

L =
∑

(u,v)∈D

g(zu, zv) · Su,v (2.14)

In this formulation Equation 2.14 has a trivial solution for decoders which output 0. To avoid

this Belkin and Niyogi [51] propose constraints ZTDZ = I and ZTDI = 0. More important, is

understanding that this objective penalises the model when similar nodes are far apart.

In Belkin and Niyogi [51], they set S = L as a normalised graph Laplacian, L = I−D−1A.

In this case, the optimal embeddings for the objective (Equation 2.14), turns out to be the d

eigenvectors of L corresponding to the second to d+ 1st smallest eigenvalues. This solution is

what gives the Laplacian eigenmaps method its name but Equation 2.14 provides more flexibility

in modelling choices through variation in the definition of S.

Subsequent works generally employ an inner product decoder:

g(zu, zv) = zTu zv (2.15)

which intends to expresses that the similarity of neighbourhoods of u and v is proportional to

the dot product of their embeddings.

Seminal methods employing this decoder include Graph Factorisation (GF) [52], GraRep [53],

and HOPE [54]. They use the inner product decoder with the mean square error to define their

loss:

L =
∑

(u,v)∈D

||zTu zv − Su,v||22 (2.16)

where each of the methods differentiate mainly on the definition of their similarity matrix S.

The Laplacian eigenmaps, GF, Grarep and HOPE all fall under the family of factorisation based

approaches as their optimal solution can be found using matrix factorisation techniques such as

singular value decomposition (SVD). In particular, stacking the node embeddings zv ∈ Rd into a

matrix Z ∈ R|V|×d the reconstruction loss for the above methods can be rewritten as

L = ||ZTZ− S||22 (2.17)

The optimisation of this objective corresponds to a low dimensional factorisation of the

matrix S which we may achieve through SVD.
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2.4.1.2 Random walk distributed embeddings

Following in the footsteps of GF, GraRep, and HOPE; DeepWalk [55] and node2vec [56]

introduced random walk based embeddings. These methods utilise stochastic measures of node-

node similarity in place of the deterministic measures used previously. The aim in these methods

is to have similar node embeddings if random walks emanating from the nodes contain similar

nodes.

Node2vec achieves this through exploiting the distributive hypothesis, originally developed

for semantic modelling in linguistics and later used successfully in natural language processing

[57–59]. The distributive hypothesis stipulates that words which are used and exist in the same

context have similar meanings [57]. In the same manner, two nodes would have similar “meanings”

if their contexts, or the nodes that are encountered during random walks, are similar. Due to

this hypothesis, the vector representations learned by using the distributive hypothesis as an

inductive bias are often called distributed representations.

We can define a random walk based “node contexts” dataset D constructed from pairs of

nodes (u, v) ∈ D if a series of T ∈ Z+ random walks emanating from u includes v. This is

performed for all nodes in the graph. Node2vec then utilises a noise contrastive objective inspired

by the skipgram model of word2vec [58] to learn distributed representations.

L =
∑

(u,v)∈D

− log
(
σ(zTu zv)

)
− γEvn∼Pn(v)

[
log

(
− σ(zTu zvn))

)]
(2.18)

Here we use σ to denote the logistic function, Pn(v) to denote a distribution of negative node

samples that are not encountered in the random walks, and γ > 0 to be some hyperparameter.

In practice, Pn(v) is uniformly distributed and the expectation is approximated using Monte

Carlo sampling.

2.4.1.3 Strengths and limitations of factorisation and random walk based embed-

dings

The factorisation and random walk based distributed embeddings of nodes have several distinct

advantages over algorithms that rely solely on the deterministic measures of neighbourhood

overlap. Unlike the neighbourhood overlap measures, the embeddings can be adapted through

the learning process, and the vector representation makes them amenable for use downstream in

any machine learning algorithm that takes vectors as input. Furthermore, the representations

are learned in an unsupervised manner, making the representations task agnostic. As a result,

these methods have achieved many successes in the past decade, and have been adapted to

heterogeneuous graphs [60] and dynamic graphs [61].

However, these embedding methods also have 3 important limitations that affect their

practical applicability in certain situations. The first issue is that these embedding methods are

inherently transductive: they directly optimise a unique embedding for each node, hence they

can only generate embeddings for nodes that were present (or seen) during the training phase

without additional heuristics and optimisations. This prevents the methods from being used in

inductive settings, where we wish to generalise node-level predictions for nodes that the learning
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algorithm has not seen before. A related issue arises in that embedding methods do not share any

parameters between nodes in the encoder, because each node is given a unique embedding vector.

The lack of parameter sharing is statistically inefficient as parameter sharing typically acts as an

effective form of regularisation, as seen in convolutional neural networks [41, 45]. Furthermore,

the lack of parameter sharing is computationally inefficient as the use of unique node embeddings

means that the number of parameters increases O(|V|).3 Finally, the methods we have mentioned

thus far are unable to leverage feature vectors associated with nodes. At best, they may use

the discrete node labels or rely on hashing functions for continuous features that map them to

discrete labels [62, 63]. Many graph datasets have rich features associated with nodes, edges, and

other substructures that are essentially ignored by the embedding methods. More sophisticated

encoders are required to create vector representations that depend on the structure and also

attributes associated with the graph substructures. In the next sections, we will look at the most

popular family of encoders that have come forward to address this task: graph neural networks.

2.4.2 Graph neural networks

As previously discussed, the operating assumption in substructure learning is that related entities

are similar to each other. In the context of node classification this means that nodes related

to each other are likely to have similar classification labels. This assumption is most evidently

interpreted in label propagation algorithms [64, 65], wherein the known labels of observations

are propagated along the edges to label nodes which are not labeled.4

However, one key limitation of the label propagation based methods and the factorisation

based methods we have covered above is that they cannot utilise feature vectors associated with

nodes and are transductive learning algorithms in their default settings. The utilisation of feature

vectors can produce rich associations between observations which are successfully exploited in

neural networks. Unfortunately, standard MLP networks are ill-posed to handle the structural

relations between observations as they are designed to handle unstructured data producing a gap

between neural networks and algorithms like label propagation. Hence, this drives the need for

inductive biases on neural networks which build representations upon feature vectors which take

these relational aspects of the dataset into account. Here, we will build towards the definition of

generalised graph neural networks under a message passing framework starting from MLPs.

We will motivate graph neural networks through example. Suppose we are given a citation

network G = (V, E) such as the Cora network [66] shown in Figure 2.4 of n academic research

articles from a set Y of 7 different research topics such as “Theory”, “Reinforcement learning”,

and “Neural networks”. Each paper vi ∈ V, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} is associated with a d-dimensional

bag-of-words vector representation xi such that X ∈ R|V|×d is a matrix of feature vectors for each

of the papers in the network. Suppose undirected edges are drawn between papers (vi, vj) ∈ E if

either one cites the other. This information can be summarised in an n× n binary symmetric

adjacency matrix A. Given a subset of labelled paper/research domain pairs (vi, yi) ∈ D with

3We will, however, see in Chapter 5 that in some real world applications this is more of a theoretical limitation
than a debilitating issue.

4The interested reader can find a Python re-implementation of Zhu and Ghahramani’s label propagation
algorithm [64, 65] we have made available here: https://github.com/paulmorio/label_diffusion.
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Figure 2.4: A visualisation of the Cora network with the 10 nodes with the highest degree highlighted in
yellow. The right side depicts a zoomed in subgraph showing nodes with associated node feature vectors.

vi ∈ V and yi ∈ Y , our task is to classify unseen papers.

The first instinct of a deep learning practitioner would be to use an MLP on the feature vectors

associated to each of the papers to learn a mapping from the feature vector to its target paper

domain — leaving the neural network to its devices to learn useful intermediate representations

of the bag-of-words vector inputs through the series of feature extracting layers. Recall from

Section 2.1.2 that the ith MLP layer makes an affine transformation of the input feature vector

hi−1 followed by a non-linear activation function:

hi = σ
(
Wi−1hi−1 + bi−1

)
(2.19)

where W contains the layer weight parameters, b is a bias parameter, and σ is some elementwise

non-linear activation like a logistic sigmoid function or ReLU. Unfortunately, the MLP does not

utilise additional information about the relations (citations) between each of the observations

which may better characterise the phenomena we are observing and our intent to classify topics.

To counter this we can define a simple graph neural network layer called the graph convolutional

layer or GCN [67]:

H = σ
(
D̃− 1

2 ÃD̃− 1
2XW + b

)
(2.20)

Here Ã = A + I is an adjacency matrix with self loops added in, and D̃ is the corresponding

degree matrix to Ã. W and b correspond to the layer’s weights and bias parameters and σ is an

elementwise non-linear activation function. What is new and interesting here is the renormalised

adjacency matrix D̃− 1
2 ÃD̃− 1

2 and how it transforms the representations in X. On the level of a

single node representation, the application of the renormalised adjacency matrix on X performs

the following:

x′
i =

1

di + 1
xi +

∑
xj∈N (vi)

ai,j√
(di + 1)(dj + 1)

xj (2.21)

which has the effect of making the resulting node representation coming out of the GCN depend
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Figure 2.5: A visualisation of the message passing operations within a GCN layer for the calculation of
the output of h1.

on a sum of itself and the representations of its neighbours normalised by the connectivity of the

graph. We show this effect on a small graph in Figure 2.5. Effectively, we are inductively biasing

representations to become more similar to the members of their receptive field (the immediate

local neighbourhood). This propagation of the features is analogous to label propagation and is

the driving mechanism for the performance increases reported in GCNs [67]. As discussed in

Wu et al. [68] and Scherer et al. [69], the association of similarity between related observations

(homophily) was useful within each of the datasets and tasks that it was applied to. Subsequent

application of the layers enlarges the receptive field over which the representations are constructed

as representations of the previous layers embeds the neighbourhood information of the previous

layer [67, 68].

2.4.2.1 MPNN framework

We can generalise our notion of graph neural networks beyond the GCN formulation under the

framework of message passing neural networks (MPNN) introduced in Gilmer et al. [12] and

refined in the Graph Networks framework of Battaglia et al. [13] (which shares some of the

authors). Under the message passing neural network framework the lth layer node representation

is defined as:

xl
i = ϕl

(
xl−1
i ,

⊕
vj∈N (vi)

ψl(xl−1
i ,xl−1

j , ej,i)
)

(2.22)

where ϕ(·) and ψ(·) are functions that are often parameterised by neural networks,
⊕

(·) is a

permutation invariant operator such as a sum, max or an average, and ej,i is a feature vector

associated with the edge from node j to node i (if it exists). We can interpret this layer as the

combination of the previous node representation xl−1
i and a permutation invariant aggregation of

messages computed between a node and its neighbours ψl(xl−1
i ,xl−1

j , ej,i).
5 Typically, the inputs

to ϕl(·, ·) are concatenated and fed into an MLP network. The flexibility around the definition of

5Hence message passing neural network.
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Figure 2.6: A diagram of the message passing framework on the same graph as in Figure 2.5. The
dotted line indicates that the self message is optional.

Table 2.1: Table of popular GNN layers with their definitions for the computation of node i’s lth layer
representation xl

i in a neural network. Additional notes on their significance or interpretation are also
given. Note that these are all instances of the general MPNN framework.

Name Definition Notes

GCN [67] xl
i = ϕ

(
1

di+1x
l−1
i +

∑
vj∈N (vi)

ψl
GCN(xl−1

i ,xl−1
j , ej,i)

)
The most popular GNN layer. Formally defined for graphs with
self loops. Can be considered an instantiation of ChebNet with K = 1.

GIN [63] xl
i = ϕ

(
(1 + ϵ)xl−1

i +
∑

j∈N (i) x
l−1
j

)
ϵ may be fixed or set as a learnable parameter.

GraphSAGE [70] xl
i = ϕ(xl−1

i +
⊕

j∈N (i) ψ(xl−1
j)

⊕
is set as a mean or max in the paper. The originating paper

is notable for its introduction of inductive node representation learning
through the use of neighbourhood sampling when computing a
node representation.

GAT [71] xl
i = αi,iψ(xl−1

i ) +
∑

j∈N (i) αi,jψ(xl−1
j )

αi,j =
exp

(
LeakyReLU(aT [xi||xj ])

)
∑

k∈{N (i)∪{i}} exp
(
LeakyReLU(aT [xi||xk]

) . Intuitively the attention

coefficient can be interpreted as a learnable weight on the edge weighting
the importance of the incoming node message. Common to use multiple
attention heads and concatenate the results.

GATv2 [72] xl
i = αi,iψ(xl−1

i ) +
∑

j∈N (i) αi,jψ(xl−1
j )

αi,j =
exp

(
aTLeakyReLU([xi||xj ])

)
∑

k∈{N (i)∪{i}} exp
(
aTLeakyReLU([xi||xk]

) . Sets a dynamic attention coefficient

that is provably more expressive than in the original GAT. However, this
additional expressivity comes at the expense of increased variance.

MPNN [12] xl
i = ϕl

(
xl−1
i ,

⊕
vj∈N (vi)

ψl(xl−1
i ,xl−1

j , ej,i)
) As in Equation 2.22. A generic framework which allows us to instantiate

all of the above.

the messages allows us to define a variety of different relational inductive biases (see Figure 2.6)

and graph neural networks as shown in Table 2.1.

2.5 Graph-level learning

When working with observations which are each entire graphs, it is typically assumed that graphs

representing similar entities and phenomena should have similar topological properties. Hence,

the ability to quantify the similarity of graph topologies is of central importance in developing

graph learning algorithms. As topological patterns are not intuitively well represented using

classic feature vectors, earlier approaches predominantly focused on using kernel based methods

for machine learning tasks involving graph observations. As the name suggests, kernel methods

are machine learning algorithms which rely on a kernel for the pattern recognition task. Kernels

are functions which define a relation, or more contextually, a similarity over pairs of data points

using their raw representations. Subsequently, one can use kernel methods which can operate on
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the gram matrices6 produced by such kernels, such as support vector machines (SVM) [21].

2.5.1 Kernel based methods

Ideally a kernel would be a similarity function sim(G,G′) = d, d ∈ R+ where d, or the “distance”

between graphs G and G′, is small if they have similar structural properties, or a larger distance

otherwise. The most intuitive measure of similarity is the binary indication of whether two

graphs are topologically identical or isomorphic

simGI(G,G′) =

1, if G and G′ are isomorphic

0, otherwise
(2.23)

This is also known as the Graph Isomorphism (GI) test. Despite being a rudimentary measure

of similarity, the complexity of the GI test is in NP and has neither been proven to be NP-complete

nor solved by a polynomial time algorithm [73]. In addition to being computationally expensive,

the binary measure of similarity provided by GI based measures requires graphs to be identical

or contain large identical subgraphs in order to be considered similar. This is too restrictive to

be used effectively by machine learning methods. As a result, a number of more flexible kernels

based on approximate and inexact matching of graphs were proposed to address this problem.

Examples of these approximate kernels include graph edit distance methods and invariant

based methods. Graph edit distance methods as proposed by [74, 75] define a set of graph edit

operations and associate a “cost” with each operation. The distance between the graphs can

then be approximated by the minimum number and cost of edits needed to transform one graph

into another. Slightly less intuitive, but powerful kernels exploit graph invariants. For example,

Kondor and Borgwardt [76] introduced the skew spectrum where the invariant feature, known as

the graph skew, is computed from the graph and extracted bispectral invariants can be compared

to compute a kernel value. Barely a year later, Kondor et al. [77] proposed the graphlet spectrum

which computes a spectrum of matrices relative to a set of subgraphs. These features capture

the number and position of the subgraphs which could then be compared between graphs.

Yanardag and Vishwanathan [21] noted that kernel methods such as the graphlet spectrum

are part of a larger family of R-Convolutional kernels which evaluate the similarity between

discrete structures such as graphs G and G′ by decomposing them into atomic substructures such

as random walks, shortest paths, graphlets, and other subgraph patterns. The kernel value is

then calculated by some function such as counting the number of common substructures over G
and G′. These kernel values would then be exploited by kernel methods performing the machine

learning task. Such count-based graph kernels can largely be grouped into three major families:

those based on finite size subgraphs [77–79], subtree patterns [62, 80, 81], and walks or paths

[82–84]. More detail on each of these kernels has been provided in Appendix B.

Graph kernels are intuitive, efficient, and perform well on smaller benchmark datasets, but

exhibit two limitations. Firstly, most kernels do not create explicit graph embeddings. This

makes many out-of-the-box machine learning algorithms that rely on vector embeddings, such as

6For a dataset with m points and a given kernel function, this is an m×m symmetric, positive semi-definite
matrix where each element corresponds to the kernel value computed between a pair of observations.
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Random Forests, Neural Networks, Naive Bayes, and so on, unable to work with graph data.

Secondly, the substructures which the graphs are decomposed to have to be determined manually

with well-defined functions that help extracting such substructures from graphs. When such

substructures are used in very large datasets this can lead to building extremely high-dimensional,

sparse, and non-smooth representations of graphs [19]. As a result of this, they also begin to show

a phenomenon known as diagonal dominance, wherein graphs become more similar to themselves

and distant from others [21]. In Chapter 3, we introduce a unified framework for learning smooth

low dimensional distributed representations of graphs based on the R-convolutional framework

[11] to tackle this. This is presented with an associated GPU ready software package that makes

it trivial to implement existing and entirely novel methods for learning distributed representations

of graphs. In Chapter 5, we show how understanding the strengths and limitations of distributed

representations of graphs allows us to improve existing methods and obtain state-of-the-art

performance in drug-pair scoring tasks.

2.5.2 GNNs for graph-level learning

GNNs can be used for graph level learning through the use of pooling operations, which are

analogous to the pooling operators of CNNs. The principal aim is to aggregate the information

from all the substructure representations into a single vector representation for the whole graph

— for simplicity, we will stick to nodes as the sole substructure of interest. The simplest pooling

operators for graphs include permutation invariant operations over the set of node representations

in the graph such as a sum, product, or mean. To formalise this, let X ∈ R|V|×d be the matrix

of node representations for graph G = (V, E). A permutation matrix P is a |V| × |V| matrix

which changes the node order in X when left-multiplied. These matrices have exactly one 1 in

every row and column, 0s elsewhere (thus there are |V| ! of these permutations for any graph). A

function f over X is permutation invariant if applying a permutation matrix on the input does

not modify the result.

f(PX) = f(X) (2.24)

We can see that the simple sum, product or mean of the node expressed as
⊕

vi∈|V|X satisfies

Equation 2.24. Inevitably, there is information loss in this crude aggregation, but it is still used

prominently in GNN archictures for graph-level outputs, such as the state-of-the-art GNN based

models for drug pair scoring which we will present in Chapter 5. However, the importance of this

operation warrants more sophisticated pooling approaches which we will describe in a practical

manner using Grattarola et al’s Selection/Reduction/Connection (SRC) framework [85].

The SRC framework is a useful mental framework and taxonomy for describing pooling

operations. It factorises pooling operators into compositions of three operations: selection,

reduction, and connection.

1. The selection groups nodes of the input graph into subsets of supernodes.

2. The reduction operation aggregates the information (the set of node representations) within

each supernode.
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Table 2.2: Prominent pooling methods described using the SRC framework.

Method Selection Reduction Connection

DiffPool [86] S = GNN(A,X) X′ = ST ·GNN2(A,X) A′ = STAS
MinCut [87] S = MLP(X) X′ = STX A′ = STAS
NMF [88] Factorise : A = WH→ S = HT X′ = STX A′ = STAS

GraClus [89] Si = {xu,xv|argmaxv(
Au,v

Du,u
+

Au,v

Dv,v
)} X′ = STX METIS [90]

Top-K [91] y = Xp
||p|| ; i = topK(y) X′ = (X⊙ σ(y))i A′ = Ai,i

SAGPool [92] y = GNN(A,X); topK(y) X′ = (X⊙ σ(y))i A′ = Ai,i

3. Finally the connection links the reduced nodes and outputs a coarsened graph.

Let a graph pooling operator be loosely defined as any function POOL that maps a graph

G = (V, E) of |V| = n nodes to a new coarsened graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) with associated node feature

matrix X′. The goal of this operator is to reduce the number of nodes from n to k < n nodes.

With selection, SEL : G 7→ S = {S1,S2, ...,Sk}, the function computes k subsets of the nodes,

each associated with one node of the output supernode in the output graph G′. In reduction,

RED : G × Si 7→ x′
i, the function aggregates the node features within each supernode to obtain

node attributes of G′. Finally, the connection function, CON : G × Si × Sj 7→ e′i,j , determines

whether a link exists for each pair of supernodes Si,Sj . The SRC framework then describes

POOL as the composition of

S = {Si}i=1:k = SEL(G) ; X′ = {RED(G,Si)}i=1:k ; E ′ = {CON(G,Si,Sj)}i,j∈{1,...,k} (2.25)

This framework allows us to conveniently define the most popular and powerful pooling

operators as in Table 2.2. Notably the selection operation is also commonly computed to output

a matrix S ∈ Rn×k, where Si,j indicates the membership of node i to a supernode j, and Si,j = 0

indicates that node i is not assigned to supernode j.

Naturally, to achieve the end goal of obtaining a single vector representation for the graph we

will eventually have to perform some form of global pooling. This corresponds to a final pooling

operation which results in a singleton supernode — aggregating all the information of the tree

of operations performed up until this point. This global pooling is often one of the sum, mean,

or average aggregations we covered in the beginning of this subsection. The hope is that the

coarsening actions will filter relevant signals for the task before this point to reduce the effect of

salient information loss. Current research focuses on developing differentiable parametric pooling

operations that can be tuned during the learning process as well as more adaptive readout

functions that relax the permutation invariance condition [93]. This is an area of intense research

as GNN based methods still struggle to outperform many baseline MLP, kernel, and embedding

based methods in graph classification tasks [94, 95].
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2.6 Research software

As an applied science, a core part of machine learning is the translation of theory to practice,

typically in the form of evaluating a proposed method empirically against a range of established

benchmarks and/or an instance of a new application if that is the focus. This necessitates

code implementations containing a delicate interplay of data loading, transformations, collation

functions, numerically intensive forward and backward computations, logging features, and more.

These are notoriously difficult to implement in a scalable and efficient manner for graphs —

doubly so when taking into account different hardware (e.g. CPU/GPU/TPU/IPU) capabilities

[96].

Hardware limitations and laborious proprietary GPU programming were a staple of early

and influential neural network papers [41, 45, 97]. Fortunately, major open source efforts such

as TensorFlow [40], PyTorch [38], Jax [39], have abstracted much of the low-level complexity

underlying the differentiable programming paradigm and allowed for efficient computation across

hardware. In addition to furthering research and standardisation across industry and academia,

these libraries have had important socio-economic ramifications in lowering the barrier of access

to individuals of any background through the provisions of extensive documentation, and the

ability to inspect and extend implementations to novel solutions. It would not be surprising to

find that the unprecedented proliferation of ML research from all the basic and applied sciences

is due in no small part to the rich ecosystem of open source software for machine learning [38, 98].

Hence, we finish off this chapter by looking at the landscape of open source software dedicated

to machine learning research on graph-structured data and our contributions to this effort. This

will also cover some prominent network analysis software, as this often interleaves with machine

learning software and contain functions often utilised in biomedical informatics.

2.6.1 Software libraries for graph machine learning research

A comprehensive table of open source libraries for research on graph-structured data is shown in

Table 2.3, based on Rozemberczki’s listing [99]. The bullets highlight domains and tasks that

the implemented methods within the libraries focus upon solving. Network analysis software is

often used at the beginning and end of graph machine learning pipelines, as inputs are processed

by them and outputs of learning algorithms are fed back into them for further adjustment and

for visualisations [100–102]. Examples of input processing would be the computation of node

statistics such as degrees, centralities, densities, cluster assignments, etc. as they may form node

features, and the same for other substructures. Many bioinformatics tasks such as protein cluster

identification are based upon adapting analytics algorithms such as the identification of k-cores

and cliques within interactomics data. For example, ProtClus [26] is a library of seminal protein

cluster identification algorithms based in structural analysis, which we have released as part of

our proposed methodology to automatically create predictive models for gene expression profiles

in Chapter 6.

Several observations can be made using Table 2.3. First and foremost is the dominance of

the Python language in the graph processing landscape. Due to this dominance we have based
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the implementation of our frameworks and libraries in Python as well. Secondly, within the

graph machine learning packages there is a strong focus on learning node embeddings and using

graph neural networks on static graphs. Of these DGL, and PyTorch Geometric especially, have

become important tools within the GRL practitioners toolkit based on citation count and number

of GitHub stars in the last 3 years. Geo2DR [23] which we will cover in Chapter 3 addresses

an unfilled gap at the intersection of learning distributed representations of graphs and graph

kernels. Thirdly, most of the graph learning packages focus on methods for static graphs and

are incompatible with processing dynamic graph data and methods applicable to them. To this

end part of the contribution of this thesis includes collaborative work on the PyTorch Geometric

Temporal package, which is the sole graph learning package for MPNNs on dynamic graphs. We

will cover the identification of different dynamic graphs and memory efficient data structures

and learning algorithms applicable to them in Chapter 4.
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Table 2.3: Table of open source software dedicated to network analytics (top half) or machine learning
(bottom half) on graph-structured data. The italicised software libraries represent contributions that
form part of this thesis. Geo2DR presented in Chapter 3 fills a gap in research software dedicated to the
construction of methods capable of learning distributed representations of graphs. Geo2DR shares some
methods with KarateClub [103] for graph embeddings such as Graph2Vec [19]. Geo2DR differentiates itself
based on its self contained PyTorch [38] implementations of distributed embedding methods compared
to gensim [104] for embedding which enables the usage of different hardware accelerators and simpler
extensions. Furthermore, its implementation of the framework and flexible APIs are designed to encourage
the creation of novel methods and extensions for existing methods rather than calling upon specific
instantiations of the model framework. PyTorch Geometric Temporal, presented in Chapter 4, is the first
and still only neural representation learning library for dynamic graphs at the time of writing.
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IGraph [101] 2006 • • • • • • • • •
NetworkX [100] 2008 • • • • • • •
SNAP [105] 2014 • • • • • • • • • • •
GraphTool [106] 2014 • • • • • • • • •
NetworKit [107] 2016 • • • • • • • • • • •
DyNetX [108] 2016 • • •
LightGraphs [109] 2017 • • • • •
ND-Lib [110] 2018 • • •
Little Ball of Fur [111] 2020 • • •
ProtClus [26] 2020 • • • •

GraphKernels [112] 2017 • • • • •
OpenNE [113] 2018 • • • •
OpenKE [114] 2018 • • • •
DGL [16] 2019 • • • •
Euler [115] 2019 • • • •
EvalNE [116] 2019 • • • •
CDLib [117] 2019 • • •
Torch Geometric [15] 2019 • • • •
Geo2DR [23] 2020 • • • • • •
Google AI GCNN [118] 2020 • • • •
Spektral [18] 2020 • • • •
Karate Club [103] 2020 • • • • •
GraphKit-Learn [119] 2020 • • •
GraKel [120] 2020 • • •
PyTorch Geometric Temporal [24] 2021 • • • •
DeepMind Jraph [17] 2021 • • •
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CHAPTER 3

Learning distributed representations of

graphs

3.1 Overview and contributions

In Section 2.4.1 of the previous chapter, we looked at embedding methods for substructures,

specifically node embedding methods such as node2vec [56]. Node2vec operates on the assumption

that a node is better contextualised by its neighbours. It implements this assumption using the

distributive hypothesis [57, 58] with contextual neighbours sampled via random walks involving

the node in question. Whilst for graph level representations the operating assumptions are

different than for nodes, we can employ the distributed hypothesis here as well. Several methods

have been proposed such as DGK-GK, DGK-SP, AWE, Graph2Vec [19–21], yet little work has

been done to generalise and consolidate the individual approaches, nor studied comparatively in

empirical or theoretical settings. This chapter aims to abstract and generalise existing methods

into a practical framework for learning distributed representations of graphs, and present an

associated software library which implements this framework for the rapid construction of existing

and entirely novel methods.

To summarise, our contributions are:

• A novel practical framework that extends the R-Convolutional Kernel [11] for graph kernels

to distributed representations, enabling us to characterise existing methods and entirely

novel ones.

• A GPU ready software library, Geo2DR, implementing this framework where each method

can be defined as a composition of 3 modules.

• Comparative evaluation of all existing methods on a range of benchmarks, which validate

existing results but also highlight how they actually compare against each other in controlled

settings.

The work in this chapter was presented as a poster in 3 workshops under the title “Learning

distributed representations of graphs using Geo2DR”. The first iteration was presented at the

ICML 2020 Graph Representation Learning and Beyond Workshop as poster. Subsequent editions
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were selected as spotlighted posters at the KDD 2020 Deep Learning on Graphs (DLG) and

Machine learning on Graphs (MLG) workshops. The work in this chapter will also appear again

in Chapter 5 when through understanding of the strengths and shortcomings of this approach

we are able to improve state-of-the-art drug pair scoring models.

3.2 Introduction

The difficulty of reliably constructing GNN models has driven the need for toolkits and libraries

to facilitate their development for replication, extension and creation of new models. Several

such libraries have been made such as: Graph Nets introduced by Battaglia et al. [13], DGL by

Wang et al. [16], GEM by Goyal et al. [121], and most recently PyTorch Geometric by Fey and

Lenssen [15]. These libraries have greatly contributed to lowering the barrier of entry into GNN

research, fueling the development of novel methods and libraries supporting them in a healthy

feedback cycle.

Alongside ongoing research into GNNs, another approach has focused on extending graph

kernel methods with neural language embedding methods [19–21] that exploit the distributive

hypothesis to learn representations of graphs. This is a useful alternative inductive bias to model

the vector space embeddings of graphs over the distribution of the discrete substructure patterns

contextualising them. Much like how the semantic meaning of words is similar to words that

have similar context words around them [57], comparability can also be defined for graphs with

the appropriate specification of what constitutes context and the entities (nodes, subgraphs,

substructure patterns) that are involved. Such vector representations of graphs are inductively

biased to be close when they contain similar substructure patterns, and distant when they do not.

This is inline with many of the graph kernel methods which they build upon and the underlying

assumptions about useful priors embedded in the kernel functions. This perspective enables the

construction of a powerful class of unsupervised representation learning methods.

At this point, there are multiple excellent GNN and Graph kernel specific libraries for calling

specific implementations of existing methods (see Table 2.3). Some GNN focused libraries such

as PyTorch Geometric [15] even allow composing new methods by interfacing with extensible

message-passing or pooling modules. However, to our knowledge, no framework or toolkit

currently exists for rapidly composing new methods capable of learning representations of graphs

using distributional inductive biases. Geo2DR (Geometric to D istributed Representations),

aims to fill this gap by providing a modular set of building blocks built around a conceptual

framework that is applicable to existing methods and an even greater number of unexplored

ones. The Geo2DR library along with links to documentation, example method reimplementa-

tions, experiment replication, and supporting material can be found on the GitHub repository

(https://github.com/paulmorio/geo2dr) with stable package releases on PyPI.

3.3 Background

The approach towards distributive modelling of graphs was pioneered by Yanardag and Vish-

wanathan [21]. They observed that many graph kernel methods can be formulated as instances of
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the R-convolutional framework [11]. Herein, the similarity between different graphs is computed

by decomposing graphs into discrete substructure patterns such as graphlets, shortest paths, and

rooted subgraphs as we have seen previously in Chapter 2 and in Appendix B. This produces a

|V|-dimensional bag-of-words or pattern frequency vectors for each graph where V is the set

of the unique patterns induced over all the graphs in a dataset. The graphs and their induced

substructure patterns are input to a function which computes the comparability of the two graphs,

such as counting the common substructures across pattern frequency vectors. This defines the

relation or similarity measure between the graphs to construct the kernel matrix for use with

kernel methods such as SVMs.

Yanardag and Vishwanathan [21] further observed that as the size of graphs and the specificity

of substructure patterns to be induced from graphs increases (by lengthening walks/paths,

increasing the number of nodes in graphlet patterns) — graphs become represented by extremely

high dimensional pattern frequency vectors. As a result, only a few substructure patterns are

common across any given set of graphs. This leads to sparse solutions where each graph is more

similar to itself, a phenomenon known as diagonal dominance. To tackle this issue the authors

proposed the use of neural language models, which exploit the distributive hypothesis [57] to learn

smooth low dimensional distributed representations of the substructures and construct graph

kernel matrices. This was quickly followed up by works such as the aptly named Graph2Vec [19]

and Anonymous Walk Embeddings [20] (AWE). These proposed different substructure patterns to

induce over the graphs and the use of Doc2Vec variants [59] to build distributed representations

of whole graphs directly.

3.4 A conceptual framework for learning distributed representa-

tions of graphs

Here we present a conceptual framework for creating methods capable of learning distributed

representations of graphs, also pictured in Figure 3.1. Given a set of n graphs in the dataset

G = {G1,G2, ...,Gn} one can induce discrete substructure patterns such as shortest paths, rooted

subgraphs, graphlets, and so on by using side effects of algorithms such as Floyd-Warshall

[122–124] or the Weisfeiler-Lehmann graph isomorphism test [125]. This can be used to produce

pattern frequency vectors X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} describing the occurrence frequency of substructure

patterns for every graph over a shared vocabulary V. V is the set of unique substructure patterns

induced over all graphs Gi ∈ G.

One may, of course, directly use these pattern frequency vectors within standard machine

learning algorithms or construct kernels to perform some task. This has been the approach

used by many state-of-the-art graph kernel methods [84, 126]. Unfortunately, as the number,

complexity, and size of graphs in G increases so does the number of induced substructure patterns

— often dramatically [23, 84, 126]. This, in turn, causes the pattern frequency vectors of X to

be extremely sparse and high dimensional, both of which are detrimental to the performance of

estimators. Furthermore, the high specificity of the patterns and the sparsity causes diagonal

dominance across kernel matrices wherein each graph becomes more similar to itself and dissimilar
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Figure 3.1: A conceptual framework for how methods for learning distributed representations of graphs
are constructed, which guides the method design principles in Geo2DR.

from others, thus degrading machine learning performance.

To address this issue it is possible to learn dense and low dimensional distributed representa-

tions of graphs that are inductively biased to be similar when they contain similar substructure

patterns and dissimilar if they do not in a self supervised manner. To achieve this we need to

construct a corpus dataset R that details the target-context relationship between a graph and

its induced substructure patterns. In the simplest form for graph level representation learning,

we can specify R as the set of tuples (Gi, p) ∈ R,Gi ∈ G where p is a substructure pattern that

is part of the shared vocabulary p ∈ V and can be induced from Gi which we denote p ∈ Gi.
The corpus can then be used to learn embeddings via a method that incorporates Harris’

distributive hypothesis [57] to learn the distributed representations. Methods such as Skipgram,

CBOW, PV-DM, PV-DBOW, and GLoVE are some examples of neural embedding methods

that utilise this inductive bias [58, 59, 127]. The following objective encapsulates Skipgram with

negative sampling.

L =
∑
Gi∈G

∑
p∈V
|{(Gi, p) ∈ R}|(log σ(Φi · Sp)) + Ep−∈V[log σ(−Φi · Sp−)] (3.1)

Here Φ ∈ R|G|×d is the d-dimensional matrix of graph embeddings we desire of the set of graphs G,

and Φi is the embedding for Gi ∈ G. In similar vein, S ∈ R|V|×d are the d-dimensional embeddings

of the substructure patterns such that Sp represents the vector embedding corresponding to the

substructure pattern p ∈ V. Whilst these embeddings are tuned as well during the optimisation

of Equation 3.1, ultimately, these substructure embeddings are not used in our case as we are

interested in the graph embeddings. The cardinality of the set |{(Gi, p) ∈ R}| indicates the

number of times a positive substructure pattern is induced in the graph to tighten the association

of the pattern to the graph. p− ∈ V denotes a negative context pattern that is drawn from the

empirical unigram distribution

PR(p) =
|{p|∀Gi ∈ G, (Gi, p) ∈ R}|

|R|
(3.2)
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and the expectation is typically approximated using Monte Carlo sampling as in Mikolov et al.

[58].

The optimisation of the above objective creates the desired distributed representations in

Φ. The distributed representations benefit from having lower dimensionality than the pattern

frequency vectors, in other words |V| >> d, being non-sparse, and being inductively biased

via the distributive hypothesis. A more thorough treatment of the distributive hypothesis and

in-depth interpretation of the embedding methods in this family can be found in [57, 58, 128].

Various instances of models for learning distributed representations of graphs following our

description have been made such as Graph2Vec [19], DGK-WL/SP/GK [126], and AWE [20].

These differentiate primarily on the type of substructure pattern that is induced over G. These

have shown strong performance in graph classification tasks, often performing on par with modern

graph neural networks despite using significantly fewer features and parameters, whilst operating

in an unsupervised fashion.

Geo2DR provides various modules that can be used as “building blocks” to rapidly construct

systems capable of learning such distributed representations, of both substructure patterns and

whole graphs of arbitrary size. Existing libraries for GNNs [13, 15, 16, 121] would require a

substantial shift in philosophical focus from constructing message passing schemes and pooling

methods to accommodate these methods. Hence, Geo2DR is a complementary library alongside

existing toolkits giving researchers a broader range of options and tools for graph representation

learning. A brief comparison of existing libraries for graph representation learning is provided in

Section 3.8 after describing the structure and usage of Geo2DR for better exposition.

3.5 Overview of Geo2DR

Geo2DR is a Python library containing various modules to support rapid composition of methods

capable of learning distributed representations of graphs. This framework for self supervised

learning of substructures and entire graphs is based around simplifying the conceptual framework

of Section 3.4 into a simple two stage methodology for users to concretise as summarised in

Figure 3.2.

• Induction of descriptive substructure patterns: The first step consists of inducing

discrete substructure patterns such as graphlets, rooted subgraphs, or anonymous walks

within and across the dataset of graphs to construct a shared vocabulary and corpus dataset

contextualising the patterns and graphs. One may also use the output pattern distributions

at this stage to construct a variety of graph kernels.

• Learning distributed vector representations: The second stage consists of utilising

the distributive hypothesis [57] to learn distributed representations of graphs contextualised

by the induced substructure patterns. Embedding methods which exploit the distributive

hypothesis such as skipgram [58] can be used to learn fixed-size vector embeddings of

substructure patterns or whole graph in an unsupervised manner.

The two stage methodology allows for the succinct description of existing methods as compo-

sitions of what substructure patterns are being induced across the graphs, and the specification of
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Figure 3.2: The two-stage design methodology for creating distributed representations of graphs and the
various modules (in rectangles) included in Geo2DR to support this process. All modules were designed
with consistent interfaces so that they may be mixed and matched to create existing and novel methods,
as well as simplify integration of custom modules.

the target-context relationships as implied by the distributive neural embedding method. Hence,

a combination of Geo2DR’s modules for decomposition and distributed representation learning

can be used to quickly replicate existing methods such as those shown in Table 3.1. Just as

importantly, it highlights the vast possibilities for the development of novel methods intersecting

ongoing research in graph theory and distributive modelling through focused development of the

modules.

Consistent input/output interfaces were implemented across modules to encourage creation

of novel methods. For example, one could create a “novel” unpublished method combining

existing modules on inducing shortest path patterns and learning graph-level embeddings with

PV-DBOW. This form of light experimentation fosters understanding and control of the various

inductive biases involved when building such models. However, in a more far-sighted view, we

hope it would also encourage the creation of custom modules that can plug and play with the

rest of the framework to create truly novel methods down the line.

Practically, the library is centered around three subpackages under Geo2DR. The data

subpackage contains modules for transforming data formats used by popular dataset repositories

such as Kersting et al. [129] into consistent formats used by the decomposition algorithms

implemented in Geo2DR. In Geo2DR, we chose to use the GEXF (Graph Exchange XML Format)

as the permanent storage format for individual instances of the graphs. This is because the

format is compatible with network analysis software such as Gephi [102] and NetworkX [100] for

detailed inspection and visualisation.

The modules within the decomposition subpackage contain algorithms for inducing the

substructure patterns in the graphs and forming vocabularies. The outputs of these algorithms

are directly compatible with our PyTorch implementations of neural language models (which can

leverage GPUs), as well as the CPU optimised implementations available in Gensim [104]. This

essentially describes the packages and modules necessary for Step 1 of the process. The final

subpackage embedding methods contains modules for constructing corpus datasets and neural

language models to build the distributed representation learning methods of Step 2. Several
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Table 3.1: Table characterising each of the existing published methods by the substructure patterns
induced and associated embedding method to create the graph kernel matrix (for DGK models) or graph
embeddings.

Method Induced substructure pattern Embedding method Object embedded

DGK-WL WL rooted subgraphs Skipgram or CBOW Substructure patterns
DGK-SP Shortest paths Skipgram or CBOW Substructure patterns
DGK-GK Graphlets Skipgram or CBOW Substructure patterns
Graph2Vec WL rooted subgraphs PV-DBOW Whole graphs
AWE-DD Anonymous walks PV-DM Whole graphs

Trainer classes are also included which serve as convenient corpus and neural net combinations

that can be used to construct common architecture setups.

Existing methods for learning distributed representations as in Table 3.1 and several graph

kernels can all be implemented using the modules and frameworks presented. We have included

all these methods as examples within the repository to get users started on creating their own

variations.

3.6 Annotated coding example

In this section we will demonstrate Geo2DR’s usability with an annotated code example learning

the distributed representations of nitroaromatic compounds using their molecular graphs and

apply it on a downstream task to predict their mutagenicity on Salmonella typhimurium.

Data formatting for different sources. This dataset studying mutagenicity, called MUTAG

[130], is available from the TU Dortmund repository of datasets for graph kernels [129]. Using data

processing and formatting tools included in the geometric2dr.data subpackage, we instantiate a

geometric2dr.data.DortmundGexf object to format the dataset into a set of GEXF files under

the data/MUTAG directory that can be analysed using various network analysis software such as

Gephi [102] and NetworkX [100]. This object can also be used to generate other formats.

1 from geometric2dr.data import DortmundGexf

2

3 dataset = "MUTAG"

4 corpus_data_dir = "data/" + dataset

5

6 gexifier = DortmundGexf(data, "dortmund_data/", "/tmp/")

7 gexifier.format_dataset()

Listing 1: Using the geometric2dr.data subpackage to preprocess and format datasets into GEXF
format.

Step 1: Corpus construction through induction of substructure patterns. We will

re-implement Graph2Vec [19] in this example using Geo2DR, which as one can see in Table

3.1 is a combination of using WL-rooted subtree patterns and skipgram. Using the two stage
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methodology we covered in Section 3.5 we first construct a corpus dataset of rooted subtree

patterns up to depth 2 using the iterative multiset relabelling of nodes in the Weisfeiler-Lehman

graph isomorphism test and store them as graph documents detailing the substructure patterns

associated with each task.

1 from geometric2dr.decomposition.weisfeiler_lehman_patterns import wl_corpus

2 import geometric2dr.embedding_methods.utils as utils

3

4 #######

5 # Step 1 Create corpus data for neural language model using decomposition

6 # We keep permanent files for sake of deeper post-hoc analysis

7 #######

8 wl_depth = 2

9 graph_files = utils.get_files(corpus_data_dir, ".gexf", max_files=0)

10 wl_corpus(graph_files, wl_depth)

11 extension = ".wld" + str(wl_depth) # Extension used for the graph documents

Listing 2: Using the geometric2dr.data subpackage to preprocess and format datasets into GEXF
format.

Step 2: Learning distributed representations with corpus. The second stage of

Graph2Vec involves the use of a skipgram model to learn embeddings using the corpus. For con-

venience, this can be achieved using a Trainer object that encapsulates an efficient data loader,

the model, and optimisation algorithm into a single object with other utility methods. Of course,

each of the components are also available on their own with consistent interfaces for those wishing

to customise any of these. We distinguish the implementation of the InMemoryTrainer and

Trainer classes as the former will load the dataset into memory and the latter loads observations

from storage allowing diverse hardware and scaling to the number of graph observations. All of

the neural embedding methods are implemented using PyTorch allowing for efficient numerical

computation using CPU/GPU/IPU/TPU hardware. The embeddings will be saved to a JSON

file after training is completed.

1 from geometric2dr.embedding_methods.pvdbow_trainer import InMemoryTrainer

2

3 ######

4 # Step 2 Train a neural language model to learn distributed representations

5 # of the graphs directly or of its substructures. Here we learn it directly

6 # for an example of the latter check out the DGK models.

7 ######

8 output_embedding_fh = "Graph2Vec_Embeddings.json"

9 trainer = InMemoryTrainer(corpus_dir=corpus_data_dir,

10 extension=extension,

11 max_files=0,

12 emb_dimension=32,

13 batch_size=128,

14 epochs=250,

15 initial_lr=0.1,
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16 min_count=0,

17 output_fh=output_embedding_fh)

18 trainer.train()

Listing 3: Using corpus to learn distributed representations.

Downstream processing and tasks. The distributed representations can be used to perform

any downstream task such as inferring the mutagenicity of the compounds to Salmonella

typhimurium. In this case we evaluate the downstream performance of the embeddings using a

SVM with 10 fold cross validation and print the results.

1 from geometric2dr.embedding_methods.classify import cross_val_accuracy

2

3 #######

4 # Downstream processing. In this case we will perform

5 # graph classification using an SVM.

6 #######

7 final_embeddings = trainer.skipgram.give_target_embeddings()

8 graph_files = trainer.corpus.graph_fname_list

9 class_labels_fname = corpus_data_dir + ".Labels"

10 classify_scores = cross_val_accuracy(corpus_dir=corpus_data_dir,

11 extension=trainer.corpus.extension,

12 embedding_fname=trainer.output_fh,

13 class_labels_fname=class_labels_fname)

14 mean_acc, std_dev = classify_scores

15 print("Mean accuracy using 10 cross fold accuracy: %s with std %s" \

16 % (mean_acc, std_dev))

17

Listing 4: Downstream usage of the distributed representations.

3.7 Empirical evaluation

As a form of validation on the correctness for the various implemented modules, we empirically

evaluate re-implementations of existing models using Geo2DR. Table 3.1 describes the induced

substructure pattern and neural language model driving each method. We performed a series of

common benchmark graph classification tasks under homogeneous data and evaluation scenarios

giving a fairer picture of how they compare.

All datasets were downloaded from the benchmark dataset repository by Kersting et al. [129]

and processed into the format used by Geo2DR with the included data formatter. In each of the

datasets the discrete node labels are exposed, but not the edge labels. For unlabelled datasets

such as REDDIT-B, the node was labelled by their degree following Shervashidze et al. [62] to

enable methods such as the WL rooted subgraph decomposition to induce patterns in the graphs;

this was also applied to methods which can directly handle unlabelled graphs for conformity. As

these datasets are standard benchmarks we have left specific descriptive details in Appendix C.1.
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Table 3.2: Random-split 10 fold cross-validation performance of SVM using RBF kernel on bag-of-words
vectors of normalised frequencies of substructure patterns. Best scores or those within error of best are
bolded. OOM denotes out-of-memory.

Substructure pattern MUTAG ENZYMES PROTEINS NCI1 REDDIT-B IMDB-M

WL Rooted Subgraphs 88.95 ± 7.96 56.33 ± 6.18 74.29 ± 2.55 83.94 ± 1.99 77.35 ± 4.35 48.60 ± 4.33
Shortest Paths 83.68 ± 7.24 41.67 ± 4.83 74.73 ± 2.04 70.95 ± 1.95 OOM 50.20 ± 3.84
Graphlets 83.16 ± 6.16 25.33 ± 3.48 70.36 ± 3.59 54.09 ± 7.61 78.25 ± 2.71 44.40 ± 4.17
Anonymous Walks 80.53 ± 6.68 27.33 ± 6.23 71.87 ± 2.05 66.08 ± 2.21 81.30 ± 2.49 38.20 ± 3.91

Table 3.3: Graph classification performance over random-split 10 fold cross-validation in each of the
re-implemented methods with standard deviation. Best scores or those within error of best are bolded.
OOM denotes out-of-memory.

Method MUTAG ENZYMES PROTEINS NCI1 REDDIT-B IMDB-M

DGK-WL 88.42 ± 8.42 41.00 ± 1.83 72.08 ± 0.74 77.54 ± 3.91 OOM 47.82 ± 0.79
DGK-SP 84.03 ± 7.16 44.27 ± 2.26 76.93 ± 2.56 69.22 ± 5.29 OOM 49.71 ± 1.18
DGK-GK 84.21 ± 6.74 23.61 ± 3.14 69.77 ± 3.13 53.92 ± 4.81 78.32 ± 1.92 44.40 ± 4.18

Graph2Vec 84.91 ± 2.79 51.77 ± 1.75 74.05 ± 2.28 71.34 ± 2.12 81.25 ± 2.64 47.11 ± 1.42
AWE-DD 79.29 ± 2.92 23.76 ± 1.74 69.70 ± 1.29 63.54 ± 1.82 81.46 ± 1.75 40.53 ± 6.42

For all experiments, attempts were made to follow the best performing hyperparameter

setups described in the published papers of the original methods, and communications with

the authors or their code repositories. As we look at several kernels and embedding models,

specific hyperparameter ranges can be found in Appendix C.2. In all cases, the same off-the-shelf

support vector machine implemented in SciKit-Learn [131] was used with an RBF kernel for the

supervised classification task on the graph embeddings learned. This SVM was chosen on the

basis that all works used SVMs in their downstream classification tasks. The C hyperparameter

was evaluated over the set (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100), and the same scaled γ = 1
d·Var(Φ) was

used in the RBF kernel, where Var(·) computes the variance of the embeddings. We report the

average score and standard deviation from random split 10-fold cross validation. The exact

setups of the experiments can be replicated using the experiment replication code provided within

the Github repository1.

Graph kernels: We start with an experiment suite based on the substructure patterns alone,

using the decomposition algorithms to construct normalised bag-of-words frequency vectors for

each of the graphs. Table 3.2 records the mean and standard deviation of randomly split 10-fold

cross-validation using the SVM described above. The results closely match that of the published

methods in [20, 21, 62, 82]. The fact that different substructure patterns excel in classifying some

datasets and do not perform as well in others suggests that topological characteristics which are

useful for characterising graphs are not found in just one substructure pattern. The study of

other patterns and combinations thereof is an interesting future avenue of work.

Deep graph kernels and graph embeddings: Most of our experiments in Table 3.3 show

a high reproducibility of the results published by the original proposers. Some discrepancies

are to be expected due to the homogenised data setup, unpublished hyperparameter settings,

1https://github.com/paulmorio/geo2dr/tree/master/replication
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Table 3.4: Total training run time (seconds) over 100 epochs on MUTAG. Bold text refers to lowest
time taken for training or, time within error bounds of being the fastest.

Method
Original
reference
implementation

Only Geo2DR
PyTorch modules

Geo2DR with
compatible libraries
Gensim/TensorFlow

DGK-WL 3.06 ± 0.15 3.33 ± 0.07 3.19 ± 0.08
DGK-SP 6.95 ± 0.23 6.86 ± 0.27 7.39 ± 0.08
DGK-GK 9.46 ± 0.69 19.41 ± 0.49 9.89 ± 0.74
Graph2Vec 8.86 ± 0.05 10.64 ± 0.11 8.88 ± 0.06
AWE-DD 1231.75 ± 21.81 314.84 ± 8.91 NA

Table 3.5: This table is a simplified summary of core competencies of existing graph-level representation
learning libraries. The column on method construction notes the style in which methods can be created.
Composite refers to the creation of methods via composition of transformations, decompositions, and
neural network modules in the library by the user. On the other hand API refers to API-oriented
“single-line” calls to specific implementations of methods, architectures, and so on.

Message passing
network models

Graph Kernels
Distributed
Representations
of Graphs

Method Construction
Style

GraphNets [13] • Composite
DGL [16] • Composite
Pytorch Geometric [15] • Composite
Grakel [120] • API
Graphkernels [112] • API
Karate Club [103] • API
Geo2DR • • Composite

and standardised neural architectures, but best effort was made through consulting original

source code and communications with the authors. In particular, for AWE-DD, we do not use

edge-labels for homogeneity of the experimental evaluation whilst the original paper used them

if they provided a better performance.

Runtime experiments and improvements in Geo2DR: Table 3.4 contains the total

time incurred over 100 epochs of training. We report the average time in seconds along with the

standard deviation over 10 repeated runs. Comparison is drawn between the original reference

implementation made available by each of the original papers and its re-implemented counterpart

in Geo2DR. All methods were trained and compared on the MUTAG dataset as this was the

only common dataset included in the reference implementations. None of the original reference

implementations have scripts or tools to transform the publicly available datasets they used

into the proprietary formats used by their own implementations, making reproduction difficult.

This is why we have included data processing tools for popular public datasets directly into the

Geo2DR library within the data subpackage to address this common limitation for the future.
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3.8 Related work

Table 3.5 provides a summary of the core competencies of existing graph learning libraries. To

briefly elaborate, recent libraries for MPNN research such as GraphNets [13], DGL [16] and

PyTorch Geometric [15] are characterised by a composite construction style of the message

passing neural networks. Each method is constructed through the composition of convolution

or pooling layers in the neural network and other preprocessing steps by the user. In contrast,

graph kernel libraries such as GraKel [120] and GraphKernels [112], are API-oriented, with single

line calls to specific implementations, where GraKel specifically follows the usage style of SciKit

Learn [131] for compatibility. The recently released Karate Club [103] (its paper released the

same week as Geo2DR) is an excellent API-oriented community detection and graph embedding

library, which implements several methods for distributed representations of graphs, such as

Graph2Vec and GL2Vec.

Geo2DR’s underpinning design philosophy around composition of modules for method con-

struction differentiates it from Karate Club. As stated in Section 3.5, the core focus is on the

flexible yet rapid construction of methods with building blocks inspired by method creation in

PyTorch and recent MPNN libraries. It allows greater room for constructing novel methods in a

modular fashion to encourage research and exploration. Ultimately, each of the libraries covers

specific competencies with its own usage philosophy, and we believe Geo2DR fills an important

gap in supporting research on methods capable of learning distributed representations of graphs.

3.9 Maintaining Geo2DR

Distributed representations offer a different approach to learning representations compared to

graph kernels and message passing with pooling methods with state-of-the-art performance across

various tasks. As such we consider their study important in furthering our understanding of

structured representation learning. Hence, modern open source software engineering practices

were adopted in order to promote robustness and reliability of the package whilst maintaining an

open policy towards contributions over the long term vision we have for the project.

Open sourcing, package indexing, and contributing Geo2DR is made available open

source under a permissive MIT license with stable releases made on the Python Package Index

(PyPI) for easy installation. To introduce new users to the package we created an extensive set of

examples, tutorials, and supplementary materials linked through the main README including

developer setups for contributors. An inclusive code of conduct for contributors and users was

set up to facilitate fair treatment and guidelines for contributing. Furthermore, a contributors

guide is provided describing the expected workflows, testing, and code quality expectations for

pull requests into the package.

Documentation All modules are accompanied by Numpy style docstrings and comments to

maintain documentation of the library. This approach maintains an up to date reference of the

API, which is compiled and rendered via Sphinx to be hosted online on ReadTheDocs for every
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update accepted into the main branch.2 In addition to the API reference, our documentation

website is accompanied by various supplementary tutorials, examples, and information about

learning distributed representations within the library to help get users started and advanced

users to extend the library to fit their needs and research endeavours.

Code quality, testing and continuous integration To ensure consistent code quality

throughout the package, we ensure that source code is PEP 8 compliant via a linter that is

checked automatically before a pull request can be approved. We make pre-commit hooks

available that can format the code using tools, such as the Black package. All important modules

and classes are extensively tested through unit tests to ensure consistent behaviour. Code

coverage reports are available on the repository as a measure of the health of the package. A

continuous integration setup ensures that any update to the code base is tested across different

environments and can be installed reliably.

3.10 Summary

Through the characterisation of existing methods, and the reproduction of their results in

Geo2DR, we have shown that the library is a successful amalgamation of the various components

that enable learning distributed representations of graphs. We therefore successfully answered

Research Question 1. Using the simple design methodology, one can quickly re-implement

existing models, which is becoming an increasingly important part of reproducible research and

designing novel architectures. By exploiting the modular structure and compatibility with other

software and libraries the set of tools for constructing learning methods is broadened without

having to deal with different data formats, language paradigms and workflows used by individual

implementations. Using a host of re-implemented methods also allows for more homogenised

experiment suites that can be used to more fairly compare existing and new methods in future

research efforts. Geo2DR is now available with detailed documentation and examples as a starting

point. The library will continue to evolve to add new components, compatibility with other

libraries, tutorials, and accommodate new developments in the field.

2https://geo2dr.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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CHAPTER 4

Towards representation learning on

dynamic graphs

4.1 Overview and contributions

In the previous chapter we looked at Geo2DR, a library for learning distributed representations

of graphs, offering an alternative graph representation learning framework alongside libraries

such as DGL [16] and PyTorch Geometric [15] (shortened to PyG) for constructing GNNs. A

notable omission amongst all of the existing libraries for machine learning on graphs, as shown

in Table 2.3, are tools for processing dynamic graphs and constructing graph representation

learning algorithms for them. All of the methods presented in the libraries before focus upon

static graphs whose nodes, edges, and features do not change over time.

However, many phenomena can be modelled using graph structures that change over time.

Obvious examples include: traffic networks, email and other communication networks, and

supply chain networks. Use cases that have been extensively studied with machine learning

using static networks, such as social networks, citation networks, recommender systems are also

more realistically represented using dynamic graphs. In social media, communication events

such as emails, interactions, and text messages are streaming while friendship relations evolve,

changing the structure and dynamics of the network. In recommender systems, as often seen in

e-commerce applications, new products, new users, and new ratings appear every day [132].

Dynamic networks are particularly pertinent in biomedical applications as life is rarely static.

Biomolecular entities constantly interact and the structure of interactome data such as protein-

protein interaction networks change under different transcriptional/translational conditions

[133, 134]. At present, most studies using interactome data focus on static snapshots of small

parts of the interactome, with some methods focusing on using the entire interactome regardless

of time or condition as we show in Chapter 6. On a higher level, cell communication networks

change over time. The spatio-temporal composition of cell types and gene expression patterns

will change in tissue, dependent on various internal and external factors giving rise to different

conditions. On an even higher level, we may find ecological networks or networks relevant to

public health being modelled on dynamic networks. There are still numerous challenges in
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obtaining spatio-temporal data for biomolecular entities such as tissues, but if the advent of

spatial transcriptomics [135] and advances in transcriptomic profiling within live tissues [136]

are anything to go by, the ability to perform spatio-temporal modelling of single-cell data and

beyond is a question of ‘when’ rather than ‘if’. Great strides have already been taken to model

biological phenomena using static networks, helped largely by interdisciplinary researchers who

stood to capitalise on their application domain knowledge [12]. Being able to process these in

situ and in time stands to unlock new insights into biological processes in motion.

To accelerate research into machine learning on dynamic graphs and its various applicable

domains we require a modular toolkit which allows us to process such graphs and construct

learning algorithms for them reliably and efficiently. This chapter presents PyTorch Geometric

Temporal (shortened to PyG-T), a library for rapidly composing GNNs capable of learning

representations for temporal graphs. Based on a characterisation of the different ways in which

temporal graph data exist we propose different data structures that can be used to store and

process such dynamic graph instances in a memory efficient manner that is also compatible and

consistent with the extensive PyTorch data loading interface. Subsequently, we implemented

various modular building blocks based on breaking down existing GNNs for temporal graphs and

characterising common design patterns. To encourage research and inspiration in this domain,

various datasets were collected and processed from existing public databases as well as new

datasets ranging from chicken pox spread to hourly passenger inflow on bus networks. This allows

us to conduct evaluations of the existing methods across a variety of existing and new datasets.

Finally, sensitivity analysis of runtimes shows that the framework can potentially operate on

web-scale datasets with rich temporal features and spatial structures.

This large undertaking was developed in collaboration with Benedek Rozemberczski (Univer-

sity of Edinburgh) who led the project, myself, and Yixuan He (University of Oxford) with data

providers such as George Panagopoulos (École Polytechnique), Alexander Riedel (Ernst-Abbe

University for Applied Sciences), Maria Astefanoaei (IT University of Copenhagen), Oliver

Kiss (Central European University), Ferenc Beres (ELKH SZTAKI), Guzmán López (Tryolabs),

Nicolas Collignon (Pedal Me), and Rik Sarkar (University of Edinburgh, supervisor of Rozem-

berczki). My contributions begin at the beginning of the project with Benedek Rozemberczki

after conversations about Geo2DR (Chapter 3) and Little Ball of Fur [111] at the KDD 2020

conference. I participated in the design discussions of data structures and the library, and early

development of methods such as the DCRNN and ST-GCN, and dataset processing for public

datasets such as METR-LA and PEMS-BAY which are used as templates for other methods and

datasets in the library. Additional work was put in participation of writing the manuscript and

presenting the accepted poster as one of the principal authors at the CIKM 2021 conference.

The work of this chapter was accepted as a conference paper at CIKM 2021 under the title:

“PyTorch Geometric Temporal: Spatiotemporal Signal Processing with Neural Machine Learning

Models” [24] where it was given a best paper award. The associated GitHub repository has over

2000 stars as of writing and over 67,000 package downloads, and is part of the official PyTorch

ecosystem. Furthermore, the work has helped in the development of numerous new methods such

as DynGESN [137], PIDGeuN [138], and GraphCoReg [139], as well as applications of temporal

GNNs in new domains such as Chickenpox case modelling [29], meteorological forecasting [140],
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and navigation for ships via identification of gateway ports [141]. These examples strengthen our

view on the positive role of libraries in fostering both basic and applied research.

4.2 Dynamic graphs and spatio-temporal graphs

We start our discussion of dynamic graphs by reviewing static graphs and the notation used

therein. We define G = (V, E) as a (static) graph where V is a set of nodes and E ⊆ (V × V) is a

2-tuple set of edges in the graph. We can associate several matrices with a graph such as an

adjacency matrix A ∈ R|V|×|V|, a diagonal degree matrix D ∈ R|V|×|V| with Di,i =
∑|V|

j=1Ai,j ,

and a graph Laplacian L = D −A. Attributed graphs with d-dimensional node features are

associated with a node feature matrix X ∈ R|V|×d. We may extend these to have edge features

with another matrix.

There are some special types of graphs based on the properties of the nodes and edges, which

have corresponding special names, which supplement those we mentioned in Chapter 2. Graphs

containing only undirected edges are undirected graphs otherwise they are directed graphs (also

called digraphs). A graph is bipartite if the nodes can be split into two groups where there is no

edge between any pair of nodes in the same group. A multigraph is a graph where multiple edges

can exist between two nodes. Graphs with attributes (features) for nodes and/or edges are called

attributed graphs, however this is not often used as it is implied in most of our case studies.

(Static) heterogeneous graphs1 are multi-digraphs with labeled edges, where the labels

represent the types of the relationships. Let R = {r1, r2, ..., r|R|} be a set of relation types. Then

for heterogeneous graph G = (V, E), E ⊆ V × V × R, which translates into each edge being a

triple of (u, v, ri), ri ∈ R. For most of our discussions, we will focus on homogeneous graphs and

the methods applicable to them (these can be extended to heterogeneous graphs with simple

additional steps as described in [50]).

Dynamic graphs are graphs whose topology and attributes change over time. We will frame

our definitions from the most general to specific sub-cases that commonly exist within datasets

based on an adaptation of Kazemi et al’s survey and taxonomy [132]. This taxonomy is depicted

diagrammatically in Figure 4.1. A continuous-time dynamic graph (CTDG) is a pair (G,O) where

G is a static graph representing an initial state of a dynamic graph at time t0 and O is a set of

observations or events where each observation is a tuple of the form (eventtype, event, timestamp).

An event type can be an edge addition/deletion, node addition/deletion, node splitting, node

merging, etc. At any point t ≥ t0 in time, a snapshot Gt corresponding to a static graph can be

obtained from a CTDG by updating G sequentially according to O that occurred before time t.

A discrete-time dynamic graph (DTDG) is a sequence of snapshots from a dynamic graph

sampled at (typically) regularly-spaced times. Formalising this, a DTDG can be represented

as a set {G1,G2, ...,GT } where Gt = (Vt, E t) is the graph at snapshot t with the corresponding

node and edge sets at that time. Compared to a CTDG, a DTDG may lose some fidelity and

granularity of information by looking only at regular snapshots over time, but is generally easier

to develop.

1These are also known as knowledge graphs and ontologies in different communities [132].
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Figure 4.1: Depiction of the different kinds of dynamic graphs. For each of the different classes of
dynamic graphs we highlight how the node features or structure of the graph can change over regular
or irregular timesteps. The CTDG represents the most granular form with irregular update times that
may affect structure and attributes of the substructures within. The DTDG also considers changes in
structure and attributes but at (typically) regular discrete time steps which may hence aggregate events
occuring between steps. Finally, the class of spatio-temporal dynamic graphs does not consider changes to
the structure of the graph and only on the attributes of its substructures at regular intervals.
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A subclass of DTDGs, known as Spatio-Temporal (or just Temporal) graphs exist borne out of

the context which we typically find them in such as traffic networks [142] that detail positioning

of entities via nodes and temporal aspect refers to the dynamic nature of relations and attributes

of the nodes. Importantly, these dynamic graphs do not have node addition/deletion events and

the only structures that change within them are relations and substructure attributes. Despite

this limitation, these are amongst the most common format in which we find dynamic graph

data due to the modelling decisions of case studies and the amount of control we may exert

over experiments and measurements [132]. Our proposed library, PyTorch Geometric Temporal,

is a toolkit for developing neural representation learning methods applicable to the class of

spatio-temporal graphs [24].

Downstream tasks involving dynamic graphs generally focus on substructure prediction tasks

such as node classification, node regression, and link prediction. Amongst this set, node regression

on spatio-temporal graphs is particularly common [132]. These would typically be formulated

in a sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) setup. Using our running traffic network example, we are

interested in learning a function f(·) which maps the node features at time t from the previous p

steps to the next p steps, whilst considering the graph structure G.

[
Xt−p+1, · · · ,Xt;G

] f(·)−−→
[
Xt+1, · · · ,Xt+p

]
(4.1)

In this traffic network example the graph topology does not change, hence we only specify G
without reference to time. More generally, if the topology does change over time, we would be

given a sequence of graph snapshots and tasked with predicting future graph snapshots.[(
Xt−p+1,Gt−p+1

)
, · · · ,

(
Xt,Gt

)] f(·)−−→
[
Xt+1, · · · ,Xt+p

]
(4.2)

These are currently the most common task formulations involving dynamic graphs. However,

it is also easy to formulate other graph-level tasks as well. For example, we can formulate the

prediction of whether a sequence p traffic network measurements was made on a week day or

weekend using the following:[(
Xt−p+1,Gt−p+1

)
, · · · ,

(
Xt,Gt

)] g(·)−−→ c (4.3)

Here, we would be interested in learning a classifier g(·), mapping the sequence of graph

snapshots on the left hand side, to binary class label c ∈ 0, 1. c specifies whether the sequence

corresponds to measurements seen on a week day or weekend. Each of these task formulations

can be set up easily within PyTorch Geometric Temporal, with f(·) and g(·) being parameterised

by message passing neural networks.

4.3 GNN based methods for spatio-temporal graphs

Existing GNN based representation learning methods for spatio-temporal graphs are based on

the amalgamation of GNNs to handle the “spatial” aspect and sequence models to handle the

“temporal” aspect. Hence, we will centre our discussion on introducing sequence models and then
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Rolled up

Figure 4.2: Diagram of 3 repeated RNN layers applied on a sequence of inputs. Note the shared weights
between each application of the RNN layer to the next sequence element and the previous memory output.
As a result, it is common to draw an RNN “rolled up” with a loop on hidden memory state.

how GNNs are integrated into their representation learning framework.

4.3.1 Sequence models

In dynamic environments, data is often presented as sequences of observations with varying

lengths instead of fixed lengths. Numerous models have been proposed to handle these sort of

data samples including auto-regressive models [143], that predict observations based on a window

of previous observations. This also includes hidden Markov models [144] which use hidden states

to capture relevant past temporal information at arbitrary lengths. Recurrent neural networks

(RNNs) translate this latter approach of using hidden states to the paradigm of neural networks.

The core component of an RNN layer is that its input is a function of the current observation in

the sequence as well as a history (could be regarded as a memory) of previous inputs encoded

within a vector. A simple RNN layer can be defined as:

ht = σ(Wix
t + Whh

t−1 + b) (4.4)

ot = σ(Woh
t + c) (4.5)

Where xt ∈ Rdin is the input at position t in the sequence, ht−1 ∈ Rd is a hidden representation

containing information about the sequence of inputs until t − 1 (often initialised as 0 for h0).

Wi ∈ Rd×din and Wh ∈ Rd×d are weight matrices, ht ∈ Rd is an updated hidden representation

ready to be used in the next iteration t+ 1. An output ot is created with another parameterised

affine transformation with Wo ∈ Rdout×d and bias c ∈ Rdout . This is depicted diagrammatically

in Figure 4.2. Looking at this mechanistically, Equation 4.4 inductively biases the hidden

representation to be recursive and sequential, where each output is dependent on the same

operation being performed in sequential order.

Long short term memory (LSTM) [145] layers extend RNNs to improve their performance over

longer sequences, where an RNN’s latent memory ht is overloaded through too many iterations

of Equation 4.4. LSTMs overcome this through a series of parameterised gating functions that

control the information flow to the hidden memory states. The LSTM layer or block is defined

through the following equations:
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it = σ
(
Wiix

t + Wihh
t−1 + bi

)
(4.6)

f t = σ
(
Wfix

t + Wfhh
t−1 + bf

)
(4.7)

ct = f t ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ Tanh
(
Wcix

t + Wchh
t−1 + bc

)
(4.8)

ot = σ
(
Woix

t + Wohh
t−1 + bo

)
(4.9)

ht = ot ⊙ Tanh(ct) (4.10)

where it, f t, and ot represent the input, forget and output gates respectively, ct is the memory

cell and ht is the hidden state. σ and Tanh are the elementwise sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent

functions respectively. Gated recurrent units (GRUs) [146] are another popular choice based

on the same concept of gating functions within a recurrent neural network architecture. Both

the LSTM and GRU are commonly used within sequence modelling architectures and can be

extended to incorporate relational inductive biases as we will show in the next subsection.

Attention based models are also becoming more commonly used for sequence modelling tasks

due to our increasing compute capabilities and their ability to leverage information from all

aspects of the sequence [147]. Instead of using recurrence, these models rely on (self) attention

over the sequence. Let Xin ∈ RT×d represent a sequence containing T observations each with an

associated d-dimensional feature vector input. The output for a given row in Xin is updated

with respect to all of the other rows (and itself). Let X̄in = Xin + P where P ∈ RT×d is a

positional encoding matrix which carries information about the position of each element in the

sequence. Then X̄in is projected into a query matrix Q = X̄inWQ ∈ RT×dk , a key matrix

K = X̄inWK ∈ RT×dk , and a values matrix V = X̄inWV ∈ RT×dv , where WQ,WK ∈ Rd×dk

and WV ∈ Rd×dv are learnable parameters. Then each row of the matrix X̄in is updated by

taking a weighted sum of the rows in V. The weights of this sum are computed using the query

and key matrices, such that the output (updated) matrix Xout ∈ RT×dv is computed as follows:

Xout = Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax
(QK′
√
dk

V
)

(4.11)

where K′ is K transposed (temporary notational abuse as we are using T to denote the length of

the sequence). Softmax performs a row-wise normalisation of the input matrix, thus softmax
(QK′
√
dk

)
creating the weights of the weighted sum. A mask can be used on Equation 4.11, in order to

make sure that at time of interest t, we can only attend to the observations before it. Multi-head

self attention can be defined through multiple instances of self attention blocks (Equation 4.11)

each with different weight matrices and concatenating the results.
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4.3.2 GNNs in sequence models

Spatio-temporal GNNs can be constructed naturally by extending sequence models with relational

inductive biases, particularly with message passing neural network layers. Indeed, RNNs have

been a common modelling framework for extending sequence models to DTDGs and CTDGs.

Recall our use of the encoder-decoder framework for graph-structured data from Chapter 2.

Consider a DTDG as a sequence of graph snapshots {G1,G2, ...,GT }. Let ψ(·) be a differentiable

encoder, such that given a static graph Gt it outputs a vector representation for every node. A

simple way of incorporating this encoder into an RNN is to apply ψ on each graph snapshot and

obtain a sequence {z1v, z2v, ...zTv } of vector representations for each node v. A RNN is then used

to process this sequence. A separate decoder can be used to perform any downstream task of

interest. In other words:

ztv1 , ...z
t
v|Vt|

= ψ(Gt) (4.12)

ht
vj = RNN(ht−1

vj , ztvj ), j ∈ [1, |Vt|] (4.13)

which is also equivalent to

Zt = ψ(Gt) (4.14)

H = RNN(Ht−1,Zt) (4.15)

where Z ∈ R|Vt|×d are the d-dimensional node representations in the graph at snapshot t and

Ht ∈ R|Vt|×d is the matrix of memory states for each of nodes. Through this construction, ψ(·)
serves to capture the structural (“spatial”) information for each node at each snapshot and the

RNN aims to capture the “temporal” information. This construction has been used multiple

times with differing variations of RNN implementation and definition of ψ(·). For example, Seo et

al. [148], introduced the GConvLSTM and GConvGRU architectures which utilises Deferrard et

al’s ChebNet [149] as ψ(·) and the LSTM and GRU respectively for the RNN function. Similarly

Narayan and Roe [150] use this setup with Niepert et al.’s PSCN [151] and an LSTM. Manessi et

al. [152] slightly modifies this by introducing skip-connections in the GNN, and there are more

variants beyond this. Attention models can also work in this format, such as DySAT by Sankar

et al. [153] which utilises a GAT [71] for ψ(·) and applies the transformer based multi-head self

attention we discussed previously (Equation 4.11).

In these aforementioned approaches ψ(·) is not part of the RNN. In other words, the vector

representations for nodes provided by ψ(·) are independent of the node memory states captured

in ht
vj , j ∈ [1, |Vt|]. We can rectify this by incorporating the (differentiable) encoder into the RNN

framework. This was the approach taken by Chen et al. in GC-LSTM [154] which incorporates

multiple ChebNet layers within an LSTM block in the following manner:

it = σ
(
WiiA

t
j + ψ1(Gtvj ) + bi

)
(4.16)
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f t = σ
(
WfiA

t
j + ψ2(Gtvj ) + bf

)
(4.17)

Ct
vj = f t ⊙ ψ3(Gtvj ) + it ⊙ Tanh

(
WciA

t
j + ψ4(Gtvj ) + bc

)
(4.18)

ot = σ
(
WoiA

t
j + ψ5(Gtvj ) + bo

)
(4.19)

Ht
vj = ot ⊙ Tanh(Ct

vj ) (4.20)

where At is the adjacency matrix for Gt, and At
j is the jth row of At corresponding to the

neighbourhood of node vj . Correspondingly, Ct
vj and Ht

vj represent the moment and hidden

state of the LSTM at time t for node vj . ψi, (·), i ∈ [1, 5] are five ChebNet layer instances.

Node representations for ψ1, ψ2, ψ4 and ψ5 are initialised according to Ht−1 and by Ct−1 for

ψ3. Whether the GNN is embedded within a sequence model or not, these compositions allow

for sharing of salient temporal and spatial autocorrelation information across the nodes of the

dynamic graph substructures.

4.4 Existing software for learning on dynamic graphs

Before delving into our contributions we will look towards the current landscape of software

for graph representation learning and software for storing and performing analytics on spatio-

temporal data. As discussed previously at the end of Chapter 2 and in Chapter 3, the current

graph representation learning software landscape is heavily focused on the construction of MPNNs.

These differentiate on the basis of which auto-differentiation framework they extend such as

TensorFlow [40], PyTorch [155], MxNet [156], and JAX [39]. Our work also does the same

building upon the PyTorch ecosystem. The key properties of these libraries are summarised in

Table 4.1. This table compares the libraries based on: the automatic differentiation backend used,

presence of supervised training functionality, presence of temporal models, and GPU support.

Importantly, PyG-T is the only one to date which allows the supervised training of temporal

graph representations learning models with GPU acceleration.

The open source landscape for spatio-temporal data processing at the time of this project’s

release (and to some extent still) consists of specialised database management systems, analytical

tools and machine learning libraries. Characteristics of the most popular packages are summarised

in Table 4.2 with respect to year of release, purpose of the package, source code language, and

support for GPU acceleration.

Looking at Table 4.2, it is apparent that most spatio-temporal data processing tools were

released fairly recently, suggesting the nascent nature of research in this field and the many

possible opportunities for further research. Moreover, the database systems are written in

high-performance languages whilst the analytics and machine learning oriented toolkits utilise

Python/R, to cater to their respective audiences. Finally, the use of GPU acceleration is not

widespread. Once again the proposed library PyTorch Geometric Temporal is the first open
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Table 4.1: Table of current open source deep learning libraries applicable to graph-structured data.

Library Backend Supervised Temporal GPU
PT Geometric [15] PT • •
Geometric2DR [23] PT •
CogDL [157] PT • •
Spektral [18] TF • •
TF Geometric [158] TF • •
StellarGraph [159] TF • •
DGL [160] TF/PT/MX • •
DIG [161] PT • •
Jraph [17] JAX • •
Graph-Learn [162] Custom • •
GEM [163] TF •
DynamicGEM [164] TF • •
OpenNE [113] Custom
Karate Club [103] Custom
PyG-T PT • • •

Table 4.2: A multi-aspect comparison of open-source spatio-temporal database systems, data analytics
libraries and machine learning frameworks.

Library Year Purpose Language GPU
GeoWave [165] 2016 Database Java
StacSpec [166] 2017 Database Javascript
MobilityDB [167] 2019 Database C
PyStac [168] 2020 Database Python
StaRs [169] 2017 Analytics R
CuSpatial [170] 2019 Analytics Python •
PySAL [171] 2017 Machine Learning Python
STDMTMB [172] 2018 Machine Learning R
PyG-T 2021 Machine Learning Python •

source GPU accelerated machine learning library for graph-structured spatio-temporal data.

4.5 PyTorch Geometric Temporal

PyG-T is an open source library that utilises the natural compositions of existing neural network

layers for sequence and graph-structured data to provide deep learning models capable of learning

on spatio-temporal graph data. Table 4.3 lists part of a growing list of methods implemented in

the library along with categorisation on the nature of their temporal and GNN blocks utilised,

the order of spatial proximity, and heterogeneity of the edge set.

4.5.1 Neural network layer design

Each of the spatio-temporal neural network layers are implemented as classes in the framework.

In this section we outline the design principles which drives the implementations of the layers.

Non-proliferation of classes PyG-T leverages and reuses existing high level neural network

layer classes as building blocks from the PyTorch and Pytorch Geometric ecosystems. The goal

of the library is not to replace these frameworks, but to build upon them. This design strategy
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ensures that the number of auxiliary classes in the framework is kept low (and focus is put on the

right domain), and that the framework interfaces well with the rest of the dominant ecosystem

of graph representation learning.

Hyperparameter inspection and type hinting The neural network layers do not have

default hyperparameter settings as some of these have to be set in a dataset/task dependent

manner. To help with this, the layer hyperparameters are stored as public class attributes and

they are available for inspection. Moreover, the constructures of the neural network layers use

type hinting which helps the end users set the hyperparameters, as well as lending itself to static

typechecking with tools such as MyPy.

Limited number of public methods The spatio-temporal neural network layers in PyG-

T have a limited number of public methods for simplicity. For example, the auxiliary layer

initialisation methods and other internal model mechanics are implemented as private methods.

All of the layers provide a forward method (a convention within PyTorch) and those which use

the message passing scheme in PyTorch Geometric provide a corresponding message method.

Auxiliary layers The auxiliary neural network layers which are not part of the PyTorch

Geometric ecosystem such as diffusion convolutional graph neural network [173] are implemented

as standalone neural network layers in the framework, but completely compatible with PyG

API. These layers are available for the design of existing and novel architectures as individual

components.

4.5.2 Data structures for spatio-temporal graphs

Our framework breaks down spatio-temporal graph sequences into 3 cases which differ in terms

of the dynamics of the graph structure and that of the node attributes. We define the following

which are also represented diagrammatically in Figure 4.3:

Definition 4.1. Dynamic graph with temporal signal A dynamic graph with a temporal

signal is the ordered set of graph and node feature matrix tuples D =
{

(G1,X1), . . . , (GT ,XT )
}

where the vertex sets satisfy that Vt = V, ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T} and the node feature matrices that

Xt ∈ R|V|×d, ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T} .

Definition 4.2. Dynamic graph with static signal. A dynamic graph with a static signal

is the ordered set of graph and node feature matrix tuples D =
{

(G1,X), . . . , (GT ,X)
}

where

vertex sets satisfy Vt = V, ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T} and the node feature matrix that X ∈ R|V|×d.

Definition 4.3. Static graph with temporal signal. A static graph with a temporal signal

is the ordered set of graph and node feature matrix tuples D =
{

(G,X1), . . . , (G,XT )
}

where

the node feature matrix satisfies that Xt ∈ R|V|×d, ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T} .

Spatio-temporal signal iterators Representing spatio-temporal data based on these theoreti-

cal concepts allows us the creation of bespoke memory-efficient data structures which encapsulate
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Figure 4.3: Figure of the different spatio-temporal graph iterators available for homogenous graphs in
PyG-T. In the Dynamic graph with temporal signal, the edge/node attributes may change as well as the
edge set. It fulfills a DTDG in all respects except the addition or deletion of nodes. The Dynamic graph
with static signal denotes a graph whose topology (edge sets) may change but the node/edge features stay
static. Finally, the static graph with temporal signal denotes a dynamic graph whose topology does not
change but its node/edge features do.
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Table 4.3: A comparison of spatio-temporal deep learning models in PyTorch Geometric Temporal based
on the temporal and spatial block used.

Model Temporal Layer GNN Layer
DCRNN [173] GRU DiffConv

GConvGRU [148] GRU Chebyshev

GConvLSTM [148] LSTM Chebyshev

GC-LSTM [154] LSTM Chebyshev

DyGrAE [174, 175] LSTM GGCN

LRGCN [176] LSTM RGCN

EGCN-H [177] GRU GCN

EGCN-O [177] LSTM GCN

T-GCN [178] GRU GCN

A3T-GCN [179] GRU GCN

AGCRN [180] GRU Chebyshev

MPNN LSTM [181] LSTM GCN

STGCN [182] Attention Chebyshev

ASTGCN [183] Attention Chebyshev

MSTGCN [183] Attention Chebyshev

GMAN [184] Attention Custom

MTGNN [185] Attention Custom

AAGCN [186] Attention Custom

DNNTSP [187] Attention GCN

these definitions well in practice and provide temporally ordered snapshots for batching. In

particular, each of the 3 defined subtypes of spatio-temporal graphs correspond to respective

Spatio-temporal signal iterators. These iterators are designed to store spatio-temporal datasets

without redundancy. For example, a Static graph temporal signal iterator will not store the

edge indices and weights for each time period in order to save memory. By iterating over a

spatio-temporal signal iterator at each step a graph snapshot is instantiated which describes the

graph of interest at the given point in time. Graph snapshots are returned in temporal order by

the iterators. Of course, the iterators can be indexed directly to access a specific graph snapshot

— which was designed to allow for introspective study and the design of more advanced temporal

batching strategies.

Graph snapshots The time period specific snapshots, which consist of targets, features, edge

indices, and weights are stored within NumPy and Torch arrays in memory, but instantiated

into graph snapshots as PyTorch Geometric Data instances within the Spatio-temporal signal

iterators. This design choice leverages access to the efficient scatter and clustering algorithms

within PyTorch Geometric for the construction of GNNs and widely used data loading facilities

of the larger PyTorch ecosystem (which is famously also used within competing frameworks such

as JAX).

Train-test splits The library is packaged with utilities for temporal train-test splitting which

creates train and test snapshot iterators from the aforementioned spatio-temporal signal iterators
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Table 4.4: Properties and granularity of the spatio-temporal datasets introduced in the library with
information about the number of time periods (T ) and spatial units (|V |).

Dataset Signal Graph Frequency T |V |
Chickenpox Hungary Temporal Static Weekly 522 20

Windmill Large Temporal Static Hourly 17,472 319
Windmill Medium Temporal Static Hourly 17,472 26

Windmill Small Temporal Static Hourly 17,472 11
Pedal Me Deliveries Temporal Static Weekly 36 15

Wikipedia Math Temporal Static Daily 731 1,068
Twitter Tennis RG Static Dynamic Hourly 120 1000
Twitter Tennis UO Static Dynamic Hourly 112 1000
Covid19 England Temporal Dynamic Daily 61 129
Montevideo Buses Temporal Static Hourly 744 675

MTM-1 Hand Motions Temporal Static 1/24 Seconds 14,469 21

given a test dataset ratio. This parameter of the splitting utility decides the fraction of data

that is separated from the end of the spatio-temporal graph snapshot sequence for testing. The

returned iterators have the same type as the input iterator. Importantly, this splitting does not

influence the applicability of masking strategies as widely used within semi-supervised graph

learning tasks.

Integrated benchmark dataset loaders The library provides a “battery-included” expe-

rience through the incorporation of practical data loaders on widely used existing datasets

and datasets that have been introduced through this package (which we showcase in the next

subsection). Each loader returns spatio-temporal signal iterators which can be used for training

existing and bespoke spatio-temporal deep learning architectures to solve supervised machine

learning problems.

4.5.3 Datasets

PyG-T introduces new spatio-temporal datasets that can be used to test existing and novel

models on node level classification and regression tasks. The descriptive statistics and properties

of these datasets are summarised in Table 4.4 with descriptions as follows:

• Chickenpox Hungary. A spatio-temporal dataset about the officially reported cases of

chickenpox in Hungary. The nodes are counties and edges describe direct neighborhood

relationships. The dataset covers the weeks between 2005 and 2015 without missingness.

• Windmill Output Datasets. An hourly windfarm energy output dataset covering 2

years from a European country. Edge weights are calculated from the proximity of the

windmills – high weights imply that two windmill stations are in close vicinity. The size of

the dataset relates to the grouping of wind farms considered; the smaller datasets are more

localised to a single region.

• Pedal Me Deliveries. A dataset about the number of weekly bicycle package deliveries

by Pedal Me in London during 2020 and 2021. Nodes in the graph represent geographical
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units and edges are proximity-based mutual adjacency relationships.

• Wikipedia Math. Contains Wikipedia pages about popular mathematics topics and

edges describe the links from one page to another. Features describe the number of daily

visits between March 2019 and March 2021.

• Twitter Tennis RG and UO. Twitter mention graphs of major tennis tournaments

from 2017. Each snapshot contains the graph of popular player or sport news accounts and

mentions between them [188, 189]. Node labels encode the number of mentions received

and vertex features are structural properties.

• Covid19 England. A dataset about mass mobility between regions in England and the

number of confirmed COVID-19 cases from March to May 2020 [181]. Each day contains a

different mobility graph and node features corresponding to the number of cases in the

previous days. Mobility stems from Facebook Data For Good2 and cases from gov.uk.3

• Montevideo Buses. A dataset about the hourly passenger inflow at bus stop level for

eleven bus lines from the city of Montevideo. Nodes are bus stops and edges represent

connections between the stops; the dataset covers a whole month of traffic patterns.

• MTM-1 Hand Motions. A temporal dataset of Methods-Time Measurement-1 [190]

motions, signaled as consecutive graph frames of 21 3D hand key points that were acquired

via MediaPipe Hands [191] from original RGB-Video material. Node features encode the

normalised 3D-coordinates of each finger joint and the vertices are connected according to

the human hand structure.

4.6 Annotated coding example

In the following, we will cover a simple end-to-end machine learning pipeline designed with

PyG-T. The task will involve a practical epidemiological forecasting problem of predicting the

weekly number of chickenpox cases in Hungary [29]. The pipeline consists of data preparation,

model definition, training, and evaluation phases. Notably, for the training phase we would like

to highlight two different backpropagation schemes used to update the recurrent models.

• Cumulative: When the loss from every temporal snapshot is aggregated, it is backpropa-

gated, and weights are updated with the optimiser. This requires only one weight update

step per epoch.

• Incremental: After each temporal snapshot the loss is backpropagated and model weights

are updated. This would need as many weight updates as the number of temporal snapshots.

We will present both of these approaches in the coding snippets next.

2https://dataforgood.fb.com/
3https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/
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4.6.1 Coding example: cumulative model training on CPU

Dataset loading and splitting In Listings 5 as a first step, we import the Hungarian

chickenpox cases benchmark dataset loader and the temporal train test splitter function (lines

1-2). We define the dataset loader (line 4) and use the get dataset() class method to return

a temporal signal iterator (line 5). Finally, we create a train-test split of the spatio-temporal

dataset by using the splitting function and retain 10% of the temporal snapshots for model

performance evaluation (line 6).

1 from torch_geometric_temporal import ChickenpoxDatasetLoader

2 from torch_geometric_temporal import temporal_signal_split

3

4 loader = ChickenpoxDatasetLoader()

5 dataset = loader.get_dataset()

6 train, test = temporal_signal_split(dataset, train_ratio=0.9)

Listing 5: Loading a default benchmark dataset and creating a temporal split with PyTorch Geometric
Temporal.

Recurrent graph convolutional model definition We define a recurrent graph convolutional

neural network model in Listings 6. We import the base and functional programming PyTorch

libraries and one of the neural network layers from PyTorch Geometric Temporal (lines 1-3).

The model requires a node feature count and convolutional filter parameter in the constructor

(line 6). The model consists of a one-hop Diffusion Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network

layer [173] and a fully connected layer with a single neuron output (lines 8-9).

In the forward pass method of the neural network, the model uses the vertex features, edges,

and optional edge weights (line 11). The initial recurrent graph convolution-based aggregation

(line 12) is followed by a rectified linear unit activation function [192] and dropout [193] for

regularisation (lines 13-14). Using the fully connected layer, the model outputs a single score for

each spatial unit (lines 15-16).

1 import torch

2 import torch.nn.functional as F

3 from torch_geometric_temporal.nn.recurrent import DCRNN

4

5 class RecurrentGCN(torch.nn.Module):

6 def __init__(self, node_features, filters):

7 super(RecurrentGCN, self).__init__()

8 self.recurrent = DCRNN(node_features, filters, 1)

9 self.linear = torch.nn.Linear(filters, 1)

10

11 def forward(self, x, edge_index, edge_weight):

12 h = self.recurrent(x, edge_index, edge_weight)

13 h = F.relu(h)

14 h = F.dropout(h, training=self.training)

15 h = self.linear(h)

16 return h
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Listing 6: Defining a recurrent graph convolutonal neural network using PyTorch Geometric Temporal
consisting of a diffusion convolutional spatiotemporal layer followed by rectified linear unit activation,
dropout and a feedforward neural network layer.

Model training Using the dataset split and the model definition we can turn our attention

to training a regressor. In Listings 7 we create a model instance (line 1), transfer the model

parameters (line 2) to the Adam optimiser [194] which uses a learning rate of 0.01 and set the

model to be trainable (line 3). In each epoch, we set the accumulated cost to be zero (line 6),

iterate over the temporal snapshots in the training data (line 7), make forward passes with the

model on each temporal snapshot, and accumulate the spatial unit-specific mean squared errors

(lines 7-8). We normalise the cost, backpropagate and update the model parameters (lines 10-13).

1 model = RecurrentGCN(node_features=8, filters=32)

2 optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(model.parameters(), lr=0.01)

3 model.train()

4

5 for epoch in range(200):

6 cost = 0

7 for time, snapshot in enumerate(train):

8 y_hat = model(snapshot.x, snapshot.edge_index, snapshot.edge_attr)

9 cost = cost + torch.mean((y_hat-snapshot.y)**2)

10 cost = cost / (time+1)

11 cost.backward()

12 optimizer.step()

13 optimizer.zero_grad()

Listing 7: Creating a recurrent graph convolutional neural network and training it by cumulative weight
updates.

Model evaluation The scoring of the trained recurrent graph neural network in Listings 8

uses the snapshots in the test dataset. We set the model to be non-trainable and the accumulated

squared errors as zero (lines 1-2). We iterate over the test spatio-temporal snapshots, make

forward passes to predict the number of chickenpox cases, and accumulate the squared error

(lines 3-5). The accumulated errors are normalised and we can print the mean squared error

calculated on the whole test horizon (lines 6-8).

1 model.eval()

2 cost = 0

3 for time, snapshot in enumerate(test):

4 y_hat = model(snapshot.x, snapshot.edge_index, snapshot.edge_attr)

5 cost = cost + torch.mean((y_hat-snapshot.y)**2)

6 cost = cost / (time+1)

7 cost = cost.item()

8 print("MSE: {:.4f}".format(cost))
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Listing 8: Evaluating the recurrent graph convolutional neural network on the test portion of the
spatiotemporal dataset using the time unit averaged mean squared error.

4.6.2 Coding example: incremental model training with GPU

Exploiting the power of GPU-based acceleration of computations happens at the training and

evaluation steps of the PyTorch Geometric Temporal pipelines. In this case study, we assume

that the Hungarian Chickenpox cases dataset is already loaded in memory, the temporal split

happened and a model class was defined by the code snippets in Listings 5 and 6. Moreover,

we assume that the machine used for training the neural network can access a single CUDA

compatible GPU device [195].

Model training In Listings 9 we demonstrate accelerated training with incremental weight

updates. The model of interest and the device used for training are defined while the model is

transferred to the GPU (lines 1-3). The optimiser registers the model parameters and the model

parameters are set to be trainable (lines 4-5). We iterate over the temporal snapshot iterator

200 times, and the iterator returns a temporal snapshot in each step. Importantly the snapshots

which are PyTorch Geometric Data objects are transferred to the GPU (lines 8-9). The use of

PyTorch Geometric Data objects as temporal snapshots enables the transfer of the time period

specific edges, node features, and target vector with a single command. Using the input data, a

forward pass is made, the loss is accumulated and weight updates happen using the optimiser

in each time period (lines 10-14). Compared to the cumulative backpropagation-based training

approach discussed in Subsection 4.6.1 this backpropagation strategy is slower, as weight updates

happen at each time step, not just at the end of training epochs.

1 model = RecurrentGCN(node_features=8, filters=32)

2 device = torch.device('cuda')

3 model = model.to(device)

4 optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(model.parameters(), lr=0.01)

5 model.train()

6

7 for epoch in range(200):

8 for snapshot in train:

9 snapshot = snapshot.to(device)

10 y_hat = model(snapshot.x, snapshot.edge_index, snapshot.edge_attr)

11 cost = torch.mean((y_hat-snapshot.y)**2)

12 cost.backward()

13 optimizer.step()

14 optimizer.zero_grad()

Listing 9: Creating a recurrent graph convolutional neural network instance and training it by incremental
weight updates on a GPU.

Model evaluation During model scoring the GPU can be utilised again. The snippet in

Listings 10 demonstrates that the only modification needed for accelerated evaluation is the
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transfer of snapshots to the GPU. In each time period, we move the temporal snapshot to the

device to do the forward pass (line 4). We do the forward pass with the model and the snapshot

on the GPU and accumulate the loss (lines 5-6). The loss value is averaged out and detached

from the GPU for printing (lines 7-9).

1 model.eval()

2 cost = 0

3 for time, snapshot in enumerate(test):

4 snapshot = snapshot.to(device)

5 y_hat = model(snapshot.x, snapshot.edge_index, snapshot.edge_attr)

6 cost = cost + torch.mean((y_hat-snapshot.y)**2)

7 cost = cost / (time+1)

8 cost = cost.item()

9 print("MSE: {:.4f}".format(cost))

Listing 10: Evaluating the recurrent graph convolutional neural network with GPU based acceleration.

4.7 Empirical evaluation

PyG-T was evaluated on node level regression tasks using the novel datasets released alongside

the library. We also evaluate the effect of the previously covered backpropagation schemes on

the predictive performance and run time of implemented models.

4.7.1 Experiment setup

Using 90% of the temporal snapshots for training, we evaluated the forecasting performance

on the last 10% by calculating the average mean squared error from 10 experimental runs. We

used models with a recurrent graph convolutional layer which had 32 convolutional filters. The

spatio-temporal layer was followed by the rectified linear unit [192] activation function and during

training time we used a dropout of 0.5 for regularisation [193] after the spatio-temporal layer.

The hidden representations were fed to a fully connected feedforward layer which outputted the

predicted scores for each spatial unit. The recurrent models were trained for 100 epochs with the

Adam optimiser [194] which used a learning rate of 10−2 to minimise the mean squared error.

4.7.2 Validation and comparative analysis of methods

Results are presented in Table 4.5 where we also report standard deviations around the test set

mean squared error and bold numbers denote the best performing model under each training

regime on a dataset. Our experimental findings demonstrate multiple empirical regularities which

have important practical implications, namely:

1. Most recurrent graph neural networks have a similar predictive performance on these

regression tasks. In simple terms, there is not a single model which acts as a silver bullet.

This also postulates that the model with the lowest training time is likely to be as good as

the slowest one.
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Table 4.5: The predictive performance of spatiotemporal neural networks evaluated by average mean
squared error. We report average performances calculated from 10 experimental repetitions with standard
deviations around the average mean squared error calculated on 10% forecasting horizons. We use the
incremental and cumulative backpropagation strategies. Bold numbers denote the best performance on
each dataset given a training approach. We can see

Chickenpox Hungary Twitter Tennis RG PedalMe London Wikipedia Math

Incremental Cumulative Incremental Cumulative Incremental Cumulative Incremental Cumulative
DCRNN [173] 1.124± 0.015 1.123± 0.014 2.049± 0.023 2.043± 0.016 1.463± 0.019 1.450± 0.024 0.679± 0.020 0.803± 0.018

GConvGRU [148] 1.128± 0.011 1.132± 0.023 2.051± 0.020 2.007± 0.022 1.622± 0.032 1.944± 0.013 0.657± 0.015 0.837± 0.021

GConvLSTM [148] 1.121± 0.014 1.119± 0.022 2.049± 0.024 2.007± 0.012 1.442± 0.028 1.433± 0.020 0.777± 0.021 0.868± 0.018

GC-LSTM [154] 1.115± 0.014 1.116± 0.023 2.053± 0.024 2.032± 0.015 1.455± 0.023 1.468± 0.025 0.779± 0.023 0.852± 0.016

DyGrAE [174, 175] 1.120± 0.021 1.118± 0.015 2.031± 0.006 2.007± 0.004 1.455± 0.031 1.456± 0.019 0.773± 0.009 0.816± 0.016

EGCN-H [177] 1.113± 0.016 1.104± 0.024 2.040± 0.018 2.006± 0.008 1.467± 0.026 1.436± 0.017 0.775± 0.022 0.857± 0.022

EGCN-O [177] 1.124± 0.009 1.119± 0.020 2.055± 0.020 2.010± 0.014 1.491± 0.024 1.430± 0.023 0.750± 0.014 0.823± 0.014

A3T-GCN[179] 1.114± 0.008 1.119± 0.018 2.045± 0.021 2.008± 0.016 1.469± 0.027 1.475± 0.029 0.781± 0.011 0.872± 0.017

T-GCN [178] 1.117± 0.011 1.111± 0.022 2.045± 0.027 2.008± 0.017 1.479± 0.012 1.481± 0.029 0.764± 0.011 0.846± 0.020

MPNN LSTM [181] 1.116± 0.023 1.129± 0.021 2.053± 0.041 2.007± 0.010 1.485± 0.028 1.458± 0.013 0.795± 0.010 0.905± 0.017

AGCRN [180] 1.120± 0.010 1.116± 0.017 2.039± 0.022 2.010± 0.009 1.469± 0.030 1.465± 0.026 0.788± 0.011 0.832± 0.020

2. Results on the Wikipedia Math dataset imply that a cumulative backpropagation strategy

can have a detrimental effect on the predictive performance of a recurrent graph neural

network. When computation resources are not a bottleneck, an incremental strategy can

be significantly better.

4.7.3 Runtime performance

The evaluation of the PyTorch Geometric Temporal runtime performance focuses on manipulating

the input size and measuring the time needed to complete a training epoch. We investigate the

runtime under the incremental and cumulative backpropagation strategies.
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Figure 4.4: The average time needed for doing an epoch on a dynamic graph – temporal signal iterator
of Watts Strogatz graphs with a recurrent graph convolutional model.
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Experimental settings The runtime evaluation used the GConvGRU model [148] with the

hyperparameter settings described in Subsection 4.7.1. We measured the time needed for doing a

single epoch over a sequence of 100 synthetic graphs. Reference Watts-Strogatz graphs in the

snapshots of the dynamic graph with temporal signal iterator have binary labels, 210 nodes, 25

edges per node, and 25 node features. Runtimes were measured on the following hardware:

• CPU: The machine used for benchmarking had an Intel i5-1035G1 processor.

• GPU: We utilised a machine with a single Tesla V-100 graphics card for the experiments.

4.7.3.1 Experimental findings

We plot the average runtime calculated from 10 experimental runs on Figure 4.4 for each input

size. Our results about runtime have two important implications about the practical application

of our framework:

1. The use of a cumulative backpropagation strategy only results in marginal computation

gains compared to the incremental one.

2. On temporal sequences of large dynamically changing graphs the GPU-aided training can

reduce the time needed to do an epoch by a whole magnitude.

4.8 Maintaining PyTorch Geometric Temporal

The long-term viability of the project is made possible by the open-source code, version control,

public releases, automatically generated documentation, continuous integration, and near 100%

test coverage alongside an inclusive code-of-conduct and contributing guidelines.

Open sourcing, package indexing, and contributing Pytorch Geometric Temporal is

made available open source under a permissive MIT license on GitHub4 with stable releases

made on PyPI for easy installation using pip. To introduce new users to the package we created

an extensive set of examples, tutorials, and supplementary materials linked through the main

README including developer setups for contributors (found in the CONTRIBUTING.md file). The

contributors guide describes the expected workflows, testing, and code quality expectations for

pull requests into the package.

Documentation The source-code of PyTorch Geometric Temporal and Sphinx are used to

generate publicly available documentation of the library.5 This documentation is automatically

created every time when the codebase changes in the public repository. The documentation covers

the constructors and public methods of neural network layers, temporal signal iterators, public

dataset loaders, and splitters. It also includes: a list of relevant research papers, an in-depth

installation guide, a detailed getting-started tutorial, and a list of the integrated benchmark

datasets.

4https://github.com/benedekrozemberczki/pytorch_geometric_temporal
5https://pytorch-geometric-temporal.readthedocs.io
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Code quality, testing and continuous integration We provide continuous integration

for PyTorch Geometric Temporal with GitHub Actions which are available for free on GitHub

without limitations on the number of builds. When the code is updated on any branch of the

GitHub repository the build process is triggered and the library is deployed on Linux, Windows

and macOS virtual machines to test functionality across operating systems. The temporal graph

neural network layers, custom data structures, and benchmark dataset loaders are all covered by

unit tests. These unit tests can be executed locally using the source code. Unit tests are also

triggered by the continuous integration provided by GitHub Actions. When the master branch of

the open-source GitHub repository is updated, the build is successful, and all of the unit tests

pass a coverage report is generated by CodeCov.

4.9 Summary

In this chapter we introduced PyTorch Geometric Temporal, the first deep learning library

designed for spatio-temporal graph representation learning, answering Research Question 2.

Through the comprehensive characterisation of dynamic graphs and the representation learning

methods applicable to them, we clearly outline our contributions in this space as well as potential

future work which we discuss in the conclusion of this thesis. We provided a taxonomy of different

dynamic graph constructions such as CTDGs, DTDGs, and spatio-temporal dynamic graphs as

well as memory efficient data structures for the latter. We covered how sequence models such as

RNNs and attention blocks can be combined with GNNs to extract salient spatial and temporal

information within dynamic graphs and perform representation learning. The library presents

numerous existing operators, layers, and models for spatio-temporal representation learning. To

stimulate further research into this burgeoning avenue of research, the library is also packaged

with existing and new benchmark datasets. Empirical evaluation with existing models on these

datasets highlights their viability for use in different real-world contexts and as benchmarks.

Runtime performance experiments highlight the benefits of GPU acceleration that is optionally

available in our implementations and the scalability of our implementations.

Our contributions of Chapter 3 and 4 expand and fortify our understanding of different graph

representation learning methods and the underlying inductive biases within them. Furthermore,

they provide a means to implement and experiment with them in practice — crucial within any

applied or translational science. The remaining 3 chapters we will look at three applications of

graph representation learning in biomedical contexts. Each of the chapters present a method

utilising GRL to achieve a different utilisation of structure within the representation learning

objective. Chapter 5 will explore graph-level representation learning with distributed representa-

tions of graphs. Chapter 6 will explore a novel method for designing neural computational graphs

based on exploiting structured knowledge about the elements within feature vector representations

of observations. Finally, in Chapter 7 we will look at a GRL method which takes advantage of

relational information between observations to augment the latent variables of a graphical model.
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CHAPTER 5

Distributed representations of graphs for

drug pair scoring

5.1 Overview and contributions

In Chapter 3 we introduced a framework for learning distributed representations of graphs.

Methods belonging to this family learn smooth low-dimensional embeddings of graphs whose

similarity is dictated by the frequencies of similar substructure patterns within them. We

have found that they are able to enhance the strengths of graph kernels that implement the

R-convolutional kernel pattern by tackling the issue of diagonal dominance that can arise amidst

large sets of graphs and substucture pattern diversity. This is of great use to the practitioner, as

it has the potential to further improve the state-of-the-art performance of these kernel methods

and broaden the scope of their applications. However, we have also found that in standard

settings these methods operate within the transductive learning paradigm and are unable to

learn over continuous features for most substructure decomposition algorithms (see Chapter 2).

For these reasons, these embedding methods have not garnered as much attention as GNNs

which can operate under inductive task settings.

This chapter shows that the appreciation of these strengths and limitations allows us to

identify circumstances, tasks, and model design patterns to which distributed representations

are useful. The case study presented in this chapter highlights the usage of GRL to learn

representations in a biomedical task where each observation is a graph, and we want to utilise

this structure as part of the representation learning process. The case study will explore the

application of distributional inductive biases to learn representations of molecular graphs of

drugs for drug pair scoring, which has not been explored previously to the best of our knowledge.

The work presented in this chapter was published as a conference paper at the 1st Learning

on Graphs conference 2022 (LoG 2022), under the title: “Distributed representations of graphs

for drug pair scoring” and was also presented at the Cambridge LoG meetup.
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5.2 Introduction

Recent advancements in graph representation learning (GRL) — particularly in message passing

based graph neural networks — have enabled new ways of modelling natural phenomena and

tackling learning tasks on graph-structured data. One of the areas which now sees application of

graph neural networks is drug pair scoring [196]. Drug pair scoring refers to the prediction tasks

that answer questions about the consequences of administering a pair of drugs at the same time

such as drug synergy prediction, polypharmacy prediction, and predicting drug-drug interaction

types which are of great interest in the treatment of diseases. One of the primary challenges

in elucidating and discovering the effects of drug combinations is the dramatically growing

combinatorial space of drug pairs. Furthermore, reliance on human trials (in polypharmacy), and

proneness to human error [5] makes manual/experimental discovery of useful drug combinations

difficult without even considering the prohibitive financial and labour costs that make it only

possible on small sets of drugs. Such conditions make in silico modelling of drug combinations

an attractive solution.

A key component to modelling drug pairs is finding useful representations of the drugs to

input into the drug pair scoring models. Traditional supervised machine learning methods for

drug pair scoring rely on carefully crafted descriptors such as MDL descriptor keysets [197] and

fingerprinting techniques such as Morgan fingerprinting [198]. More recently, graph neural network

layers and permutation invariant pooling operators have enabled inputting the molecular graphs

of drugs directly to learn task oriented representations in an end-to-end manner. Interestingly,

graph kernel techniques and specifically distributed representations of graphs were not considered

at all for inclusion in drug pair scoring pipelines to the best of our knowledge. We may only

speculate to the reasons for this such as publication biases or its limitations in not using node

feature vectors and the transductive nature that have made these approaches less appropriate in

observations with rich/continuous node features and dynamic graphs [50, 199].

However, we will argue that the transductive learning of distributed representations is hardly

a limitation in the context of drug pair scoring tasks in Section 5.4.2. This is primarily because

we are learning the representations of the drugs whose number in the real world rises in the

timescale of many years and immense investment [200, 201]. Furthermore, as the set of atom

types and bonding patterns of drugs are strictly constrained by the rules of chemistry, the number

of generic substructure patterns that may be induced over the molecular graphs of a drug set

are much smaller than the theoretically possible set of combinations. Additionally, as the self

supervised learning objective is agnostic to the downstream task, the drug embeddings may be

transferred trivially making distributed representations an attractive modelling proposition for

representation learning of structural patterns for drug pair scoring.

Under this pretext our research questions are: “How can we learn and then incorporate the

distributed representations of the drugs into drug pair scoring pipelines?” and “Are distributed

representations of graphs useful in drug pair scoring tasks?”. To answer these questions, we

describe a methodology for learning distributed representations of graphs and their inclusion

within a unified framework applicable to all drug pair scoring tasks in Section 5.4.3. Subsequently,

we create a simple MLP model based solely on the distributed representations of the drugs and
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show that this performs considerably better than random suggesting the usefulness of discrete

substructure affinities of the drugs in drug pair scoring. Building upon this, we augment a number

of recent and state-of-the-art models for drug pair scoring tasks to utilise our drug embeddings.

Empirical results show that the incorporation of the distributed representations improves the

performance of almost every model across synergy, polypharmacy, and drug interaction prediction

tasks in Section 5.6. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application and study of

distributed representations of molecular drug graphs for drug pair scoring. To help further

research and inclusion of these distributed representations, we publicly release all of the drug

embeddings as learned and utilised in this study.

5.3 Background and related work

In drug pair scoring tasks, we are concerned with learning a function which predicts scores for

pairs of drugs in a biological or chemical context. Naturally, within the domain of deep learning

this learned function takes on the form of a neural network. Drug pair scoring has three main

applications and questions which models are designed to answer [196]:

• Inferring drug synergy : Do drugs i and j have a synergistic effect on treatment of

disease k?

• Inferring polypharmacy side effects : Does the simultaneous use of drugs i and j have

a propensity for causing side effect k?

• Inferring drug-drug interaction types: Do drugs i and j have a k type interaction?

5.3.1 Unified framework for drug pair scoring

The machine learning tasks born out of the questions above can be generalised and formalised

with a unified view of drug pair scoring described in Rozemberczki et al. [196]. We briefly

reiterate this framework below to build upon in our work in the next section.

Assume there is a set of n drugs D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} for which we know the chemical structure

of molecules and a set of classes C = {c1, c2, ..., cp} that provides information on the contexts

under which a drug pair can be administered.

A drug feature set is the set of tuples (xd,Gd,Xd
N ,X

d
E) ∈ XD,∀d ∈ D, where xd is the

molecular feature vector, Gd is the molecular graph of the drug, Xd
N is the node/atom feature

matrix and Xd
E the edge/bond feature matrix. In this setup, drugs can be attributed with 4 types

of information: (i) Molecular features which give high-level information about the molecules such

as measures of charge. (ii) The molecular graph in which nodes are atoms and edges describe

bonding patterns. (iii) Node features in the molecular graph can give us information such as the

type of atom or whether it is in a ring. (iv) Edge features which can provide context such as the

type of bond that exists between atoms in the molecule.

A context feature set is the set of context feature vectors xc ∈ XC ,∀c ∈ C associated with

the context classes C. This set allows for making context specific predictions that take into
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account the similarity of the contexts. For example, in a synergy prediction scenario the context

features can describe the gene expressions in a targeted cancer cell.

The labeled drug-pair and context triple set is a set of tuples (d, d′, c, yd,d
′,c) ∈ Y where

d, d′ ∈ D, c ∈ C and yd,d
′,c ∈ {0, 1}. This set of observations associates a drug pair within a

specific biological or chemical context with a binary target. This target could specify whether a

pair of drugs is synergistic in terminating a cancer cell type or have a certain drug-drug interaction

type. Naturally, it is also common to have continuous targets yd,d
′,c ∈ R. The machine learning

practitioner is tasked with constructing predictive models f(·) such that ŷd,d
′,c = f(d, d′, c) for

these drug-pair context observations.

5.3.2 Representations for drugs

A major source of research interest is the study and development of drug feature vectors and

representations, as they form inputs into various drug learning tasks. In our case, these form

integral parts of the molecular feature vector xd in the drug feature set (see Section 5.3.1) often

arising from the molecular graph of the drugs.

Two dimensional representations and diagrams of the structure of molecules are often used

as a convenient representation for their 3-dimensional structures and electrostatic properties

that give rise to their biological activities. Whilst this abstraction is useful for communication

in person, technical limitations drove the development of linear string based representations

including SMILES [202] and InChI [203] which are present across many popular chemical

information systems today. Language models have been applied onto such molecular strings to

learn embeddings such as in Bombarelli et al. [204] which utilises the SMILES strings within a

VAE framework to sample low dimensional continuous vector representations of the drugs. The

success of this inspired similar work such as DeepSMILES [205] and SELFIES [206].

Two dimensional graph structures have been used before to generate discrete bag-of-words

type feature vectors of molecules based on the presence of a specified vocabulary of descriptive

substructures as in Morgan’s work in 1965 [207]. Subsequent years saw efforts in finding different

descriptive properties within the molecule structures or optimising existing sets of descriptive

substructures. Examples of such efforts include Durant et al. [197] which optimised the set

of substructure based 2D descriptors from MDL keysets for drug discovery pipelines. The use

of molecular fingerprints such as Morgan/Circular fingerprints [198] continues this branch of

constructing descriptors and kernels for molecules. Concurrent research efforts have recently

focused on end-to-end neural models involving graph neural network operators [196, 208]. Here

graph neural networks operate over the molecular graph of the drug such that atoms are treated

as nodes and bonds are the edges. Node level representations are updated through a series of

message passing layers as in Equation 5.1 which we have previously covered in Chapter 2:

hl
i = ϕ

(
hl−1
i ,

⊕
j∈Ni

ψ(hl−1
i ,hl−1

j )
)

(5.1)

To reiterate, here hl
i is the lth layer representation of the features associated with node i

(in our context these would be atom features arising from message passing using Xd
N and Xd

E).
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hl
i is the output of the local permutation invariant function composed of the node i’s previous

feature representation hl−1
i and its neighbours j ∈ Ni with ψ(hl−1

i ,hl−1
j ) being the message

computed via function ψ and
⊕

is some permutation invariant aggregation for the messages

such as a sum, product, or average. ϕ and ψ are typically neural networks. Subsequently, the

node level representations are aggregated via permutation invariant pooling operations to form

graph-level drug representations. For example, the EPGCN-DS model [209] utilises GCN layers

[67] to produce higher level node representations of the atoms in the molecular graphs. The drug

representations are then computed via a global mean aggregation of the node representations.

Such operators have become prevalent in recent proposals of drug pair scoring models with

primary distinction being the form of ψ in the message passing layers [196, 209–211].

Our proposed system lies somewhere in between, and in parallel, to these efforts. We learn

low dimensional continuous distributed representations (described in Section 5.4.1) of the drugs

within the drug pair scoring dataset. These form additional drug features that can be utilised in

augmented versions of existing drug pair scoring models. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first application of distributed representations of drugs within drug pair scoring.

5.3.3 Neural models for drug pair scoring

All recent neural models for drug pair scoring can be described with an encoder-decoder framework

typically involving 3 parametric functions: (i) a drug encoder, (ii) an encoder for contextual

features, and (iii) a decoder which infers the target value. We describe each component below,

followed by how some state-of-the-art models can be instantiated out of this framework. A more

thorough treatment of this can be found in Rozemberczki et al. [196].

The drug encoder is the parametric function fθD(·) in Equation 5.2 that takes the drug

feature set as input and produces a vector representation of the drug d called hd. fθD(·) maps the

molecular features of the drug into a low dimensional vector space, this can incorporate various

neural operators such as feed forward multi-layer perceptron layers as in DeepSynergy [212] and

MatchMaker [213] or graph neural network layers as in DeepDDS [210] and DeepDrug [211].

Differences in the architecture of the encoder such as the flavour of message passing network is

typically the main differentiator between current existing methods:

hd = fθD(xd,Gd,Xd
N ,X

d
E), ∀d ∈ D (5.2)

The context encoder fθC (·) in Equation 5.3 is a neural network that outputs a low dimensional

representation of the contextual feature set xc. This component does not feature in all of the

models we will discuss, but plays a prominent part in DeepSynergy [212], MatchMaker [213], and

DeepDDS [210].

hc = fθC(xc), ∀c ∈ C (5.3)

Finally, the decoder or head of the model fθH (·) in Equation 5.4 combines the outputs of the

drug and context encoders (hd,hd′ ,hc) and outputs the predicted probability for a positive label

for the drug-pair context triple ŷd,d
′,c:
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ŷd,d
′,c = fθH (hd,hd′ ,hc),∀d, d′ ∈ D,∀c ∈ C (5.4)

Training the models in the framework described involves minimising the binary cross entropy

for the binary targets or mean absolute error for regression targets with respect to the θD, θC ,

and θH parameters using gradient descent algorithms as expressed generically in Equation 5.5:

L =
∑

(d,d′,c,yd,d′,c)∈Y

l(ŷd,d
′,c, yd,d

′,c) (5.5)

5.4 Study and methods

5.4.1 Distributed representations of graphs

We adapt the Geo2DR framework from Chapter 3 for describing distributed representations of

graphs based on the R-Convolutional framework for graph kernels [126]. Given a set of n molecular

graphs for the drugs in the dataset G = {Gd1 ,Gd2 , ...,Gdn} one can induce discrete substructure

patterns such as shortest paths, rooted subgraphs, graphlets, and so on using side effects of

algorithms such as Floyd-Warshall [122–124] or the Weisfeiler-Lehmann graph isomorphism test

[125]. This can be used to produce pattern frequency vectors X = {xd1 , xd2 , ..., xdn} describing

the occurrence frequency of substructure patterns for every graph over a shared vocabulary V. V
is the set of unique substructure patterns induced over all graphs Gd ∈ G.

Classically, one may directly use these pattern frequency vectors within standard machine

learning algorithms or construct kernels to perform some task. This has been the approach

taken by many state of the art graph kernels in classification tasks [84, 126]. Unfortunately,

as the number, complexity, and size of graphs in G increases so does the number of induced

substructure patterns — often dramatically [23, 84, 126]. This, in turn, causes the pattern

frequency vectors of X to be extremely sparse and high dimensional both of which are detrimental

to the performance of estimators. Furthermore, the high specificity of the patterns and the

sparsity cause a phenomenon known as diagonal dominance across kernel matrices wherein each

graph becomes more similar to itself and dissimilar from others, degrading machine learning

performance.

To address this issue, it is possible to learn dense and low dimensional distributed representa-

tions of graphs that are inductively biased to be similar when they contain similar substructure

patterns and dissimilar if they do not in a self supervised manner. To achieve this, we need to

construct a corpus dataset R that details the target-context relationship between a graph and

its induced substructure patterns. In the simplest form for graph level representation learning,

we can specify R as the set of tuples (Gd, p) ∈ R where p is a substructure pattern that is part

of the shared vocabulary p ∈ V and can be induced from Gd which we denote p ∈ Gd.

The corpus can then be used to learn embeddings via a method that incorporates Harris’

distributive hypothesis [57] to learn the distributed representations. Methods such as Skipgram,

CBOW, PV-DM, PV-DBOW, and GLoVE are some examples of neural embedding methods

that utilise this inductive bias [58, 59, 127]. In our study, we implement Skipgram with negative
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sampling which optimises the following objective function:

L =
∑
Gd∈G

∑
p∈V
|{(Gd, p) ∈ R}|(log σ(Φd · Sp)) + Ep−∈V[log σ(−Φd · Sp−)] (5.6)

Here Φ ∈ R|G|×z is the z-dimensional matrix of graph embeddings we desire of the set of

drug graphs G, and Φd is the embedding for Gd ∈ G. In similar vein, S ∈ R|V |×z are the

z-dimensional embeddings of the substructure patterns such that Sp represents the vector

embedding corresponding to the substructure pattern p ∈ V. Whilst these embeddings are tuned

as well during the optimisation of Equation 5.6, ultimately, these substructure embeddings are

not used in our case as we are interested in the drug embeddings. The cardinality of the set

|{(Gd, p) ∈ R}| indicates the number of times a positive substructure pattern is induced in the

graph to tighten the association of the pattern to the graph. p− ∈ V denotes a negative context

pattern that is drawn from the empirical unigram distribution PR(p) = |{p|∀Gd∈G,(Gd,p)∈R}|
|R| and

the expectation is approximated using 10 Monte Carlo samples as originally devised in Mikolov

et al. [58].

The optimisation of the above objective creates the desired distributed representations in

Φ, in this case graph-level drug embeddings. These may be used as additional drug features

in the drug feature set as we show in Section 5.4.3. The distributed representations benefit

from having lower dimensionality than the pattern frequency vectors, in other words |V | >> z,

being non-sparse, and being inductively biased via the distributive hypothesis. A more thorough

treatment of the distributive hypothesis and in-depth interpretation of the embedding methods

in this family can be found in [57, 58, 128].

Various instances of models for learning distributed representations of graphs following our

description have been made such as Graph2Vec [19], DGK-WL/SP/GK [126], and AWE [20].

These differentiate primarily on the type of substructure pattern is induced over G. These

have shown strong performance in graph classification tasks, still often performing on par

with modern graph neural networks despite using significantly less features and parameters.

However, limitations such as the dependency on a set vocabulary and inability to inductively infer

representations for new subgraph patterns and new graphs (at least in their standard definitions),

coupled with difficulty in scaling to large graphs with many millions of nodes, have led to less

attention on these methods. We speculate this has led to developments of deep drug pair score

models completely ignoring distributed representations of graphs as part of the pipeline.

5.4.2 Arguing for the use of distributed representations of drugs in drug pair

scoring pipelines

Here we show that the use of distributed representations of graphs to construct additional drug

features is sensible in drug pair scoring tasks. As discussed in Section 5.3.1 a drug score pairing

model is tasked with learning the function f(d, d′, c) = yd,d
′,c from the labelled drug-pair context

triples in Y. Looking at the statistics of drug pair scoring datasets in Table 5.1, we can see

that the number of drugs and contexts is far lower than the number of triple observations. The

huge and complex combinatorial space of drug-pair contexts (without even considering dosage
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Table 5.1: Dataset details containing information on the application domain, and summary statistics
on the number of drugs, context types, and drug pair context triples. Additional columns highlight the
number of unique substructure patterns found across the molecular graphs of the drugs in the dataset
based on the substructure patterns induced. |D| represents the number of unique drugs. |C| represents
the set of unique contexts. |Y| represents the number of labeled drug-drug context triples. The remaining
columns indicate the number of unique substructure patterns found in the drugs with respect to the
corresponding substructure patterns extracted: WL (k = 2) is the number of discrete rooted subtrees up
to depth 2, WL (k = 3) for rooted subgraphs up to depth 3, and the shortest paths.

Dataset Task |D| |C| |Y| WL (k = 2) WL (k = 3) Shortest paths

DrugCombDB [5] Synergy 2956 112 191,391 70 1591 1310
DrugComb [6, 214] Synergy 4146 288 659,333 70 1651 1432
DrugbankDDI [7] Interaction 1706 86 383,496 74 1287 2710
TwoSides [215] Polypharmacy 644 10 499,582 64 934 8070

effects) as well as the time/cost associated with experimenting more triples is a motivating factor

for machine learning models. In practice, when such databases are updated it is through the

addition of more labelled drug-pair context observations for better coverage [216]. The number

of drugs considered rarely increases, as drugs can take many years of development, clinical trials,

massive investment and regulatory processes before they enter studies for application domains of

drug pair scoring [200, 201].

Therefore, we can argue that learning distributed representations of the molecular graphs of

the drugs in drug pair scoring tasks is sensible. Importantly, the number of discrete substructure

patterns grows with the number of unique drugs, not the number of drug-pair-context observations

within the dataset. Hence, as long as the number of drugs stays the same, trained drug embeddings

can be carried over to any model being trained over the drug-pair context triples with minimal

augmentation as we show in Section 5.4.3. To add further motivation, the number of discrete

substructure patterns in the considered set of drugs is driven by the unique atom types and

substructure patterns arising out of the bonded atoms. This set of unique atom types is

theoretically limited to the periodic table and is obviously a limited subset of this in drugs.

Furthermore, the size of the molecular graphs tend to be considerably smaller than social network

scale graphs and less random due to chemical bonding rules. Hence, the resulting substructure

patterns are fewer and more informative, which makes them suitable descriptors in these settings

[62, 84, 126].

5.4.3 Incorporating distributed representations of graphs into existing drug

pair scoring pipelines

Through retrieval of the SMILES strings, we generated the molecular graphs for each of the drugs

G = {Gd|d ∈ D} using TorchDrug [217] and RDKit [218]. Given this set of graphs we considered

two discrete substructure patterns to induce over the graphs. For the first substructure pattern

we considered rooted subgraphs at different depth k = 3. These may be induced as a side effect

of the Weisfeiler-Lehman graph isomorphism test [62, 125]. The second substructure pattern we

considered were all the shortest paths of the molecular graph which may be induced using the

Floyd-Warshall algorithm [122–124]. Both choices were made based on their completeness and
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Figure 5.1: A summary of the proposed pipeline for learning and utilising distributed representations
of drugs for drug pair scoring. The pipeline consists of two main stages: the learning of the distributed
representations and the augmentation of existing models to utilise the new drug embeddings Φ which
become part of the drug feature set described in Section 5.3.1. As the learning of the distributed
representations is separate from the drug pair scoring task, we may transfer the embeddings into the drug
feature set of any existing drug pair scoring model without retraining.

deterministic nature of their inducing algorithms for which there are also fast implementations

[23, 100].

In either case, the set of unique substructure patterns found across all molecular graphs in D
gives us the molecular substructure vocabulary V. We construct a target-context corpus of the

drugs RD = {(Gd, p)|Gd ∈ G, p ∈ Gd, p ∈ V}. We use a skipgram model with negative sampling

to learn the desired drug embeddings, optimising the objective function in Equation 5.6.

After training and obtaining the distributed representations of drugs Φ, we add the embeddings

to the drug feature set (xd,Φd,Gd,Xd
N ,X

d
E) ∈ XD,∀d ∈ D. The remaining task is to develop

downstream models which utilise the distributed representations. As the self supervised learning

of the distributed representations is separate from the learning for the drug pair scoring task, we

may transfer the embeddings into any of the existing drug pair scoring models. A diagram of

this workflow can be seen in Figure 5.1.

In order to validate the usefulness of the distributed representations we chose to extend
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existing drug pair scoring models from different application domains. As a sanity check to see

whether the distributed representations carry any useful signal we also implemented a simple

MLP with three hidden layers based on DeepSynergy called DROnly which only utilises the

embeddings learned. We took seminal models representing the state of the art and recent models

containing graph neural networks that operate over the molecular graphs of the drugs. Each

augmented model we propose takes the original name of the model and is suffixed with “DR”

and the substructure pattern induced over the graphs (WL or SP for rooted subgraphs and

shortest paths respectively). In most cases, we simply concatenate the distributed representation

of the first and second drug (drugs α and β in Figure 5.1) to the corresponding molecular feature

vectors being used in the model. In the case of EPGCN-DS-DR and DeepDrugDR the left

and right drug embeddings are concatenated to the outputs of the graph neural network drug

encoders and fed into the decoder.

5.5 Experimental setup

We empirically validate the usefulness of the distributed drug representations in downstream

drug pair scoring tasks. We consider 4 datasets from the domains of drug synergy prediction,

polypharmacy prediction, and drug interaction to evaluate our augmented models, which we have

previously outlined in Table 5.1. Five seeded random 0.5/0.5 train and test set splits were made

and the average AUROC performance was evaluated over the hold-out test set with standard

deviation in Table 5.3 following previous literature [219].

For the distributed representations of the graphs we set the desired dimensionality at z = 64

and the Skipgram model was trained for 1000 epochs. These hyperparameter values were chosen

arbitrarily to simplify the following comparative analysis, however we explore their effects on

downstream performance in an ablation study in Appendix D.

To obtain the non-DR drug-level features as used in DeepSynergy and MatchMaker we

retrieved the canonical SMILES strings [202] for each of the drugs in the labeled drug-pair

context triples. 256-dimensional Morgan fingerprints [198] were computed for each drug with a

radius of 2. Molecular graphs for entry into models with GNNs were generated using TorchDrug

(and the underlying RDKit utilities) from the SMILES strings for each drug.

We utilised the published hyperparameter settings for each of the drug pair scoring models

found in [219] which are summarised in Table 5.2. Augmentation of the models affects the input

shapes of the drug encoders or the final decoder by the chosen dimensionality of the distributed

representations, but does not affect any other original model hyperparameters.

Optimisation hyperparameters for training of the models were all kept the same. All drug

pair scoring models were trained using an Adam optimiser [194] for 250 epochs with a batch

size of 8192 observations, an initial learning rate of 10−2, β1 was set to 0.9 with β2 set to 0.99,

ϵ = 10−7 and finally a weight decay of 10−5 was added. A dropout rate of 0.5 was applied for

regularisation.

Naturally in addition to these details we make all of our code containing all implementations

and scripts for evaluation available on https://github.com/paulmorio/DrugPairScoringDR

for reproducibility and further development.
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Table 5.2: A breakdown of the hyperparameters in each of the drug pair scoring models. Note that these
are the same for each of the augmented versions with distributed representations that we propose.

Model Hyperparameter Values

DeepSynergy
Drug encoder channels

Context encoder channels
Hidden layer channels

128
128

(32, 32, 32)

EPGCN-DS
Drug encoder channels
Hidden layer channels

128
(32, 32)

DeepDrug
Drug encoder channels
Hidden layer channels

(32, 32, 32, 32)
64

DeepDDS
Context encoder channels

Hidden layer channels
(512, 256, 128)

(512, 128)

MatchMaker
Drug encoder channels
Hidden layer channels

(32, 32)
(64, 32)

5.6 Results and discussion

Looking at the results Table 5.3 we can make 3 main observations. First looking at the original

methods we can see that methods using precomputed drug features and contextual features

instead of graph neural networks such as DeepSynergy and Matchmaker perform better across

drug pair scoring tasks. Combined with the fact that they train and evaluate much faster than

methods using graph neural networks, it is generally advisable to use these models in the first

instance, validating the results in [219]. DeepDDS is the best performing model utilising a graph

neural network. It is worth noting that it utilises contextual features like DeepSynergy and

MatchMaker and unlike EPGCN-DS and DeepDrug. Secondly, looking at the DROnly model

that serves as the sanity check for our embeddings, we can see that it is significantly better

than a random model. This indicates the usefulness of the structural affinities and distributive

inductive biases within the drug representations for the drug pair scoring tasks. Thirdly, we can

see that the incorporation of the distributed representation into the models generally increases

the performance of models. Particularly, we observe that the best performances for 3 out of 4

tasks are achieved by models incorporating our embeddings with the final one being a tie (within

rounding error of 3 decimal points) between DeepDDS and its DR incorporating equivalent

DeepDDS-DR (WL k=3) on TwoSides.

The comparative analysis of the drug pair scoring models highlights that the significantly

more expensive graph neural network based models generally perform worse than simpler models

which employ precomputed drug and context features on MLPs. This is in spite of the graph

neural network modules also having access to additional atom features on the molecular graphs

as computed in TorchDrug. These include features such as the one-hot embedding of the atomic

chiral tag, whether it participates in a ring, and whether it is aromatic, and the number of

radical electrons on the atom. Hence, despite the wealth of additional information inside the

provided molecular graph, we surmise the primary bottleneck for the drug level representations

arises from the comparatively simple permutation invariant operators used to pool the node
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Table 5.3: Table of results with information about the original drug pair scoring models such as year
of publication and their original application domains. We report the average AUROC on the hold out
test set with standard deviations from 5 seeded random splits. Bolded numbers indicate best performing
model for each dataset.

Model Year Orig. application DrugCombDB DrugComb DrugbankDDI TwoSides

DeepSynergy [212] 2018 Synergy 0.796 ± 0.010 0.739 ± 0.005 0.987 ± 0.001 0.933 ± 0.001
EPGCN-DS [209] 2020 Interaction 0.703 ± 0.006 0.623 ± 0.002 0.724 ± 0.002 0.809 ± 0.006
DeepDrug [211] 2020 Interaction 0.743 ± 0.001 0.648 ± 0.001 0.862 ± 0.002 0.926 ± 0.001
DeepDDS [210] 2021 Synergy 0.791 ± 0.005 0.697 ± 0.002 0.988 ± 0.001 0.944 ± 0.001
MatchMaker [213] 2021 Synergy 0.788 ± 0.002 0.720 ± 0.003 0.991 ± 0.001 0.928 ± 0.001
DROnly (WL k=3) Proposed Not applicable 0.763 ± 0.002 0.651 ± 0.002 0.809 ± 0.005 0.917 ± 0.002
DROnly (SP) Proposed Not applicable 0.711 ± 0.004 0.621 ± 0.002 0.710 ± 0.005 0.823 ± 0.005
DeepSynergy-DR (WL k=3) Proposed Not applicable 0.814 ± 0.004 0.738 ± 0.001 0.988 ± 0.000 0.934 ± 0.002
DeepSynergy-DR (SP) Proposed Not applicable 0.813 ± 0.003 0.740 ± 0.004 0.988 ± 0.001 0.935 ± 0.000
EPGCN-DS-DR (WL k=3) Proposed Not applicable 0.711 ± 0.002 0.627 ± 0.001 0.741 ± 0.004 0.822 ± 0.006
EPGCN-DS-DR (SP) Proposed Not applicable 0.704 ± 0.001 0.622 ± 0.001 0.730 ± 0.003 0.808 ± 0.002
DeepDrug-DR (WL k=3) Proposed Not applicable 0.743 ± 0.001 0.648 ± 0.001 0.863 ± 0.000 0.926 ± 0.001
DeepDrug-DR (SP) Proposed Not applicable 0.743 ± 0.000 0.648 ± 0.001 0.863 ± 0.001 0.926 ± 0.000
DeepDDS-DR (WL k=3) Proposed Not applicable 0.799 ± 0.004 0.700 ± 0.002 0.989 ± 0.000 0.944 ± 0.001
DeepDDS-DR (SP) Proposed Not applicable 0.790 ± 0.003 0.696 ± 0.001 0.988 ± 0.001 0.943 ± 0.001
MatchMaker-DR (WL k=3) Proposed Not applicable 0.783 ± 0.004 0.714 ± 0.003 0.992 ± 0.000 0.930 ± 0.001
MatchMaker-DR (SP) Proposed Not applicable 0.784 ± 0.002 0.714 ± 0.004 0.991 ± 0.001 0.928 ± 0.002

representations such as the global mean operator used in EPGCN-DS. There is an inevitable

and large amount of information loss in the attempt to summarise variable amounts of higher

level smooth node representations coming out of GNNs into a single vector of the same size,

without any trainable parameters. We may partially attribute the additional performance boosts

brought in by the distributed representations to the more refined algorithm to constructing the

graph level representations, despite the input molecular graph only detailing the atom types and

no additional node features. We can also attribute the performance boosts to the usefulness of

substructure affinities to the drug pair scoring tasks as indicated in the DROnly performances

across the tasks.

5.6.1 Additional experiments

Two additional experiments were performed to study the effectiveness of distributed represen-

tations in more challenging drug pair scoring scenarios. The first involves constructing a more

challenging train-test split of the drugs and ensuring that a test set of triple observations contains

drugs that the model has never seen in training. The second experiment involves studying

the effect of distributional shifts in the substructure patterns caused by learning distributed

representations over a different superset of drugs to the set found in the dataset and the effect

of this on downstream performance. In the latter experiment, we utilised the distributed repre-

sentations of all unique drugs across the four datasets. In both of these experiments we make

the same observations as above and further find positive outcomes of incorporating distributed

representations of graphs in drug pair scoring models.

5.6.1.1 Additional experiments: prediction on unseen drugs

To construct a train-test split which ensures that a test set of drug-pair context triple observations

contains drugs that the model has never seen in training, we performed the following steps:
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1. We precomputed a pairwise distance matrix for all of the drugs d1, d2, ..., dn ∈ D using the

Tanimoto similarity T (di, dj). We used 1−T (di, dj) to get the equivalent distance measure.

2. Split the drugs into two sets A and B using agglomerative clustering with a complete

linkage criterion on our Tanimoto based distance matrix to split the drugs D. This ensures

that drugs belonging to A are more similar to each other and dissimilar to those in B (and

vice versa).

3. Subsequently, for every pair of drugs (di, dj) that make up our observations in the triples

we do the following.

• If di and dj are in A, this is a training observation.

• If di and dj are from different sets, this is a test observation.

• If di and dj are in B, this is a test observation.

4. This ensures that a drug pair scoring model never sees an instance of a drug from set B,

which is also distinctly different from the training drugs in A by way of Tanimoto similarity.

5. As an arbitrary choice we have chosen set A to be the larger set of drugs after the clustering.

The effects of the above operations and the sizes of the different drug sets and the resulting

train-test sets of triples is reported in Table 5.4. We trained and evaluate each of the models

using the same experimental setup as in Section 5.5 and report the results in Table 5.5. Firstly,

we see that the task is indeed more challenging as the train-test splits ensures a given drug-pair

scoring model never sees drugs from set B. This lowers the performance across methods as

compared to random train-test splits in the first set of results. The results also show that the

distributed representations can help each of the methods perform better across the different drug

pair scoring tasks in this more challenging setting. For both MatchMaker and DeepDDS the

distributed representations improve performance or at least do not decrease the performance.

Increases in performance are particularly strong for DeepDDS in DrugCombDB and TwoSides.

One observation to be made is that the DROnly performance may be a good indicator of potential

gains to be made when the drug embeddings are incorporated into other models. The best

performing method in general is MatchMaker-DR (WL or SP) which is a fortunate observation

as it is considerably cheaper to train than DeepDDS. These results further suggest the positive

impact the incorporation of distributed representations of graphs has on drug pair scoring models.

5.6.1.2 Additional experiments: transfer learning and distributional shift in sub-

structure patterns

As distributed representations are necessarily learned in a transductive manner we believe that

the most realistic approach of using the distributed representations in transfer settings would

be to learn the embeddings of all the drugs in the DrugComb, DrugCombDB, DrugbankDDI

and TwoSides datasets. We then performed the same evaluation with the same experimental

setup as with the random train-test splits using these new embeddings and report the results

in Table 5.6. The results indicate more variable positive results as compared to distributed
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Table 5.4: Table of dataset details containing information summary statistics on the number of drugs
and drug pair context triples based on the train-test splitting procedure detailed in Section 5.6.1.1. |D|
represents the number of unique drugs. |Y| represents the number of labeled drug-drug context triples.
|A| represents the number of unique drugs present across the training set of drug-drug context triples. |B|
represents the number of unique drugs present across the test set of drug-drug context triples and are
not seen at all during the training process. |Ytrain| and |Ytest| represent the number of train and test
drug-drug context triples created out of the protocol respectively.

Dataset |D| |A| |B| |Y| |Ytrain| |Ytest|

DrugCombDB 2956 2586 370 191,391 113,308 78,083
DrugComb 4146 3959 187 659,333 579,891 79,442
DrugbankDDI 1706 1298 408 383,496 237,515 146,101
TwoSides 644 604 40 499,582 440,718 58,864

Table 5.5: Table of results reporting the average AUROC on the hold out test set that includes drugs
that are never seen across any training pair of drugs. We report the average AUROC on the hold out test
set with standard deviations from 5 repeated runs. Bolded numbers indicate best performing model for
each dataset.

Model Year DrugCombDB DrugComb DrugbankDDI TwoSides

DeepDDS 2021 0.617 ± 0.010 0.573 ± 0.008 0.919 ± 0.003 0.698 ± 0.035
MatchMaker 2021 0.666 ± 0.015 0.580 ± 0.003 0.938 ± 0.004 0.729 ± 0.018
DROnly (WL k=3) Proposed 0.534 ± 0.011 0.517 ± 0.005 0.636 ± 0.011 0.626 ± 0.020
DROnly (SP) Proposed 0.542 ± 0.018 0.515 ± 0.010 0.612 ± 0.005 0.572 ± 0.007
DeepDDS-DR (WL k=3) Proposed 0.643 ± 0.008 0.563 ± 0.006 0.919 ± 0.006 0.705 ± 0.015
DeepDDS-DR (SP) Proposed 0.634 ± 0.015 0.569 ± 0.007 0.917 ± 0.004 0.708 ± 0.025
MatchMaker-DR (WL k=3) Proposed 0.666 ± 0.008 0.577 ± 0.005 0.941 ± 0.005 0.693 ± 0.014
MatchMaker-DR (SP) Proposed 0.668 ± 0.014 0.581 ± 0.004 0.938 ± 0.004 0.730 ± 0.024

Table 5.6: Table of results with DR models utilising embeddings learned over the union of all drugs
across the 4 datasets. We report the average AUROC on the hold out test set with standard deviations
from 5 seeded random splits. Bolded numbers indicate best performing model for each dataset.

Model Year DrugCombDB DrugComb DrugbankDDI TwoSides

DeepDDS 2021 0.791 ± 0.005 0.697 ± 0.002 0.988 ± 0.001 0.944 ± 0.001
MatchMaker 2021 0.788 ± 0.002 0.720 ± 0.003 0.991 ± 0.001 0.928 ± 0.001
DROnly (WL k=3) Proposed 0.762 ± 0.002 0.652 ± 0.001 0.793 ± 0.002 0.909 ± 0.003
DROnly (SP) Proposed 0.712 ± 0.002 0.615 ± 0.004 0.708 ± 0.004 0.796 ± 0.008
DeepDDS-DR (WL k=3) Proposed 0.802 ± 0.002 0.700 ± 0.001 0.988 ± 0.001 0.944 ± 0.001
DeepDDS-DR (SP) Proposed 0.785 ± 0.002 0.693 ± 0.002 0.983 ± 0.006 0.944 ± 0.001
MatchMaker-DR (WL k=3) Proposed 0.783 ± 0.005 0.713 ± 0.004 0.991 ± 0.001 0.929 ± 0.001
MatchMaker-DR (SP) Proposed 0.784 ± 0.005 0.714 ± 0.004 0.991 ± 0.001 0.929 ± 0.002
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representations learned on each subset of drugs separately. Specifically, we can see a stronger

increase in performance for DeepDDS when using distributed representations in DrugCombDB

than in Table 5.3, and generally performance increases for DeepDDS across datasets. Decreases

in performance as seen on MatchMaker in DrugCombDB and DrugComb are the same as in 5.3.

The distributed representations do not hurt MatchMaker on DrugbankDDI and TwoSides. These

results indicate that the neural drug pair scoring models in general are able to extract useful

features for their end-to-end task from the incorporation of distributed representations.

5.6.1.3 Ablation study on hyperparameters of learning distributed representations

The learning of the distributed representations comes with two hyperparameters which may

affect downstream performance when incorporated into the drug pair scoring models. These

hyperparameters are: (i) the dimensionality of the drug embeddings and (ii) the number of

epochs for which the skipgram model is trained. Full details on the ablation study on how

varying these hyperparameters affects downstream performance with the experimental setup

can be found in Appendix D. To summarise the main points: the downstream performance

caused by varying the desired dimensionality initially rises and then falls as expected due to the

information bottleneck in very small dimensions and curse of dimensionality in higher dimensions.

For varying the training epochs, we find a slight but statistically significant positive correlation

with performance as the number of epochs increases in two out of four datasets. However, in

both cases there is little variation (±0.02 ROCAUC in both ablation studies over the ranges

studied) in the final performance of the downstream models given the hyperparameter choices

except on the extreme ends of the studied ranges. This indicates the stable nature of the output

embeddings and their usefulness in downstream tasks. As such we can generally recommend low

dimensional embeddings, on par with any other drug features being utilised, and a high number

of training epochs to obtain good performance.

5.7 Summary

We presented a methodology for learning and incorporating distributed representations of graphs

into machine learning pipelines for drug pair scoring, answering the first question on how we may

integrate distributed representations. We assessed the usefulness of the distributed representations

of drugs with two parts. In the first part, we show that a model only using the learned drug

embeddings shows significantly better performance than random, suggesting the usefulness of

the substructure pattern affinities between drugs in drug pair scoring. Subsequently for the

second question, we augmented recent and state-of-the-art models from synergy, polypharmacy,

and drug interaction type prediction to utilise our distibuted representations. Comparative

evaluation of these models shows that the incorporation of the distributed representations

improves performance across different tasks and datasets. Thereby we have answered Research

Question 3.

To summarise our contributions are as follows:

• We show that learning distributed representations of graphs as a source of additional
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features within drug pair scoring pipelines subverts the limitations of embedding methods

and allows models to exploit its representational strengths.

• We present a generic methodology for learning various distributed representations of the

molecular graphs of the drugs and incorporating these into machine learning pipelines for

drug pair scoring.

• We augment state-of-the-art models for drug synergy, polypharmacy, and drug interaction

prediction and improve their performance through the use of distributed drug representations

across tasks; even tasks they were not originally designed for.

• We publicly release all of the drug embeddings for DrugCombDB [5], DrugComb [6,

214], DrugbankDDI [7], and TwoSides [215] datasets as utilised in this study with the

accompanying code for generating more.
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CHAPTER 6

Structural inductive biases for gene

expression profiles using external

interaction networks

6.1 Overview and contributions

In this chapter we will present a novel inductive bias to utilise the relationships between features

within feature vectors of observations to create performant representations. Our case study looks

at gene expression profiles commonly used in elucidating the subtypes of cancers [220]. Gene

expression data is commonly used at the intersection of cancer research and machine learning as

it is seen as a crucial component towards understanding the molecular status of tumour tissue.

In its most common form, an observation of gene expression data is presented as a k-dimensional

feature vector of continuous values after normalisation of the raw count data, where each element

of the vector corresponds to the expression level of a particular gene in the sample. Classically,

this representation is directly used to learn a prediction model for tasks such as cancer disease

subtype classification, or as part of a larger system integrating data from multiple modalities

[28, 221, 222].

The high dimensionality and noisiness of the gene expression data poses significant problems

to learning algorithms. Coupled with the comparatively low number of observations, this high

dimensionality causes models to overfit, learn noise, and struggle to capture any biologically

relevant information [221, 222]. As a result, practitioners commonly aim to constrain model

complexity by incorporating various approaches for regularisation including dimensionality

reduction and use of prior biological knowledge to inductively bias models towards learning

representations with favourable characteristics [28, 223–225]. Our proposed methodology uses

prior knowledge based on the incorporation of gene interaction networks1 as external priors

1Gene interaction networks are networks which describe the putative functional interactions between genes and
gene products (e.g. proteins). As such, this term encompasses gene regulatory networks, metabolic networks and
pathways, and protein-protein interaction networks (PPI). Networks such as PPIs may be created in a variety of
ways encompassing extremes such as networks manually curated by experts and automated constructions using
numerous sources. The STRING database as used in our case study uses several sources including experimental
data, computational prediction methods and public text collections to automatically construct networks of known
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over the expression features in order to guide the learning process of the predictive model. The

overall goal of applying network-based analysis to personal genomic and transcriptomic profiles

is to identify network modules that are both informative of cancer mechanisms and predictive of

cancer phenotypes. A survey which describes some of these approaches can be found in Zhang et

al. [226]. However, many of these methods are handcrafted to address very specific case studies,

and typically they are not end-to-end differentiable which is the focus of this study.

In this chapter, we introduce a method for automated construction of predictive neural network

models, that build upon structures discovered within gene interaction networks. More specifically,

we utilise topological clustering algorithms, chiefly used for the discovery of protein complexes

and functional modules within PPI networks, to define the structure of factor graphs in an

unsupervised manner. This deterministic procedure produces sparse computational graph models

which relates genes to named protein complexes. This structurally parameterises individual

functions for the “activity” of each complex based on an input gene expression profile. Given such

computation graphs, further connecting the complex activities to cancer phenotypes defines a

supervised predictive model akin to a sparsely connected neural network. This model would map

the activity patterns of higher level functional modules (protein complexes) to cancer phenotypes

via the original gene expression data.

Our approach effectively constrains the hypothesis space via explicit structural biases obtained

through unsupervised analyses of network biology entities. As a result, this provides a biologically

relevant mechanism for model regularisation, resulting in structurally constrained models that

yield competitive predictive performance with significantly lower number of model parameters

and offer insights into the expression patterns of phenotype relevant complexes. Figure 6.1

features a simplified diagram of this process over an input gene expression profile dataset and a

toy interaction network used to construct the topology of the computational graph.

The work of this chapter is associated with our journal paper “Unsupervised construction

of computational graphs for gene expression data with explicit structural inductive biases”

published in Oxford University Press Bioinformatics. The research article is bundled with an

associated software package ProtClus2 containing efficient Python implementations of protein

cluster identification algorithms. It is also related to its earlier iteration “Incorporating network

based protein complex discovery into automated model construction” presented at MLCB 2020.

We also make reference to “Variational autoencoders for cancer data integration: design principles

and computational practice” that we published in Frontiers in Genetics and “Using ontology

embeddings for structural inductive bias in gene expression data analysis” presented at MLCB

2020.

6.2 Methods

The proposed method, which we will refer to as GINCCo (Gene Interaction Network Constrained

Construction), incorporates prior biological knowledge embedded within the structure of external

PPI networks and protein complexes discovered in these via topological clustering algorithms to

and predicted protein–protein interactions in different species.
2https://github.com/paulmorio/protclus
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Figure 6.1: An overview of our procedure for incorporating PPI network based protein complex discovery
and constructing computational graphs for gene expression analysis. GINCCo’s procedure for model
construction is best described in three stages: (1) induction of the case study specific subgraph GS common
to the input gene expression dataset (for set of k genes K) and the external PPI network which will
be used for the (2) unsupervised discovery of the protein complexes that act as biologically relevant
higher level modules of the inputs, and (3) the use of the clusterings C(GS) to construct a bipartite factor
graph between the gene expressions and the protein complexes and extending the use of the graph in
the predictive model that transitively maps the gene expressions to phenotypes via the protein complex
activities. In the final computational graph model we can see blue genes which are excluded as a result of
extracting the case specific study graph, and red genes which are excluded as a result of clustering process
on GS .
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construct a bipartite graph between gene expressions and functional modules. This bipartite

factor graph serves as the structural foundation for computational graph models that will be

further augmented into predictive models for cancer phenotypes. Crucially, this means that the

structure of the computational graphs created by GINCCo are defined in a purely unsupervised

and deterministic manner over external structured knowledge.

GINCCo’s procedure for constructing the computational graphs is best described in three

stages which also correspond to those shown in Figure 6.1:

1. Inducing a case study specific subgraph of an external PPI network with the input gene

expression data.

2. Discovering protein complexes that serve as higher level functional modules within the

study specific subgraph from step 1.

3. Constructing the factor and computational graphs for downstream modelling.

6.2.1 Processing and generating case study PPI networks

Let us assume an input gene expression dataset X ∈ Rm×k describing m patient observations

with k-dimensional vectors of gene expression values, and K represents the set of genes in this

expression dataset. Furthermore let us assume an external PPI network GPPI = (VPPI, EPPI),

such as one from the STRING-DB 9606 Homo Sapiens PPI network [8]. For our purpose, this

PPI network is an unweighted graph with nodes VPPI labeled by the names of proteins, and no

additional node or edge features. We induce a subgraph of the input network GS ⊆ GPPI. The

nodes of GS are the intersection of the common genes in the input gene expression dataset K

and their products in the PPI network; in other words VS = K ∩ VPPI. The induced subgraph

GS = (VS, ES) is the graph whose vertex set is VS and whose edge set consists of all of the edges

in EPPI that have both endpoints in VS. This action is illustrated in the top row of actions in

Figure 6.1. We denote GS our study PPI network since it is the “cut out” of the external PPI

network relevant to our case study.

6.2.2 Protein complex discovery

Given the induced study network, we use a topological clustering algorithm C (such as DPCLUS

[227]) to discover protein complexes within the study PPI network GS. The aim of the clustering

algorithms is to discover protein complexes represented as a set of induced subgraphs C(GS) =

{c1, c2, . . . , cl}, where l is the number of complexes discovered by C. The number of protein

complexes found, l, is not dependent on the user, but rather on the application of the clustering

algorithm C upon the input study network. Any appropriate clustering algorithm can be used.

It is worth noting that we specifically chose clustering algorithms that do not partition the

graph. In other words, a single protein may be part of multiple complexes. This is to reflect the

fact that proteins may be involved in several biological processes and complexes. Moreover, not

all proteins in GS will necessarily be assigned to clusters by C. We are not arbitrarily forcing all

genes to be part of our constructed models, and this acts as a form of feature selection upon the
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GINCCo Factor Graph

Fully Connected Factor Graph

Figure 6.2: A visual comparison between the factor graphs produced using a fully connected computational
graph as in a standard neural network and that produced by GINCCo using the toy example introduced
in Figure 6.1.

input X by C(GS). This stands in stark contrast to most pooling operations used in GNN based

methods as they explicitly partition nodes and do not allow for multiple memberships.

6.2.3 Computational graph construction and predictive models

The output of the clustering algorithm C(GS) = {c1, c2, . . . , cl} enables the construction of a

bipartite factor graph. Herein, each of the protein complexes is assigned a uniquely labelled node

ci and each protein within the set of proteins involved in one or more complexes is also given a

labeled node by their name. Directed edges link proteins to complexes ci they are a member of.

This construction gives the factorisation of a parametric function fci : ci 7→ R computed from

the proteins involved in ci. The function fci(·) can be set by the practitioner or learned as in a

neural network.

The parameterisations fci : ci 7→ R in our proposal is a stark contrast to arbitrarily chosen

hidden-state activations hi : Rk 7→ R found in conventional application of fully-connected

multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). Firstly, each of the ci denotes a “protein complex activity”, a

biologically relevant structure modelled through incorporation of external PPI and topological

clustering algorithm, instead of an arbitrarily chosen hidden state node. The proteins that are

members of ci, and only those proteins, affect its activity level fci : ci 7→ R, instead of all input

features. This is a strong and explicit inductive bias if fci is learned through a neural network.

A visual comparison between the factor graphs of a fully connected model and that of GINCCo

can be seen in Figure 6.2.

We construct computational graph models for cancer phenotype prediction by further aug-

menting the current gene/protein to protein complex factor graph to include complete connections

between the protein complexes ci to target nodes gained when encoding the target observations Y.

As such, each function fci : ci 7→ R computing the individual protein complex “activity” is learned

over minimising the global cross-entropy loss between predicted and the target phenotypes.
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6.2.4 Experimental setup

We hypothesised that the knowledge driven construction of the computational graphs through

incorporation of gene interaction networks as prior biological knowledge will yield sparser models

and better predictive performance than fully connected baselines. We tested this hypothesis in

parts: comparing model sparsity in terms of the number of parameters, comparing predictive

performance across datasets, and subsequently checking whether GINCCo captures useful signals

that cannot be found through random computational graph construction.

In order to evaluate the proposed method for model construction, we used publicly available

gene expression data from the METABRIC Breast Cancer Consortium (METABRIC) [228] to

predict cancer phenotypes (breast cancer subtypes). The dataset consists of the mRNA expression

data and clinical data of breast cancer patient samples in the METABRIC cohort [228]. Herein

we tackle several classification tasks over the 1980 breast cancer patients, representing what is

considered a particularly large dataset for cancer data research. Each observation is represented

by a 24368 dimensional vector corresponding to the continuous expression values of measured

genes. The microarray data was normalised as described in [228]. We evaluate the predictive

performance over the proposed method’s ability to predict:

• Distance relapse (DR): a binary classification task.

• IntegrativeCluster subtypes (IC10): a 11 class prediction task where observations belong

to integrative clusters typified by copy number aberrations [228].

• PAM50 breast tumour cancer subtype [229] (PAM50): a 5 class prediction task (Basal,

Her2, Luminal A, Luminal B, and Normal).

To show that GINCCo can operate across datasets we also evaluate it on The Cancer Genome

Atlas Head-Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma dataset (TCGA-HNSC) [230, 231]. The HT-Seq

count expression data was normalised using the Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million

mapped reads (FPKM) method as made available through the National Cancer Institute Genomic

Data Commons Data Portal, https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/ as in [230]. The dataset contains

528 TCGA-HNSC cases wherein we focus on the 20501 mRNA expression features. The clinical

targets include:

• Tumour grade, wherein observations are classified into grades I, II, III or IV based on

standards set by the World Health Organization.

• 2 Year Relapse Free Survival (2 Year RFS), a binary prediction task.

For all prediction tasks tables of the exact class label distributions are presented in Appendix

E.1.

Amongst the considered methods are: majority class classifier (MajorityClass), a support

vector machine with RBF kernel (SVM), a Fully-Connected (FC) two layer neural network

with 1600 hidden layer nodes3, a network regularised FC network [232] (GraphReg), and our

3This number of hidden nodes was chosen to closely match the number of protein complexes used in GINCCo +
DPCLUS, the best performing of the proposed methods.
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proposed model constructor coupled with a variety of topological clustering algorithms. Each of

our models is referred to as GINCCo + C, where C refers to one of: MCODE [9], COACH [233],

IPCA [234], or DPCLUS [227] clustering algorithms. These clustering algorithms were chosen

on the basis that they are well established, allow overlapping clusters, and have deterministic

implementations for reproducibility. Implementations of all these clustering algorithms is available

in the accompanying software package ProtClus as mentioned previously.

MCODE (Molecular Complex Detection) is an agglomerative clustering algorithm for identifi-

cation of protein complexes given PPI graphs. COACH (COre-AttaCHment based method) is an

algorithm for identification of protein complexes based on core-attachment structure. DPCLUS

is an iterative algorithm for protein-complex identification from interaction graphs. Similarly to

MCODE, given a PPI graph, DPCLUS initializes the clusters with the node with the highest

weight, identified by analysing node neighbourhoods. Once a cluster is initialized, the algorithm

extends it by adding neighbouring nodes that meet predefined criteria of density and cluster-

connectivity property. IPCA is a modification of DPCLUS. Similar to DPCLUS, IPCA grows

the clusters based on the topological structure of the underlying interaction graph by searching

for small-diameter subgraphs that meet certain cluster connectivity-density property. In contrast

to DPClus that re-computes the node weights each time a subgraph is removed, IPCA computes

these weights once at the beginning and uses them for the whole process. The hyperparameters

of the clustering algorithms were set to the values recommended in their respective papers.

For methods incorporating external PPI data, we used the V.11 of STRING’s full human

(9606 homo sapiens) protein interaction network4. The association and interaction between

proteins in the STRING PPI network is dictated by a combined score. This combined score is

obtained from the aggregation of many information sources on the PPIs including experimental

data, curated databases, text mining, and so on which is detailed extensively in von Mering et al.

[235]. Our approach does not utilise this score and treats edges as undirected binary associations.

The choice to use the STRING PPI network lies mainly in its wide coverage of the human

protein-protein interaction network and its availability as a public resource. No preprocessing

was done on the interaction data aside from combining the interaction information with the

accompanying metadata on the proteins5 in order to match the gene/gene product names in our

methodology.

For each task, we compare the methods over the average performance of five repeated class

stratified train and hold-out test splits resulting in 80-20 train-test set ratios. We use a quarter

of each training-set split to produce a validation set for early stopping and hyperparameter

selection. For the SVM C values were optimised over the set C = (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 100) and a

scaled γ = 1
d·Var(X) value for the RBF kernel, where X is the input RNA expression data, d is

the input dimensionality, and Var(·) computes the variance of the dataset. The C parameter

was further balanced to be inversely proportional to class frequencies in the training split. The

best performing hyper-parameters on the validation set were used then to train the model on

the training-split and evaluate on the held-out test split. The Fully-Connected MLP and the

computational graphs of GINCCo were trained through optimisation of the cross entropy loss.

4https://stringdb-static.org/download/protein.links.v11.0/9606.protein.links.v11.0.txt.gz
5https://stringdb-static.org/download/protein.info.v11.0/9606.protein.info.v11.0.txt.gz
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Table 6.1: Number of parameters used in equally dimensioned fully connected multi-layer perceptron
network and the proposed method using different clustering methods to automatically discover protein
complexes and their members on the STRING 9606 PPI Network and the 24368 genes measured in
METABRIC.

MCODE
(40 Clusters)

COACH
(4108 Clusters)

IPCA
(5744 Clusters)

DPCLUS
(1562 Clusters)

FC MLP 974720 100103744 139969792 38062816
GINCCo 14537 1431338 2800267 19545

Table 6.2: Descriptive statistics of the protein complexes discovered via the topological clustering of the
study PPI network GS induced from the STRING PPI network and METABRIC.

MCODE COACH IPCA DPCLUS

Num Protein Complex 40 4108 5744 1562
Max Cluster Size 1555 2684 639 359
Min Cluster Size 3 4 5 2
Avg. Cluster Size 363.43 348.43 487.51 12.51

The loss was optimised using Adam [194] with a mini batch size of 32 and 500 epochs and

a learning rate of 0.0001. The weight parameters were initialised using the Xavier uniform

initialisation [236].

The performance of each model was compared with respect to average balanced classification

accuracy (B-ACC) and weighted area under receiver operator characteristic (W-AUC) over each

of the five splits in the tasks to account for any class imbalances. To compute the W-AUC,

we averaged the one-versus-rest scores for each label weighted by the class label distribution.

For completeness we have included tables for the comparative analysis of unbalanced accuracy,

weighted precision, weighted recall, and weighted f-scores which can be found in Appendix E.2.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Factor graphs produced by GINCCo are considerably sparser than fully

connected network models

The computational graph models produced by GINCCo innately incorporate biological knowledge

of the protein-protein interaction network and the multi-protein modules discovered through

C(GS) over the study network. The resulting bipartite factor graphs between the gene expressions

and protein complex activities fci : ci 7→ R are considerably sparser than their fully connected

counterparts as ∀ci ∈ C(GS), |ci| ≤ k by design and often |ci| << k as seen in Table 6.1. The

table describes the number of edges (parameters) in the bipartite graph produced by GINCCo

and a given clustering algorithm C(·) on the study network created with STRING and the 24368

genes in the METABRIC dataset. This is compared against the number of edges formed in the

fully connected counterpart with the equal number of hidden activities hi; a visual comparison

can be found in Figure 6.2. Table 6.1 shows how GINCCo models have orders of magnitude less

parameters than their fully connected counterparts. We will show that despite this, the proposed
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Table 6.3: Average percentage balanced accuracy (B-ACC) and weighted AUC (W-AUC) with standard
deviations over 5 repeated train and holdout test evaluations using all of the gene expression features of
METABRIC and TCGA-HNCS.

METABRIC TCGA-HNCS
DR PAM50 IC10 Tumour Grade 2 Year RFS

B-ACC W-AUC B-ACC W-AUC B-ACC W-AUC B-ACC W-AUC B-ACC W-AUC

MajorityClass 50.00 ± 0.00 0.50 ± 0.00 20.00 ± 0.00 0.50 ± 0.00 9.09 ± 0.00 0.50 ± 0.00 25.00 ± 0.00 0.50 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 0.50 ± 0.00
SVM 54.43 ± 1.85 0.54 ± 0.02 72.21 ± 3.07 0.94 ± 0.01 55.72 ± 3.79 0.95 ± 0.01 39.35 ± 4.28 0.67 ± 0.04 56.59 ± 4.83 0.57 ± 0.05
FC MLP 56.92 ± 2.65 0.57 ± 0.03 74.65 ± 3.60 0.94 ± 0.01 66.32 ± 1.99 0.95 ± 0.01 34.29 ± 3.53 0.66 ± 0.04 58.14 ± 4.23 0.58 ± 0.05
GraphReg 49.86 ± 1.05 0.50 ± 0.01 22.57 ± 2.71 0.82 ± 0.01 9.09 ± 0.00 0.83 ± 0.01 27.63 ± 3.25 0.64 ± 0.02 55.42 ± 2.35 0.55 ± 0.02
GINCCo + MCODE 56.65 ± 1.86 0.57 ± 0.02 73.52 ± 2.71 0.93 ± 0.01 57.77 ± 1.73 0.93 ± 0.01 36.93 ± 10.14 0.64 ± 0.03 55.43 ± 2.87 0.55 ± 0.03
GINCCo + COACH 56.73 ± 0.98 0.57 ± 0.01 74.97 ± 3.27 0.95 ± 0.01 63.04 ± 2.98 0.95 ± 0.01 39.38 ± 11.48 0.65 ± 0.03 56.79 ± 3.49 0.57 ± 0.03
GINCCo + IPCA 57.13 ± 1.47 0.57 ± 0.01 74.62 ± 4.55 0.94 ± 0.01 62.26 ± 4.51 0.94 ± 0.01 37.36 ± 9.54 0.63 ± 0.03 55.56 ± 3.39 0.55 ± 0.03
GINCCo + DPCLUS 57.27 ± 1.80 0.57 ± 0.02 75.97 ± 4.59 0.97 ± 0.01 70.43 ± 3.68 0.97 ± 0.00 39.09 ± 9.96 0.67 ± 0.03 57.17 ± 4.42 0.57 ± 0.04

models still perform competitively in predictive tasks and bring additional benefits.

6.3.2 Empirical results show integration of prior biological knowledge yields

strong predictive performance

The main comparative results are summarised in Table 6.3 for the METABRIC and TCGA-HNCS

datasets. The results show that all variations of the computational graph models produced by

GINCCo perform strongly against both the SVM and Fully-Connected MLP baselines.

More specifically, GINCCo + DPCLUS performs competitively overall, making an especially

substantial gain in IC10 subtype prediction. Performing a pairwise frequentist correlated T-test

[237] shows that GINCCo+DPCLUS has statistically significant performance gains across all

tasks compared to MajorityClass and GraphReg methods but is not significant against the other

methods except on IC10 subtype prediction (see Appendix E.3). However, this result is still good

as it comes in spite of the fact that the GINCCo + DPCLUS model contains less than 0.05% (or
1

2000) of the number of parameters used in the fully connected MLP (see Table 6.1). Furthermore,

GINCCo models provide additional features pertaining biologically relevant insights that are not

possible with the other methods as we show in Section 6.3.3.

We attribute the strong performance of GINCCo to two related advantages over fully connected

networks. Firstly, GINCCo’s sparser model complexity allows more “weight” to be assigned to

each of the input signals used. Similarly, the sparse connectivity also helps generalisability in

a similar way to the dropout regularisation method. However, in contrast, the connectivity of

GINCCo graph is set, explicit, and realised through incorporation of prior knowledge rather

than being random and ephemeral. This brings us to the second advantage of GINCCo —

the structure of the computational graphs, and thus the representations, explicitly incorporate

biological knowledge of protein complex membership as intermediate states. In other words,

they are not “hidden” nodes with arbitrary meaning. The learned activities of the protein

complexes are explicitly factorised to the gene expression measurements of the genes/proteins

that have a membership in the complex. To show that GINCCo benefits from both of the

previously mentioned advantages, and not only from the first advantage of regularisation via

sparse connections, we demonstrate that the performance of GINCCo + DPCLUS outperform

computational graphs constructed through random processes (RC MLP-R and RC MLP-M).

The differing performances on the choice of clustering algorithm C(·) reflects the different

assumptions made by researchers on what topological structures within GS contain protein
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Table 6.4: Average percentage balanced accuracy (B-ACC) and weighted AUC (W-AUC) with standard
deviations over 5 repeated train/test evaluations using all of the gene expression features of METABRIC
and TCGA-HNCS.

METABRIC TCGA-HNCS
DR PAM50 IC10 Tumour Grade 2 Year RFS

B-ACC W-AUC B-ACC W-AUC B-ACC W-AUC B-ACC W-AUC B-ACC W-AUC

FC MLP 56.92 ± 2.65 0.57 ± 0.03 74.65 ± 3.60 0.94 ± 0.01 66.32 ± 1.99 0.95 ± 0.01 34.29 ± 3.53 0.66 ± 0.04 58.14 ± 4.23 0.58 ± 0.05
RC MLP - R 56.91 ± 0.78 0.57 ± 0.01 72.06 ± 6.55 0.93 ± 0.04 57.25 ± 10.03 0.92 ± 0.06 38.02 ± 3.26 0.64 ± 0.05 54.86 ± 1.58 0.54 ± 0.02
RC MLP-M 55.25 ± 1.56 0.55 ± 0.02 64.87 ± 8.79 0.92 ± 0.05 54.10 ± 6.68 0.91 ± 0.04 35.45 ± 2.45 0.66 ± 0.01 54.15 ± 1.87 0.54 ± 0.02
GINCCo + DPCLUS 57.27 ± 1.80 0.57 ± 0.02 75.97 ± 4.59 0.97 ± 0.01 70.43 ± 3.68 0.97 ± 0.00 39.09 ± 9.96 0.67 ± 0.03 57.17 ± 4.42 0.57 ± 0.04

complexes. MCODE and DPCLUS exhibit stricter rules on complex candidates with fewer,

smaller and more tightly knit clusters than either COACH or IPCA as in Table 6.2. This may

be interpreted as these two methods constraining the hypothesis space more and incorporating

“more” expert knowledge which is helpful to the classification tasks. Naturally, GINCCo is

agnostic to the choice of C(·), therefore various combinations or set complexes may be explored

in further work.

6.3.3 Experiments against randomly structured computational graphs show

GINCCo models capture useful parameterisations

As the structure of the computational graphs is driven largely by the structure of the external PPI

network and the number/members of the protein complexes discovered, we check that GINCCo

graphs actually capture biologically relevant information. Naturally, the structure of the PPI

network itself is explained and justified by the maintainers/proposers/curators of the databases.

Similarly, the biological relevance of the clustering algorithms used on the PPI networks is also

reasoned and justified within each of the original papers. Hence, our task here is to find whether

the computational graphs constructed through GINCCo obtain better scores than the SVMs

and FC-MLP because the structure and learned activity functions capture meaningful biological

relationships.

We test this with two approaches to generate randomly connected computational graph

models, referred to as RC MLP-R and RC MLP-M. For RC MLP-R we construct computational

graphs with a random number of “discovered protein complexes” and a random number of

connections attributing protein memberships to clusters. The random numbers are drawn from a

uniform distribution between l ∈ [30, 6000] for the number of protein complexes6 and u ∈ [1, l ∗ k]

random protein to complex connections. For RC MLP-M models we preserve the number of

complexes and connections used in GINCCo+DPCLUS but perturb the connections. Hence

lRCMLPM = lDPCLUS and uRCMLPM = uDPCLUS, translating to l = 1562 and u = 19545 for

METABRIC tasks. For an empirical evaluation, 100 instances of such random computational

graphs were constructed to obtain a Monte Carlo aggregate mean score across the same repeated

train-test evaluation described in Section 6.2.4. Results are shown in Table 6.4.

From RC MLP-R results we can see how on average a sparse randomly structured instan-

tiation of a computational graph model does not outperform the fully connected model or

GINCCo+DPCLUS, often performing significantly worse on multi-label tasks and with highly

6This range was chosen to roughly reflect the number of protein complexes found in the chosen clustering
algorithms on the STRING-DB PPI network. See Table 6.2.
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variable outputs. This suggests that the unguided random sparsification does not lead to better

results. This is further compounded by the results from RC MLP-M which show that despite

the preservation of the number of “complexes” and connections of GINCCO+DPCLUS, the

randomisations of the connections hurts the performance. Moreover, this suggests that the

inductive biases offered by explicit factorisations of genes and protein complexes via validated

biologically inspired clustering algorithms drastically reduce the number of model parameters,

perform competitively, and also enable guided post-hoc enrichment studies of target relevant

functional modules, as we show next.

Another benefit of the deterministic and explicit factorisation of the parametric activity

functions is that it presents interesting opportunities for introspective analyses of the models. Each

of the candidate protein complexes may be functionally analysed through gene set enrichment

analyses that can provide insights into the patterns of “active” functional modules with respect

to the input gene expressions and the disease phenotypes.

As a showcase, we show an example procedure of using GINCCo to identify functionally

relevant complex candidates in the prediction of PAM50 cancer subtypes. Leveraging Integrated

Gradients [238], a gradient-based attribution method, we estimated the importance of inter-

mediate protein complex nodes in the computation of the target values. We then ranked the

protein complexes according to their importance to the prediction task and performed functional

enrichment analysis using Enrichr (DisGeNET) to identify enriched pathways. For classification

of PAM50 on the METABRIC dataset with GINCCo + DPCLUS, we found that the top enriched

pathways for the most important complex candidates are 1) malignant neoplasm of the breast

(q-value: 2.4e-21) and 2) breast carcinoma (q-value: 8.35e-21) as shown in Figure 6.3. These

results suggest that the protein complexes identified by DPCLUS are biologically meaningful and

further support our choice for incorporating them as structural inductive biases in our model.

A python notebook for this example is made available in our supplementary code available at

https://github.com/paulmorio/gincco. More generally, this result shows the potential of

GINCCo to help identify functionally relevant gene-sets given specific phenotype targets and to

enable their study through functional enrichment analyses and experimental validation.

6.4 Related work and discussion

In this Chapter we focused on the utilisation of prior biological knowledge embedded within the

topologies of interaction networks to guide the construction of predictive models. Therefore it

is related to several other approaches that incorporate inductive biases from the topologies of

external molecular networks into neural networks (and other modeling approaches) as well as

end-to-end differentiable models. More closely, GINCCo relates to Knowledge-Primed Neural

Networks (KPNN) [239], that explicitly incorporate biological networks in the design of the

neural network architecture. Similarly to GINCCo, the input nodes correspond to genes (or

proteins), but the hidden units of the neural network correspond to various signaling proteins

and transcription factors. This, in turn, leads to an accurate and interpretable predictive model

for single-cell analysis. However, in order to produce such models, KPNNs require topological

data in the form of directed acyclic graphs with explicitly defined regulatory mechanisms. In
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Figure 6.3: Output results from Enrichr. The ranked list shows how the most influential protein complex
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carcinoma of the breast, our target disease of interest as well as other carcinomas.
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contrast, GINCCo is more general in this respect, since it is not constrained by the type nor

completeness of the structural prior. This allows for incorporating (and combining) different

topological data for various applications including, but not limited to single-cell analysis, such as

cancer sub-type identification/classification.

Other similar approaches have recently been proposed which exploit knowledge of biological

pathways to create sparse neural network models. PASNet [240] and P-NET [241] incorporate

pathway information for survival prediction in Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and for stratifica-

tion of prostate cancer patients, respectively. These approaches are all closely related to GINCCo.

However, P-NET requires careful handcrafted construction of the architecture as well as manual

curation of certain layers. In contrast, GINCCo is more general, fully automated and leads to

substantially smaller models. Moreover, the clustering step in GINCCo is independent, therefore

it can handle various types of domain-knowledge (including pathways). Similarly, PASNet, refers

to a sparse neural network that also relies on knowledge-based structural biases, by incorporating

pathway information. In that, it is similar to GINCCo, however instead of “learning” the second

hidden layer from the constructed clusters (as in GINCCo), PASNet explicitly maps the pathways.

Therefore, in that respect GINCCo is more general, since it does not explicitly rely on known

pathway sets.

In broader terms, GINCCo follows a long tradition of methods that incorporate biological

knowledge through feature selection and extraction. In particular, it relates to embedded

techniques [242] that simultaneously select subsets of the original gene features and build a

predictive model such as SVM-RFE [243] and LASSO [244]. GINCCo distinguishes itself here in

that it performs the selection and model construction in a completely automated, deterministic,

and unsupervised manner. This can be seen as a preprocessing step allowing GINCCo to

scale immensely, and also allow us to study factor graphs without the influence of task specific

optimization dictating the shape of the models.

Incorporating topological inductive biases can also be performed with network regularisation

methods as seen in [224, 232] and [245]. Herein, methods such as graph Laplacian regularisation

work on regularising the coefficients of linear models such that they are similar for terms that

are connected within the incorporated network. We have included the method proposed by [232]

within our comparative analysis in the previous section. A benefit of graph regularisation as a

method for incorporating prior knowledge is that it does not require a seperate clustering stage

as in GINCCo. However, this comes at the cost of not being able to study the potential gene

sets (in our case protein complexes) for functional relevance, such as post-training analysis using

functional enrichment analysis in Section 6.3.3. Furthermore, there is a subtle, but important,

difference in the aims of our method and graph regularisation methods in terms of the inductive

bias produced. The graph Laplacian regularisation is a summation of the smoothness terms

on the variables to encourage similar coefficients on the genes that are connected. In contrast,

GINNCo models are inductively biased (quite explicitly) to produce representations based on the

subnetworks extracted by the clustering algorithms. Naturally, as graph regularisation methods

are typically implemented as a regularisation term they can be trivially incorporated into the

objective function of GINCCo models as well.

Variations operating on the general network propagation and message passing model have
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found increasing use within research involving network biology [246]. The clear biological

motivations behind the network propagation model and its parallels to GNN operators quickly

inspired a succession of works aimed at using GNNs architectures on gene expression data. Rhee

et al. [247] use a ChebNet [149] variant with a relation network [248] to impose a protein-

protein interaction network (PPI) upon each of the gene expression profiles. Here each of the

gene expression values is mapped onto a copy of the PPI structure. This was used to classify

gene expression profiles from the TCGA into PAM50 classifications for breast cancer subtype

classifications. Chereda et al. [249] provided a simpler architecture, solely using a ChebNet

on the gene expression values mapped on a PPI network to predict metastasis. The published

results on metastasis show that their proposed method is marginally better (1% ∼ 2%) which are

not statistically better than their random forest and fully connected neural network baselines.

This naturally raises the question of whether the positive performance published in Rhee et al.’s

[247] hybrid model comes primarily from their GNN or relational network component or the

combination of both.

A series of closely related research [223, 250, 251], has studied integrating various gene

interaction networks such as PPI, gene regulatory, transcription regulation, and so on as masking

measures over the features to impose an inductive bias. Experiments were carried out on single

gene inference tasks [223] and a cancer phenotype prediction task [251]. The usage of the network

information was deemed useful for the single gene inference task, but the authors also reported

important negative results in some experiments where the prior knowledge of a curated graph

was about as useful as a randomly connected graph — highlighting the importance of choosing

the “right” graph as prior knowledge. On the phenotype prediction task, using graphs as a mask

over the gene expressions as prior knowledge was unable to beat a baseline multilayer perceptron

on the same task [251].

The work on applying GNNs to incorporate prior network information to genomic and

transcriptomic data tasks is a nascent and valid general approach to the problem. However,

the graph convolution and pooling operations as used in previous work, are not best suited to

learn biologically useful subnetworks for the predictive model within the small datasets that are

available now. The classic graph convolutional operations used in [247] and [249] consider higher

level node aggregations of all its neighbours with equal weight. When the nodes of the GNNs are

genes superimposed onto a gene interaction graph (let us say a PPI network) the resulting node

feature only consists of the gene expression scalar. The feature propagation mechanism between

neighbours creates a bottleneck when every node aggregates messages from its neighbours in a

phenomenon known as oversquashing [252]. Each of the scalars is simply mixed into another

scalar value through the aggregation. Experiments using attention mechanisms to attenuate the

information flow did not improve the situation. Differentiably learned pooling methods require

an increasing number of samples to learn “useful” higher level representations, which are not

explicitly related to a biologically relevant entities. Furthermore, pooling methods have recently

been shown to have inherent limitations in actually capturing local receptive fields better than

random cluster assignments [95].

In contrast, the models created through our proposed framework forego learning “hidden”

higher level representations by explicitly factorising the transitive relationship between gene
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expressions, protein complex activity, and phenotypes using PPI networks and deterministic

protein complex discovery algorithms. This is done specifically to constrain the hypothesis space

of potential models and impose structure, using domain knowledge on the scarce data, in the gene

expression datasets. It relates each gene expression to a named higher level entity, the protein

complex, and has a function specific weighting that is learned (or set based on the practitioner)

through the global optimisation scheme over this computational graph. As a result, the signal

from each gene expression is not equally weighted, but specific to each complex activity function

— signals are even dropped explicitly through the C(GS) function if they are not within the scope

of study for the computational graph. This is unlike the GNN or a network regularised method,

which would include all of the input and try to learn something from it even if it were noise.

Thus, our method is substantially different and additive on both existing approaches.

6.5 Summary

In this Chapter we presented GINCCo, a scalable unsupervised approach to incorporating

biological knowledge embedded in the structure of gene interaction networks for automated

construction of computational graphs for gene expression analysis. GINCCo provides one strong

solution to Research Question 4, incorporating relational information from interactomics

data to enact biologically relevant inductive biases on the gene expression data. GINCCo has

several distinguishing properties. First, it provides a biologically relevant mechanism for model

regularisation, resulting in structurally constrained models that often yield better predictive

performance whilst drastically reducing model parameters and enabling post-hoc enrichment

analyses. Second, GINCCo is scalable and applicable to other tasks beyond the case study

presented: where explicitly modelling the activities of subnetworks within networks describing

prior knowledge can be beneficial to a data analysis task. For example, the computational

graphs can be seamlessly incorporated into larger integrative frameworks handling multiple

modalities such as the integrative variational auto-encoders in [28] to reduce the complexity of

its hypothesis space. Finally, there is no arbitrary decision making on the number of hidden

nodes or their biological relevance as in standard MLPs. Each node within our computational

graphs is either a gene, a phenotype, or a candidate protein complex. The structure describes a

knowledge-directed factorisation of the parametric function for the activity of a protein complex

based on the expression levels of its constituent gene/proteins. This makes introspective study

into the individual contributions and functional roles of entities in the model and patterns as a

whole more amenable.
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CHAPTER 7

Relational inductive biases for spatial

cell type deconvolution

7.1 Overview and contributions

In this chapter we present methods which utilise known relationships between observations

in a dataset. Our case study explores the application of these inductive biases in (spatial)

cellular deconvolution, also known as cell type composition and cell proportion estimation.

Cellular deconvolution refers to the inference of the different cell type abundances in samples of

transcriptomics data. In the previous chapter, we looked at gene expression profiles which are

bulk RNA samples obtained from the tissue biopsies of breast cancer patients. This means that

the feature vectors that we worked with are aggregated from many cells in the tissue sample

consisting of a variety of different cell types with different expression patterns that may be

indicative of molecular status and disease. Cellular deconvolution methods, created with the

integration of additional streams of data such as single-cell transcriptomics (scRNA-seq), can

help elucidate the different proportions of cell types in samples leading to better understanding

of biological processes and how we may interact with them.

Spatial transcriptomics technologies and protocols such as Visium, Tomo-seq, Slide-seq, HDST

have recently enabled the 2-dimensional (and 3-dimensional) characterisation of gene expression

on tissue samples. An output of these technologies is typically represented as a set of “spots”

which let us see the spatial organisation of gene expression patterns as in the Visium output of

a human lymph node in Figure 7.1. The spatial organisation of RNAs within cells and spatial

patterning of cells within tissues play crucial roles in many biological processes such as cell-cell

communication and signalling which underpin many diseases such cancers, autoimmunity, and

diabetes [253–255]. However, the transcripts of the spots are captured at multi-cellular resolution

composed of a mixture of heterogeneous cells [256, 257]. Spatial deconvolution would allow us to

characterise the proportions and dominant cell types and their spatial organisation in situ.

This chapter presents a model framework for spatial cellular deconvolution which utilises

the positional information of the spots to construct proximity relationships and uses relational

inductive biases to enact assumptions about the spatial organisation of cell types. We wish to
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Figure 7.1: Visium slide of a human lymph node tissue publicly available at the 10x Genomics dataset
portal, accessed through scanpy [258]. In these images the circular spots are overlaid over the Hematoxylin
and eosin stain (H&E) image of the tissue sample. Note the non-uniform dispersion of the spots. The
left figure highlights the total number of counts read for every gene, and the right figure summarises the
number of genes with at least 1 count in a cell, highlighting the diversity of gene expression patterns
spatially across the tissue.

utilise previous observations that cell types tend to cluster spatially in groups of similar cell

types and also co-occur with other specific cell type clusters [259]. To do so, we incorporate

MPNN operators (see Chapter 2) into cell deconvolution models to learn functions for spot cell

type distributions with awareness of the distributions in spots related to it. More specifically,

we build upon the state-of-the-art Cell2Location model, incorporating parameterised relational

inductive biases with different properties into the hierachical model. Our proposed models

quantitatively show improved cell deconvolution ability within a synthetic dataset constructed

on mouse scRNA-seq data, and good characterisation of known cell types within microstructures

of a real human lymph node sample.

The contents of this chapter are currently being prepared for submission in several venues.

This project has been conducted in collaboration with Ramon Viñas Torné where we equally

share contributions on the theory and implementations of the project. Nikola Simidjievski,

Mateja Jamnik, and Pietro Liò have helped supervise our work. This write up is of my own

hand.

7.2 Background

Elucidating and delineating the spatial organisation of transcriptionally distinct cell types within

tissues is critical for understanding the basis of cell-cell communication, tissue function, and

potential for therapeutic intervention. For example, active research on the role of infiltrating

lymphocytes and other immune cells in the tumour microenvironment is currently ongoing

[260, 261] (in the context of immunotherapy) and it has already shown that accounting for the

tumour heterogeneity resulted in more sensitive survival analyses and more accurate tumour
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subtype predictions [262]. Spatial transcriptomics (ST)1 enables transcriptomic profiling within

tissues in situ at multi-cellular resolutions. This means that ST readouts contain cell mixtures

at each measured “spot” which may comprise of multiple cell types. This lack of single-cell

resolution is an obstacle in the characterisation of cell type specific spatial organisation and gene

expression variation.

Strategies that generate coupled single-cell and spatially resolved trancriptomics offer a

scalable approach to address the challenges of mapping the cell types in tissues. The principle

behind these strategies is to first identify resident cell types in the tissue based on single-cell

RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) from disassociated tissues and then map the identified cell types

to their tissue positions in situ based on spatial transcriptomic profiles. SPOTlight [263] uses cell

type marker genes derived from scRNA-seq reference to seed a non-negative matrix factorisation.

RCTD [264] uses the cell-type-specific mean expression of marker genes derived from a scRNA-seq

reference to build a probabilistic model of the contribution of each cell type to the observed gene

counts in each spot. SpatialDWLS [265] uses cell type signature genes derived from a scRNA-

seq reference to first enrich for cell types likely to be in each spot, then applies a dampened

weighted least squares approach to infer the cell type composition. Each of these methods

provides compelling solutions to the problem of cellular deconvolution with different strengths

and limitations. For example, there is an unknown accountability for different confounding

sources of variation such as integration of data consisting of multiple experiments or technologies

used in SPOTlight, or RCTD [22, 263, 264].

Cell2Location [22] is a recent state-of-the-art method, described in the following Section

7.3 that utilises a hierarchical model to model the latent cell types in ST data. It overcomes

several shortcomings of previous methods such as: robustness to the use of several measurement

technologies as well as experimental and batch effects through explicit modelling of effects.

We believe Cell2Location can further benefit from consideration of the neighbouring transcript

observations and latent cell type compositions in the modelling. Our proposal (after the next

section on describing the Cell2Location model) is to introduce augmentations to the model

to incorporate learnable feature propagations between latent variables based on positional

relationships.

7.3 Cell2Location

Cell2Location [22] is a Bayesian inference model built in a hierarchical manner to account for

different sources of confounding experimental information. In this section we describe this model;

a directed graphical model of Cell2Location can be found in Appendix Figure F.1.

Let D ∈ RS×G denote a mRNA count matrix with its entries corresponding to mRNA count

at spot s ∈ {1, ..., S} from one or multiple batches (i.e. 10x Visium slides or SlideSeq pucks) for

genes g ∈ {1, ..., G}. Let C ∈ RF×G denote a matrix of reference cell type signatures obtained

from learning on the scRNA data (see Section 7.3.1.1). Note that D and C need to be aligned

1ST has been crowned Nature method of the year 2020 [135]. Several spatial RNA-seq technologies exist such
as Visium, HDST, and Slide-seq, where mRNA are positionally captured from thin tissue sections using microarray
or bead array grids, providing transcriptome wide data at high throughput.
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such that they cover the same set of genes G. Cell2Location models the elements of D as Negative

Binomial distributed (NB), given an unobserved expression level (rate) µs,g and a gene- and

experiment- specific over-dispersion parameter αe,g:

ds,g ∼ NB(µs,g, αe,g) (7.1)

This can be equivalently expressed as a Gamma-Poison mixture with a Poisson likelihood

(count measurement model) and a Gamma-distributed mean (expression dispersion model):

ds,g ∼ Poisson(Gamma(αe,g,
αe,g

µs,g
)) (7.2)

The expression level of genes µs,g in the mRNA count space is modelled as a linear function

of the reference cell type expression signatures:

µs,g =
(
mg ·

∑
f

ws,fgf,g + se,g

)
· ys (7.3)

• Here ws,f denotes regression weight of each reference signature f at location s, which can

be regarded as the abundance or proportion of cells expressing reference cell type signature

f at s. This is the latent variable that we care about and intend to infer.

• mg denotes a gene-specific scaling parameter, which adjusts for global differences in

expression estimates between technologies.

• se,g captures gene specific additive shift (due to free-floating RNA).

• ys denotes a location-specific scaling parameter, which models variation in RNA detection

sensitivity across locations and experiments. This parameter scales the contributions of

the cell types and the gene specific additive shift se,g.

We dive into the derivation of the prior distributions for each of the latent variables.

Cell abundance across locations ws,f This is Gamma distributed according to

ws,f ∼ Gamma(µws,fv
w, vw), (7.4)

where vw is a fixed hyperparameter denoting prior strength, the prior mean parameter is modelled

in a hierarchical fashion, decomposing the regression weights into R latent groups of cell types

r = {1, ..., R} (by default Cell2Location uses R = 50) accounting for linear dependencies in

spatial abundance of cell types:

µws,f =
∑
r

zs,rxr,f (7.5)

Intuitively, R can be considered as the number of cellular compartments or zones in the tissue

that are characterised by shared cell type composition. The authors observed that the sensitivity

of mapping cell types with small transcriptional difference increases when accounting for these
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dependencies. For our purposes we are not interested in this parameter and utilise the default

for all experiments.

zs,r and xr,f are prior distributions defined to control absolute scale of the cell type abundance

estimates, guiding ws,f to the scale of the number of the abundance of cells expressing reference

cell type signature f at location s. These priors are important because there is a non-identifiability

between mg, ys, ws,f unless informative priors are constructed for each of them. Moreover, the

prior distributions help control the sparsity of how many cell types f are expected at each spot s,

facilitating application of Cell2Location to tissues and technologies with varying numbers of cells

and cell types per location. The hyperparameters controlling the ws,f prior can be estimated

from a paired histology image or a literature based estimate. The hyperparameters controlling ys

can be estimated based on total RNA counts in the input data and the quality of the experiment.

The prior distribution zs,r is defined as follows:

zs,r ∼ Gamma(
Bs

R
,

1
Ns
Bs

) (7.6)

Ns ∼ Gamma(N̂ · vn, vn) (7.7)

Bs ∼ Gamma(B̂, 1) (7.8)

where Ns is associated to the latent average number of cells in each location, and Bs is the

latent number of groups r expected in each spot s. N̂ is a user-defined estimate of the expected

number of cells per location (see end of this section). B̂ is the expected average number of

cellular components or zones per location; by default it is initialised to 7. vn denotes a prior

strength. The construction is done such that
∑

r zs,r ≥ Ns. In other words, the expectation of

the sum over zs,r equals the expected number of cells per location Ns and that on average each

location has a high value of zs,r for Bs expected cell type groups.

xr,f represents the contribution of each latent cell type group r to the abundance of each cell

type f and is Gamma distributed in the following manner:

xr,f ∼ Gamma(
Kr

R
,Kr) (7.9)

Kr ∼ Gamma(
Â

B̂
, 1) (7.10)

Kr represents the unobserved number of cell types for each group r. This prior controls the

absolute values of xr,f such that on average
∑

r xr,f = 1. Â and B̂ intuitively represent the

expected number of cell types per spot, and the expected number of cellular components per

spot respectively. By default both Â and B̂ are initialised at 7, indicating the prior belief that

the spatial abundance of each cell type f is independent from other cell types. Conversely, each

group r has have a large value of xr,f for many cell types f when Â > B̂.
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Gene specific multiplicative scaling factor mg This is modelled as Gamma distributed

with hierarchical prior µm and αm which provide regularisation:

mg ∼ Gamma(αm,
αm

µm
) (7.11)

αm =
1

(om)2
(7.12)

om ∼ Exponential(3) (7.13)

µm ∼ Gamma(1, 1) (7.14)

The prior on detection efficiency ys per location This prior is selected to discourage over

normalisation, such that unless data has evidence of strong within-experiment variability in RNA

detection sensitivity across locations, it is assumed to be small and close to the mean sensitivity

for each experiment or batch ye:

ys ∼ Gamma(αy,
αy

ye
) (7.15)

ye ∼ Gamma(10,
10

µy
) (7.16)

where αy is a user defined hyperparameter that regularises within experiment variation; and ye

is a latent detection efficiency for each batch or experiment e. muy is estimated using observed

variables (ds,g and gf,g) and the hyperparameter N̂ in the following manner:

µy =

∑
s

∑
g

ds,g
S

N̂∑
f

∑
g
gf,g
F

(7.17)

where we remind ourselves that S is the total number of spots, and F is the total number of cell

types.

Overdispersion containment prior αe,g A containment prior [266] is used to model the

latent variance of the negative binomial distribution modelling ds,g. This prior is intended to

encourage simplicity of the NB model making it closer to the Poisson distribution (via larger

αe,g values producing bigger probability masses). Thus, the prior expresses a belief that most

genes have low overdispersion:

αe,g =
1

o2e,g
(7.18)

oe,g ∼ Exponential(βo) (7.19)
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βo ∼ Gamma(9, 3) (7.20)

where the constants 9 and 3 correspond to values of αe,g observed in previous modelling studies

[22, 267].

Additive shift bias se,g This latent variable accounts for confounding effects on RNA counts

for every gene g for every experiment e caused by phenomena such as free-floating RNA in the

tissue sample. This additive shift is modelled using a Gamma distribution again with hierarchical

experiment specific priors αs
e and βse which provide regularisation:

se,g ∼ Gamma(αs
e,
αs
e

µse
) (7.21)

µse ∼ Gamma(1, 100) (7.22)

αs
e =

1

(oe)2
(7.23)

oe ∼ Exponential(βs) (7.24)

βs ∼ Gamma(9, 3) (7.25)

The hierarchical priors αs
e and βse model the variation across experiments e. βs serves as a

hyperparameter that allows the model to learn αs
e rather than requiring a user to define it.

This leaves Cell2Location with two hyperparameters whose values have to be considered

based on the dataset and how the spatial transcriptomics experiment was performed:

1. N̂ : the expected number of cells per spot. This is a tissue-level global estimate, which can

be derived from paired histology images (see the H&E stained image in Figure 7.1). An

estimate may be obtained by manually counting nuclei in a set of random spots using the

appropriate software from the measurement device (e.g. 10x Loupe Browser for the Visium

slides outputs). When this is not available one can also use the size of the captured regions

relative to an expected cell size.

2. αy: the regularising hyperparameter for within-experiment variation of RNA detection

sensitivity. In the default setting, it is assumed that there is little variability in the RNA

detection sensitivity so αy is set to αy = 200 which results in values of ys close to the mean

sensitivity for each experiment ye. A lower value would enforce a stronger normalisation to

the sensitivity, and a correspondingly lower regularisation toward the mean sensitivity.

7.3.1 Description of Cell2Location deconvolution pipeline

The desired cell type compositions of the spots in Cell2Location are obtained using two main

steps:
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1. Computing cell type specific gene expression signatures using reference single-cell RNA-seq

data.

2. Using variational inference to sample latent posterior distributions for the cell type propor-

tions.

7.3.1.1 Computing reference cell type signatures

Cell type signatures are obtained by performing regularised Negative Binomial regression. The

motivation behind using this model is that it would robustly derive the reference expression values

of cell types gf,g using input data composed of different batches e = {1, ..., E} and technologies

t = {1, ..., T} that may affect the results (though for our case studies this is actually not utilised)

[22]. Here the expression count matrix J = {jc,g}, c ∈ C, g ∈ G follows a Negative Binomial

distribution with unobserved expression levels (rates) µc,g and a gene-specific over-dispersion αg:

Jc,g ∼ NB(µc,g,
1

α2
g

) (7.26)

µc,g is modelled as a linear function of the reference cell type signatures and the batch/technical

effects:

µc,g = (gf,g + be,g)hept,g (7.27)

where he is a global scaling parameter between experiments e (for example difference in sequencing

depth, or the number of times a given nucleotide has been read in an experiment [267]). pt,g

accounts for multiplicative gene-specific difference in sensitivity between technologies, be,g accounts

for additive background shift of each gene in each experiment e caused by free-floating RNA.

The priors of these variables are specified in hierarchical manner using similar constructions

as we have seen previously with Cell2Location:

gf,g ∼ Gamma(1, 1) (7.28)

he ∼ Gamma(1, 1) (7.29)

pt,g ∼ Gamma(200, 200) (7.30)

The prior on the additive shift variable be,g is specified in the same manner as se,g (Equations

7.21-7.25). The prior on αg is specified similarly to αe,g (Equations 7.18-7.20):

αg =
1

o2g
(7.31)

og ∼ Exponential(βo) (7.32)
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βo ∼ Gamma(9, 3) (7.33)

All model parameters are constrained to be positive. A weak L2 regularisation of gf,g, be,g,

and αg is set alonside a strong penalty for deviations of he and pt,g from 1. The average for each

cell type f is used to initialise gf,g. be,g is initialised at the average expression of each gene g in

each experiment e divided by 10 [22, 267].

7.3.1.2 Inference

Stochastic variational Bayesian inference is used to approximate the posterior distributions,

enacted through Pyro [268] and its autodiff variational inference framework (ADVI). Briefly, the

latent posterior distributions of the model are approximated using univariate normal distributions

which are softplus transformed to ensure positive scaling. The parameters of the variational

distributions are chosen through minimisation of the KL divergence between the variational

approximation and the true posterior distribution. This is equivalently achieved by maximising

the evidence lower bound (ELBO objective).

After this optimisation, the posterior mean, standard deviation, 5% and 95% quantiles for

each parameter are computed using 1000 samples from the variational posterior distribution.

The mean was used for all of the results we show in the results section.

7.4 MPNN-C2L: spatially aware spatial cell deconvolution

Our methods build upon the Cell2Location pipelines, introducing relational inductive biases

enacted by different instances of the message passing neural network framework. This primarily

consists of two major additions. The first is the construction of the underlying graph that

establishes proximal relationships between each of the observations we are interested in: the spots.

The second is the augmentation of the Cell2Location generative model and the introduction of

graph neural networks into them.

7.4.1 Constructing a spatial proximity graph on the spatial RNA-seq output

As with many GRL methods, the underlying graph is an important factor behind actualising the

assumption we intend to incorporate with relational inductive biases and obtaining performance

gains [50]. However, first and foremost we explore the utilisation of proximity and the assumption

that proximal spots exhibit similar cell type compositions or specific cell type relationships

between spots. To utilise this we want a graph neural network to operate on the proximity

graph of spots after they have been selected by standard preprocessing pipelines [22, 267, 269].

Depending on the positional arrangement of spots dictated by the spatial transcriptomics

technology used — for example, hexagonal arrangement in 10x Visium slides as seen in Figure

7.2, or the grid arrangement found in our pseudo-synthetic dataset — a different number of

neighbours is specified alongside the size of the local perceptive field we want a single layer of a

GNN to operate over.
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Figure 7.2: An example of the proximity graph computed using 6 neighbours for each spot in the
hexagonal arrangement utilised in the 10X Visium protocol for the human lymph node sample we showed
earlier. On the left is the output of the spatial transcriptomics sequencing with colouring of the spots
based on the transcript counts for the gene PTPRC. The right shows the underlying proximity graph
between each of the spots with its 6 closest neighbours.

7.4.2 MPNN-C2L

Our model is a hierarchical model which builds on Cell2Location by incorporating the proximal

relations between spots in the modelling of the cell type proportions. This is primarily enacted

through the introduction a new latent variable γs,f which represents the cell abundance for cell

type f constructed in consideration of the spots related to s. This results in a new formulation

of the expression level of genes µs,g in mRNA count space as:

µs,g =
(
mg ·

∑
f

γs,fgf,g + se,g
)
· ys (7.34)

where γs,f is Gamma distributed and dependent on ws,f :

γs,f ∼ Gamma(ψθ(ws,f ), 1) (7.35)

γs,f is dependent on ws,f through a transformation ψ(·) with parameters θ. γs,f is also the

posterior variable we intend to infer. The dependence on ws,f allows our model to take advantage

of the informative priors validated in Cell2Location. A directed graphical model of the model is

provided in Figure 7.3.

Our research question asks whether the utilisation of the spatial relationships between spots

helps improve our ability to perform spatial cell type deconvolution. We answer this question

using several graph neural network models as ψ, starting with a simple graph convolutional

network [68] to validate whether homophily (enacted by feature propagation) is a useful inductive
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Gene g

Location s

Cell type f

Co-located cell type
group r

Figure 7.3: Directed graphical model representation of our MPNN-C2L model. Following standard
directed graphical model conventions, observed variables are shaded circles whilst latent variables are
unshaded. Plates denote conditionally independent variables. Small squares denote hyperparameters with
purple squares denoting important dataset specific hyperparameters as described in Section 7.3. θ denotes
the learnable parameters of ψ.
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bias for performance, and introducing other GNN operators to allow for more expressive use

of the available spatio-relational data with the intent to further increase the performance. A

standard fully connected multi-layer perceptron is also used as a sanity check that any change

in performance is not solely from a similarly parametrised transformation that does not utilise

related spots. In the following, we go over each rendition of ψ and motivate their use.

MLP-C2L Here ψ is modelled using a MLP model. This model does not utilise any spatial

relationships between the spots in the modelling of γs,f . Alongside Cell2Location this model

serves as controls to our hypothesis. Briefly, given input xs,f ∈ RG = ws,f ,

x′
s,f = σ

(
xs,fM + b

)
(7.36)

where M ∈ RG×G and b ∈ RG correspond to the layer’s weights and bias parameters as before,

as well as the non-linear activation function σ. We set σ to the SoftPlus function to ensure

positivity in the output.

SGC-C2L Our first novel model with relational information uses Simple Graph Convolutional

(SGC) layers [68, 69]. A simple extension of the MLP, SGC layers propagate the input node

features amongst related nodes by a multiplication of the node features with the renormalised

adjacency matrix of the proximity graph before passing the result to an MLP. More formally,

given input matrix XS,f ∈ RS×G representing latent variables ws,f , s ∈ S, the adjacency matrix

of the spot graph A, and cell type f the output X′
S,f ∈ RS×G is:

X′
S,f = σ

((
(D̃− 1

2 ÃD̃− 1
2 )kX′

S,f

)
M + b

)
(7.37)

Here Ã = A + I is the adjacency matrix with self loops added in, and D̃ is the corresponding

degree matrix to Ã. Again, M ∈ RG×G and b ∈ RG correspond to the layers weights and bias

parameters as before, as well as the non-linear activation function σ. k is a layer hyperparameter

that specifies the number of times the features of X should be propagated along its neighbours

before input into the MLP. For our purposes k = 1, with multiple layers being used to enlargen

the receptive field for a nodes features. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the feature propagation

biases the representations to become more similar to each other. Thus, this simple modification

to the MLP should also encourage more homophilous latent cell type distributions amongst

related spots, and is a good initial candidate to test our hypothesis.

GATv2-C2L We increase the expressivity of ψ by utilising graph attention networks (GAT)

[71], specifically GATv2 [72] which fixes a static attention issue in the original GAT wherein the

attention coefficients were unconditioned on the query node. Intuitively, the graph attention

model computes attention coefficients that allow for a weighted aggregation of the contributions

for each neighbouring spots in the feature propagation. Unlike a constant contribution specified

by the structure of the graph as in the SGC-C2L model above, this would allow a learnable

attention mechanism to control the strength of contributions between different latent cell type

proportions. This gives us the flexibility to model our original assumption that cell types tend to
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cluster in homophilous manners but also in conjunction with specific inter-cell type relationships

in a spot-relational manner. Briefly, given input xs = ws,f for spot s ∈ S:

x′
s,f = αs,sϕ(xs,f ) +

∑
j∈N (s)

αs,jϕ(xj) (7.38)

where ϕ is a MLP with SoftPlus activation function, and the attention coefficient αs,j is defined:

αs,j =
exp

(
aTLeakyReLU([xs,f ||xj,f ])

)∑
k∈{N (s)∪{s}} exp

(
aTLeakyReLU([xs,f ||xk,f ]

) (7.39)

Shared parameters over the cell types f ∈ F allow the neural network to mix signals over the

different cell types. This is the case for all of the presented methods here.

Training and inference Training and inference is done through variational Bayes. Each

of the latent posterior distributions are variationally approximated using univariate normal

distributions which are softplus transformed to ensure a positive scaling. The minimisation of

the ELBO jointly trains the parameters of the model (and the parameters of ψ(·)) as well as

the variational distribution. After this optimisation, the posterior mean, standard deviation, 5%

and 95% quantiles for each parameter are computed using 1000 samples from the variational

posterior distribution. The mean was used for all of the results we show in the results section.

7.5 Experimental setup

Our primary aim is to assess whether the incorporation of spatial relationships via graph neural

networks leads to better deconvolution performance. This involves a comparative analysis of how

well each model infers the cell type composition of each spot in the tissue(s). In order to assess

these quantitatively, we utilise a synthetic dataset introduced in Cell2Location [22] — for which

we know a ’true’ cell type abundance for each spot. The construction of this dataset is detailed

extensively in the supplementary methods Section 5 of Cell2Location [22].

Briefly, this simulated ST dataset consists of 2,500 spots by sampling cells from 49 reference

cell types, using a combination of ubiquitous abundance patterns and cell types distributed

according to regional tissue zones as observed in real data [22]. Reference cell type signatures

were adapted from a mouse brain scRNA-seq dataset sequenced by Kleshchevnikov et al. [22].

The dataset reflects diverse cell abundance patterns across ubiquitous and spatially restricted

cell types, which allow us to evaluate our methods within different cell abundance scenarios, in

addition to just overall accuracy. The paired reference scRNA-seq dataset consists of 8,111 cells

exhibiting 12,080 genes whose expression is measured (recall this number is an intersection of

the set of transcripts measured in the scRNA-seq and ST experiments).

Given the raw untransformed and unnormalised count matrix J ∈ R|C|×|G| of the reference

scRNA-seq data, several preprocessing steps were taken before it is input to the NB regression

to find cell type signatures. The data is filtered at 2 cut-offs: i) selecting genes detected that

have more than 0 mRNA counts for at least 5% of the cells, and ii) selecting genes with a mean

expression greater than 1.1 and a greater than 0 mRNA count in at least 0.05% of the cells.
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Subsequently it is given to the NB regression algorithm to infer the cell type signatures.

To infer the cell type signatures, the variational parameters of the Negative Binomial regression

model were trained with stochastic gradient descent on the ELBO objective using a batch size

of 1024 cells, and an Adam optimiser with a learning rate set at 0.001 for 500 epochs. The

posterior cell signature values were sampled 1000 times and the mean values were used. To

control and simplify comparison between the deconvolution models, the cell type signatures are

shared between each of the methods.

We now describe the specification of each of the neural network architectures in the models

described in Section 7.4.2. To simplify comparison, the hidden dimensionalities of each layer

was set to 64, and only 1 layer was used to only consider a 1-hop perceptive field for each GNN

to the hidden layer with a MLP layer to the output dimension corresponding to the number

of cell types. The number of layers (and corresponding size of perceptive field for the GNN) is

also studied separately for each model in Section 7.6. A corresponding number of MLP layers

is used in MLP-C2L in the experiments. Parameter tuning of each of the neural networks is

performed in the gradient descent minimisation of the ELBO with an Adam optimiser [194] set

at a learning rate of 0.001 for 25,000 epochs.

7.6 Results

7.6.1 Comparative analysis on synthetic data

We assess our models on the Pearson R correlation, Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) and

the area under precision-recall curve (AUPRC) (macro-averaged over cell types) between the

simulated and inferred cell type proportions across all spots and cell types. We also compute

these metrics within 4 subsets of the cell types which have been designed to exhibit distinct cell

abundance patterns across the spots. In summary, we evaluate deconvolution performance for

each model over:

• ALL: All cell types

• Ubiquitious high cell abundance (UHCA): 3 cell types which have been distributed in

uniform manner across the tissue and in high abundances.

• Ubiquitious low cell abundance (ULCA): 5 cell types which have been distributed in uniform

manner across the tissue but in low abundances.

• Regional high cell abundance (RHCA): 9 cell types which have regional distribution patterns,

that is, they are clustered in specific locations and exhibit 0 abundance elsewhere. This

category exhibits those cell types with high abundance in those spots where they are

present.

• Regional low cell abundance (RLCA): 32 cell types which have regional distribution patterns

and exhibit low cell abundances.
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Table 7.1: Average Pearson R correlation and standard deviation of 5 seeded runs of each model over all
spots. Correlation values for subcategories of cell types exhibiting distinct cell abundance patterns are also
provided. Bold numbers indicate best performing method for each category of cell types being evaluated.

Methods ALL UHCA ULCA RHCA RLCA

C2L 0.683 ± 0.002 0.882 ± 0.001 0.519 ± 0.007 0.836 ± 0.004 0.422 ± 0.003
MLP-C2L 0.672 ± 0.024 0.866 ± 0.008 0.661 ± 0.021 0.865 ± 0.007 0.404 ± 0.04
SGC-C2L 0.699 ± 0.023 0.876 ± 0.008 0.708 ± 0.020 0.883 ± 0.006 0.439 ± 0.041
GATv2-C2L 0.737 ± 0.013 0.885 ± 0.018 0.695 ± 0.032 0.888 ± 0.004 0.492 ± 0.032

Table 7.2: Average of average Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) across spots along with standard
deviation of 5 seeded runs of each model. JSD values for subcategories of cell types exhibiting distinct cell
abundance patterns are also provided. Bold numbers indicate best performing method for each category
of cell types being evaluated.

Methods ALL UHCA ULCA RHCA RLCA

C2L 0.468 ± 0.001 0.202 ± 0.002 0.496 ± 0.001 0.421 ± 0.002 0.509 ± 0.001
MLP-C2L 0.457 ± 0.006 0.230 ± 0.012 0.473 ± 0.007 0.387 ± 0.006 0.503 ± 0.009
SGC-C2L 0.446 ± 0.006 0.224 ± 0.011 0.460 ± 0.007 0.368 ± 0.005 0.493 ± 0.009
GATv2-C2L 0.435 ± 0.003 0.209 ± 0.021 0.458 ± 0.014 0.369 ± 0.001 0.482 ± 0.006

The average metric over 5 seeded runs is recorded for each model and presented with the

mean and standard deviation for each model in Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3. The Pearson R correlation

is computed across every spot and cell type between the simulated and inferred cell proportions.

The average Jensen-Shannon Divergence was computed across spots, and then averaged over

the seeded runs. The true cell abundance matrix was binarised to show which cell types are

present in which locations, and then used with the inferred cell type proportions to compute the

AUPRC.

From the empirical results we can see a marked increase in performance through the utilisation

of the proximal relations across the different metrics and in different subtasks — especially for

more difficult cell type abundance patterns with low cell counts exhibited by ULCA and RLCA.

This is made most prominent through the difference in scores of the SGC-C2L to MLP-C2L which

contains the same amount of learnable parameters with the only difference being the feature

propagation between latent cell abundance variables. It is also worth noting that the inclusion of

additional parameters can also hurt performance (at least within this training regime) as shown

in the reduced Pearson R correlation of MLP-C2L and the increased variance we see in Pearson

R and average JSD for all MPNN-C2L based models.

Table 7.3: Average AUPRC scores and standard deviation of 5 seeded runs of each model over all spots.
Scores for subcategories of cell types exhibiting distinct cell abundance patterns are also provided. Bold
numbers indicate best performing method for each category of cell types being evaluated.

Methods ALL UHCA ULCA RHCA RLCA

C2L 0.591 ± 0.003 0.932 ± 0.006 0.477 ± 0.005 0.783 ± 0.003 0.591 ± 0.003
MLP-C2L 0.675 ± 0.002 0.963 ± 0.006 0.590 ± 0.004 0.804 ± 0.004 0.675 ± 0.002
SGC-C2L 0.719 ± 0.002 0.977 ± 0.004 0.646 ± 0.006 0.861 ± 0.001 0.719 ± 0.002
GATv2-C2L 0.722 ± 0.002 0.978 ± 0.004 0.664 ± 0.004 0.858 ± 0.003 0.722 ± 0.002
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The usefulness of the proximal relationships between cell abundance variables is further

supported by the increased performance of placing learnable attention coefficients to scale the

contributions between spots in GATv2-C2L. Overall, in 13 out of 15 metrics and subcategories

in which assessments were performed, the proposed utilisation of spatial relationships yielded

significant increases in deconvolution performance. In the two cases where C2L performed highest,

both were in UHCA, where all models typically performed very well. The effect of neighbourhood

size on performance is further studied in Appendix F.2.

7.6.2 Analysis of human lymph node sample

To explore the application of our model on “real” data as well as different tissue architectures we

applied GATv2-C2L on a human lymph node sample. The 10X Visium protocol was used to

sequence this sample and is publicly available on their data portal.2 The protocol3 on the lymph

node sample gives a histopathology image alongside the spatial transcriptomics output of 4035

spots at a resolution of about 55 microns, pictured in overlay over the H&E histopathology image

in Figure 7.1. Based on the paired histology image and information on the tissue an estimated

30 cells is measured each spot, which is used as the hyperparameter setting N̂ in the model.

As a paired scRNA-seq reference is not available, an integrated collection of scRNA-seq

datasets of lymphoid organs was used, comprising of 73,260 cells [270–272] as in Kleshchevnikov

et al. [22]. The intersection of the scRNA-seq data and ST data results in 10,217 genes, whose

expression is under consideration by the model for each spot. A reference atlas of 34 cell types

was automatically constructed using the scRNA-seq data using Seurat [273] (an automated cell

annotation algorithm for scRNA-seq data).

Histological examination (see Figure 7.4 left) shows multiple germinal centres, which are

specialised microstructures that form in secondary lymphoid tissues. These germinal centres

produce long-lived antibody secreting plasma cells and memory B cells [274]. They can be

partially characterised by the presence of follicular dendritic cells (FDC) surrounded by naive B

cells and also T cells with whom they interact. After sampling the posterior cell type abundances

in the trained GATv2-C2L model, we can map the abundances of subtypes onto the image using

the spot locations (see Figure 7.4 right). We can clearly identify clusters and expected patterning

of naive B, and T, and FDC cell types at areas containing germinal centres. The advantage of

the model compared to the histopathology images is being able to quantify the abundances of

these cell types as well in addition to their positions in a simpler approach. This can be used in

studying developmental processes such as the rapid proliferation of centroblast B cells (when

Naive B cells interact with FDC cells). Temporal modelling of these in conjunction with dynamic

graphs (Chapter 4) when the data becomes available will be a incredibly interesting insight into

modelling developmental programmes and immune processes.

Another application that can be used with the outputs of GATv2-C2L is exploring cell-cell

communication patterns. The model allows us to sample and compute the expected cell type

specific expression of every gene at every spot. In Figure 7.5, we highlight the cell type specific

expression patterns of genes CD3D and CR2. CD3D is a (pan) T-cell marker expressed 2 subtypes

2https://support.10xgenomics.com/spatial-gene-expression/datasets/1.1.0/V1_Human_Lymph_Node
3https://www.10xgenomics.com/resources/datasets/human-lymph-node-1-standard-1-1-0
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Figure 7.4: Left picture shows the H&E stained histology image of the lymph node sample with a
zoomed in portion highlighting germinal centres. The right picture is the same histology image with
the ST spots overlayed on top. The colouring denotes spots for which GATv2-C2L predicts at least 5%
proportion of the cell abundances belonging to one of the helper T-cell, naive B, and FDC cell types, and
their intensity. We can clearly see the areas of the dark zone germinal centres exhibiting concentrations of
FDC cells, colocated with naive B cells.

Figure 7.5: Showcase of the expression rate for two genes CB3D (top row) and CR2 (bottom row) across
all spots and types (first column), and then specifc cell types as inferred by GATv2-C2L. CB3D is a pan
T-cell marker gene and hence can be seen expressed in the helper T-cell (T CD4+) populations, whilst it
is not expressed in the B cells of the germinal centre. Conversely, we can see expression of CR2 within
the B cells but not in the co-located T-cells. These expression patterns amongst colocated cells underpin
cell-cell communication events.
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of T-cells in various distinct locations, but not expressed in co-located B cells of the germinal

centres; which can be seen in the first row. Similarly, looking at CR2 that is typically expressed

in B-cells within germinal centres, but not in surrounding T-cells is clearly modelled in the second

row of the figure. The ability to perform this inference is a crucial step to learning to predict

cell-cell communication events such as NCEM [275].

7.7 Discussion

Broadly, our proposed model framework is related to several recent methods for (spatial) cell type

deconvolution. As alluded to in the background section, this includes SPOTlight [263], RCTD

[264], stereoscope [276], SpatialDWLS [265], and of course Cell2Location [22]. In principle, each

of these methods work in the same way: through the use of reference scRNA-seq data resident

cell types can be identified and then their proportion or abundance mapped onto the observations

(spots) of the spatial transcriptomics data.

SPOTlight [263] uses cell type marker genes derived from scRNA-seq reference to seed a non-

negative matrix factorisation. RCTD [264] uses the cell-type-specific mean expression of marker

genes derived from a scRNA-seq reference to build a probabilistic model of the contribution of each

cell type to the observed gene counts in each spot. Stereoscope [276] utilises a Negative Binomial

model for estimating cell type signatures and cell type abundances similar to Cell2Location, but

with a custom parameterisation of observations based on a gene- and cell- type specific log-odds

parameter and gene-specifc total counts parameter. SpatialDWLS [265] uses cell type signature

genes derived from a scRNA-seq reference to first enrich for cell types likely to be in each spot,

then applies a dampened weighted least squares approach to infer the cell type composition.

As our hierarchical model builds upon Cell2Location, it inherits the strengths that made

Cell2Location the current state-of-the-art method for spatial cell type deconvolution, namely:

1. Accounting for difference in sensitivity between single-cell and spatial transcriptomics

technologies mg, which is not modelled in methods such as SPOTlight.

2. Accounting and modelling the similarity of locations between cell types through hierarchical

modelling of ws,f . This is unique amongst the models, and the authors of Cell2Location

attribute much of the contribution to model performance on this additional level of hierarchy

[22].

3. Cell2Location allows for the joint modelling of multiple batches and experiments. Thus

it can share the statistical strength of estimating variables such as the cell abundance

ws,f and the gene-specific sensitivity between technologies mg. The joint modelling of the

experiments also enables the direct comparison of cell abundances across experiments with

varying RNA detection sensitivity through ys

Our model differentiates itself from the existing methods by explicit modelling of related spots

γs,f . This allows us to share the observed transcriptional profiles of related spots to influence

cell type abundance estimation through a learnable function. To answer our research question

we set these relationships to be proximity based, so that we can actualise the assumption that
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we may find clusters of similar cell types in distinct areas of the tissue and also co-locate with

particular cell types to realise micro-structures in tissues. Whilst SGC-C2L constructs a regular

structurally normalised message between each of the spots, GATv2-C2L allows for a learnable

attention mechanism to scale the influence of different spots. Thereby, it can scale the influence

of cell type abundance estimates to the construction of a neighbourhood aware cell abundance

estimate for each cell type. Strong results in synthetic dataset suggest that these inductive biases

are useful for spatial cell type deconvolution, and answer our Research Question 5 positively.

Our qualitative analyses with the human lymphnode dataset showcase the utility of our model

in different downstream applications.

7.8 Summary

We presented MPNN-C2L, a model framework for utilising relational information between spots

via message passing based neural networks. By constructing a proximity graph between spots

in the ST dataset and utilising these relations with a GNN we are able incorporate latent

cell abundance estimates in the construction of another abundance estimate that is aware of

distributions around it. This lets us utilise existing biological assumptions that cell types cluster

in groups and co-locate with other specific cell types, to realise tissue microstructures with specific

functions — such as the germinal centres within lymph nodes we looked at in this chapter. Our

comparative evaluation over a synthetic dataset suggest that utilisation of spatially related spots

does indeed improve deconvolution performance. This is made most apparent in the performance

gains seen with SGC-C2L, which uses a simple constant message passing scheme and still realises

state of the art results — thereby positively answering Research Question 5. Naturally, the

proposed frameworks allows for more complex GNNs to be utilised, and we see GATv2-C2L

further increase performance by allowing learnable attention coefficients to scale the contributions

of different prior cell abundance distributions. Qualitative analysis on a human lymph node

sample shows the model is able to identify expected populations of cell types in micro-structures

and we also showcased potential applications of our model in other downstream applications

such as cell-cell communication modelling.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion

This thesis explored how we may use inductive biases within graph representation learning

methods to leverage the relational structures in biomedical knowledge and data to improve model

performance. We approached this research objective with contributions that can be split in two

parts.

For the first part (Chapters 2-4), we focused on studying recent graph representation learning

methods from the perspective of the underlying inductive biases incorporated within them.

This was done so that we could align the assumptions we believe to be useful for the learning

process with the mechanisms that would enact the eventual inductive bias. Special focus

was put on presenting practical frameworks which let us intuitively communicate about and

precisely define existing GRL methods such as the MPNN and SRC frameworks to describe GNN

methods (see Chapter 2), and our Geo2DR framework for methods employing distributional

inductive biases (Chapter 3). We also presented software libraries to enact these frameworks,

providing research tools to rapidly translate theory into efficient software operating on real-world

hardware. In Chapter 3, we presented Geo2DR’s associated software library which enables rapid

implementation of existing and entirely novel methods utilising distributional inductive biases to

learn graph level representations. In Chapter 4, we presented PyG-T which takes the first steps

in broadening the scope of research software for MPNN-based neural networks from static to

dynamic graph-structured data.

Building off these contributions, the second part (Chapters 5-7) of this thesis presented

novel methods employing biologically relevant relational inductive biases in different case studies.

Each of the chapters explored a different utilisation of relational structures present within

observations (Chapter 5), between features (Chapter 6), or between observations (Chapter 7).

Our motivating assumption, that biologically relevant relational priors can help neural learning

methods perform better and unlock new insights, was validated throughout with the development

and evaluation of these methods in demanding biomedical contexts. Moreover, the application of

these methods across topics such as drug pair scoring, gene expression based cancer subtyping,

and cell deconvolution for spatial transcriptomics give a glimpse into the wide applicability and

opportunities that can be further explored with the contributions of this thesis. To conclude, we

summarise our key contributions and present some avenues for future research.
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8.1 Summaries of contribution chapters

In Chapter 3, we presented a practical framework for the construction of methods capable of

learning representations of graphs based on distributional inductive biases. The generalised

formulation under the R-convolutional framework [11] allows for the definition of existing methods

exploiting atomic substructure patterns and the distributive hypothesis [19, 20, 126] and many

more novel ones. The framework lets us identify the distributional inductive biases in these

methods and how the comparability of representations is driven by the frequencies of substructure

patterns within the graphs. An associated software package, Geo2DR was developed to enact

this framework, enabling the rapid re-implementation of existing methods for reproduction and

fairer validation of these methods across data scenarios. This successfully fills a gap in software

packages for implementing methods belonging to this family of GRL methods. Furthermore, the

generalisation through the framework allows for the trivial construction of novel methods for

learning distributed representations, as well as their integration in larger pipelines as we did in

Chapter 5.

In Chapter 4, we expanded the scope of research software for GRL from static graphs to

the class of spatio-temporal graph data with PyTorch Geometric Temporal (PyG-T). Through

characterisation of different ways in which substructures and features can change in graphs over

time, we proposed different memory efficient data structures that enable GNN based dynamic

graph representation learning at scale. We characterised several approaches to combining sequence

models and message passing inductive biases to capture salient temporal and spatial signals

within end-to-end representation learning frameworks. Accordingly, our library offers a plethora

of current and state-of-the-art models for learning on dynamic graphs. Importantly, PyG-T

also introduced a number of new datasets across application domains to improve comparative

evaluation of proposed methods as well as drive and inspire new applications. As we discuss in

our outlook (Section 8.2), this work lays a foundation upon which researchers may build methods

applicable to longitudinal healthcare data [4]. Perhaps more excitingly, our contributions also

provide a platform for building integrative methods for temporal omics when the sequencing

technologies become available [136].

In Chapter 5, we looked at representation learning methods for observations which are, or

associated with, full graphs. Using the distibutional inductive biases over discrete substructure

patterns found in the 2D molecular graphs of drugs, we constructed task-agnostic representations

of drugs and applied them in the context of drug pair scoring which has not been done before.

This choice was made under knowledge of the slow rate of change in the set of approved drugs

which makes our approach viable in practice. Our approach was also motivated by the known

limitations of existing methods for capturing distributions of higher level substructures in graphs

which are biologically and chemically relevant to the function of drugs. Improved performance

achieved through incorporation of the distributed representations into existing state-of-the-art

pipelines for drug-drug interaction, synergy, and polypharmacy prediction highlight the usefulness

of these representations. Our results prompt a reconsideration of distributional inductive biases

for graph-level representations and a need to further study pooling strategies for GNN methods.

Various instantiations of the drug representations from different drug pairing sets as well as their
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combinations have been made publicly available to foster further study in different applications.

In Chapter 6, we looked at representation learning to utilise known relational information over

the features of observations. We presented a novel method to incorporate external structured

knowledge on the putative functional relationships of gene/gene products to construct end-to-

end differentiable predictive models over gene expression profiles. This unsupervised approach

utilises topological clustering algorithms designed to find putative protein complexes from the

topology of PPI networks to construct sparse computational graphs. This approach can be

seen as a biologically relevant form of feature selection and regularisation when compared to

fully connected MLP architectures. Importantly, we are able to successfully incorporate large

interactomics databases in the construction of predictive models. The resulting models perform

competitively, outperforming equivalently sized fully connected networks whilst maintaining

less than 0.5% of the parameters. Furthermore, the models are fully interpretable without any

hidden nodes as each node of the computational graph is associated with a biomolecular entity

or functional module (protein complex) identified by the specified clustering algorithm. Post-hoc

gene enrichment analyses show that highly influential functional modules identified in the model

are functionally related to the task, suggesting our constructions can also be used in discovery

pipelines of functional modules in target diseases.

In Chapter 7, we looked at the utilisation of relationships between observations in the

dataset during the learning process. Studying spatial transcriptomics data, we explored whether

modelling latent cell abundances, such that they are aware of positionally close cell abundance

distributions, would improve cellular deconvolution performance, which has not been explored in

this context previously. To explore this, we built on top of an existing state-of-the-art inference

model for spatial cellular deconvolution by incorporating the MPNN framework, and leveraging

a proximity based graph over the spots from the spatial transcriptomics data. Employing the

MPNN framework, we show several instantiations of the proposed model framework which

leverage underlying relationships between spots in different ways. Comparatively evaluating the

proposed methods shows that notable gains can be obtained by using simple structure based

signal propagations between related spots, and significant gains when we incorporate learnable

messages between related latent cell abundance priors. Subsequent analyses with a human

lymph node sample also show our model is able to identify expected populations of cell types in

micro-structures and we also showcase potential downstream applications.

8.2 Outlook

In this final section of the thesis we look at some future directions our contributions can take,

and a broader outlook on the role of distributional and relational inductive biases in machine

learning and biomedical informatics.

Active learning. Throughout the thesis we looked at inductive biases in neural networks

which within the context of biomedical applications generally serve to encourage certain solutions

in the hypothesis space of possible parameterisations for a model. This is largely motivated by

the desire to utilise prior knowledge in the face of problems which exhibit high dimensional input
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representations and few samples as we saw in Chapter 6.

Another way of addressing this issue is to directly augment the dataset with informative data

points in an economic manner. Active learning (AL), or query learning [277], is a machine learning

paradigm where the aim is to develop methods, or strategies, to improve model performance in a

data-efficient manner. Intuitively, an AL strategy seeks to sample data points economically such

that the resulting model performs as well as possible under budget constraints. This is typically

achieved via an interactive process whereby the model can sequentially query samples based on

current knowledge and expected information gain. Many notions in AL can be related to research

in Bayesian optimisation [278] and reinforcement learning [279], as all aim to strategically explore

some space while optimising a given criterion. Recently, there has been renewed interest in AL

to address various real-world applications [280, 281]. Notably, applications to medicine and drug

research have been growing in number, in both academic and industrial settings [216, 282–285].

A crucial quantity for active learning strategies is the quantification of informativeness for

an observation, a value which indicates the estimated utility of adding this observation to the

dataset. Model uncertainty is commonly used as an informativeness measure for unlabelled

observations. Recently, methods have been proposed to utilise relations for the computation of

the informativeness score and aid the AL process especially in conjunction with GNNs [286–288].

Our proposed frameworks through Chapters 3 and 4 make it easier to explore these applications

in the contexts of distributed representations and spatio-temporal graphs. It is a promising

avenue of research with large potential impact, particularly in the field of drug discovery where

we often find “Lab-in-the-loop” systems aiming to efficiently improve their datasets and models.

To help with this front we have also developed PyRelationAL [32], as a flexible platform for

constructing bespoke active learning strategies and pipelines, which is readily compatible with

models constructed using the libraries in Chapters 3 and 4. Exploring how we may utilise

relational structures in different aspects of the data as presented in Chapters 5-7 is relatively

unexplored and offers many opportunities for new research and results.

Integrative biomedical machine learning. In the introduction of this thesis we have

described how advancements in our understanding of biology alongside informatics and engineering

have led to an explosion of data streams in recent years. The growing ability to measure and

analyse different streams of biomolecular data motivates a refocus on integration and trying

to see life processes as unified systems and their environments. The refocus on integration has

been particularly strong in biomedical research and precision medicine under the principle that

no single data source can capture the complexity of all the factors relevant to understanding

phenomena such as disease [221, 222, 289]. This directly motivates research and development

of machine learning methods capable of incorporating data streams of different modalities and

structures.

The contributions of this thesis are relevant in multiple respects to this regard. The frame-

works for graph-level representation learning presented in Chapters 2 and 3 (and applied in

Chapter 5) present approaches for constructing vector representations of phenomena whose raw

representations are graphs. As the differentiable paradigm of neural networks makes it trivial

to construct larger neural networks composed of other neural networks, having frameworks for
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neural graph representation learning make it trivial to incorporate graph observations alongside

existing neural methods for popular medical modalities such as text (e.g. sequence models) and

images (e.g. CNNs) alongside standard feature vectors [26, 28, 221].

A side effect of constructing large integrative models is the increased number of parameters

and model complexity which imposes a growing hypothesis space for solutions. This leads to

a propensity for overfitting, particularly in data sparse applications such as biomedicine. This

undesirable effect grows larger the more inputs are used, hence motivating the re-introduction of

manual and automated feature selection methods, regularisation methods, and other inductive

biases. Whilst pruning methods such as the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis [290] allow for the

discovery of equally-performant subnetworks within fully connected networks, methods such as

GINCCo presented in Chapter 6, allow us to incorporate relational information between features

to enact biologically relevant priors over the features. Extending this methodology to other data

contexts and modalities offers promising avenues for increased performance and explainability.

Finally, it is often the case that observations can be related to each other. Whether it is

spatially as in the spots we saw in Chapter 7, or in other contexts such as familial relationships

between patients, these relations allow graph neural networks to construct context specific

messages and improved representations between related entities. Chapter 2 distilled methods that

can be utilised to do this for static graphs and Chapter 4 extended this ability to dynamic graphs.

Neural representation learning methods for dynamic graphs have already shown significant

promise where we may model data with dynamic graphs, such as patient outcome prediction in

the ICU with patient graphs [4]. We believe continued development in dynamic graph modelling

will become increasingly important as we improve the technologies to observe biomolecular

entities over time [136], and eventually realise the modelling of physiological phenomena both

spatially and temporally.
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APPENDIX A

Graph statistics and deterministic

quantification of node similarities

As stated in Chapter 2, crucial to machine learning on graphs, especially for substructure level

learning, is the quantification of node similarities. We will start by considering some statistical

measures of neighbourhood overlap to quantify the degree to which two nodes are related. Perhaps

the simplest measure of this is to simply count the number of shared neighbours:

S(u, v) = |N (u)
⋂
N (v)| (A.1)

where we use S(u, v) to denote the value quantifying the relationship between nodes u and v. For

a graph with n nodes, let S ∈ Rn×n denote the similarity matrix summarising all the pairwise

node similarities such that Su,v = S(u, v). Given a neighbourhood overlap statistic Su,v we

can perform a task such as link prediction by assuming that the likelihood of an edge (u, v) is

proportional to Su,v:

P (Au,v = 1) ∝ Su,v (A.2)

This principle can be extended a little further into useful local overlap measures, which

are simply functions of the number of common neighbours two nodes share. For example, the

Sorensen index defines a matrix SSorensen ∈ Rn×n of node-node neighbourhood overlaps

SSorensen(u, v) =
2|N (u)

⋂
N (v)|

du + dv
(A.3)

where du and dv denote the degrees of nodes u and v respectively. This measure normalises

the count of common neighbours we saw in Equation A.1 by the sum of the node degrees.

This normalisation helps reduce bias towards predicting edges on nodes of high degrees in link

prediction tasks. Of course, various variations of this notion are possible such as the Salton index

SSalton(u, v) =
2|N (u)

⋂
N (v)|√

dudv
(A.4)

and the Jaccard overlap
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SJaccard(u, v) =
|N (u)

⋂
N (v)|

|N (u)
⋃
N (v)|

(A.5)

We may extend this again by considering the relative importance of common neighbours in

some manner. For example, the Resource Allocation (RA) index counts the inverse degrees of

the common neighbours:

SRA(u, v) =
∑

j∈{N (u)
⋂

N (v)}

1

dj
(A.6)

and the popular Adamic-Adar (AA) index computes a similar metric using the inverse logarithm

of the degrees

SAA(u, v) =
∑

j∈{N (u)
⋂

N (v)}

1

log(dj)
(A.7)

Both these measures give more weight to common neighbours that have low degrees, with the

intuition that a shared low-degree neighbour is more informative than a shared high degree node.

I hope the reader notices the role of the assumption and the mechanising inductive bias here.

Despite their seemingly simple implementations such local overlap measures are effective, yielding

competitive performance even against modern deep learning approaches for substructure-level

prediction tasks [55].

However, these measures have limitations in that they only consider their immediate local

node neighbourhoods. For instance, we may want to relate two nodes that do not have a local

overlap but are still part of the same community in the graph. Global overlap statistics, such as

the Katz index and random walk methods, can allevitate this issue. The Katz index is computed

by counting the number of paths of all lengths between a pair of nodes:

SKatz(u, v) =
∞∑
i=1

βiAi
u,v (A.8)

where β ∈ R+ is a user-defined hyperparameter controlling how much weight is given to short

and long paths. Smaller values, β ≤ 1 would down-weigh long paths. The geometric series of

matrices in the Katz index can be solved to have the following equation.

SKatz = (I− βA)−1 − I (A.9)

where SKatz ∈ Rn×n is a full matrix of node-node similarity values.

Rather than requiring the exact paths over a graph, we can create global similarity measures

using random paths. For example, we can utilise a variant of the PageRank algorithm [291],

known as personalized PageRank [292] which defines a stochastic matrix P = AD−1 and compute:

qu(v) = cPqu + (1− c)eu (A.10)

where eu is a one hot indicator vector for node u and qu(v) gives the stationary probability

that a random walk starting at node u visits node v. The c term determines the probability
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that the random walk restarts at node u at each timestep. Without this restart probability,

the random walk probabilities will simply converge to a normalised variant of the eigenvector

centrality. However, with the restart probability we instead obtain a measure of importance

specific to the node u, since the random walks are continually being restarted to the node. The

solution to this recurrence is given by

qu = (1− c)(I− cP)−1eu (A.11)

and we can define the node-node random walk similarity as

SRW(u, v) = qu(v) = qv(u) (A.12)

The local- and global- overlap statistics we have covered thus far are useful for a variety of

tasks. However, they are limited due to the fact that they cannot adapt through a learning process.

Furthermore, we still have not obtained a feature vector representation for the substructures.

Both these limitations have led to the development of methods using distributional inductive

biases and the graph neural networks we utilise throughout the thesis.
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APPENDIX B

R-Convolutional graph kernels

B.1 Subgraph based graph kernels

A graphletG is an induced1 and non-isomorphic subgraph of size k [77]. Let Vk = {G1, G2, ..., Gnk
}

be the set of size k graphlets where nk is the number of unique graphlets of size k. Given two

unlabelled graphs G and G′, the graphlet kernel is defined as follows:

Kgraphlet(G,G′) =
〈
fG , fG

′〉
(B.1)

where fG and fG
′

are vectors of normalised counts of the graphlet frequencies occurring as

subgraphs of G and G′. More specifically, the ith element of fG is the frequency of graphlet Gi

occuring as a subgraph, and ⟨·, ·⟩ is the Euclidean inner product.

B.2 Subtree pattern based graph kernels

This family of graph kernels decomposes a graph into subtree patterns. The Weisfeiler-Lehman

(WL) kernel [62] belongs to this family. The core idea is to iterate over each node in the labelled

graph, and its neighbours, to create a multiset label which is then compressed. It is typically

implemented as an iterative algorithm as in Shervashidze et al. [62], but can be implemented

recursively as done by Naranayan et al. [19]. At each iteration, the multiset label of a node

consists of the label of the node and the sorted labels of its neighbours. The resulting multiset

is mapped to a compressed label using an injective function f and used in the next iteration.

The similarity of the graphs is calculated like the graphlet-based kernels where we count the

co-occurrences of labels, i.e. shared subtree patterns in graphs.

Formally, given G and G′, the WL subtree kernel is defined as:

KWL(G,G′) =
〈
lG , lG

′〉
(B.2)

Notable is the structure of pattern frequency vector IG . If we performed k iterations of the WL

algorithm for relabelling, then IG consists of k blocks. The ith element in the jth block contains

1An induced subgraph of a graph is another graph, formed from a subset of the vertices and all of the edges
from the original graph connecting pairs of vertices in that subset.
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the frequency of the subtree pattern denoted by the ith multi-set label that was assigned across

the nodes in G in the jth iteration of the algorithm.

B.3 Walk and path based graph kernels

Walk- and path-based kernels (Borgwardt et al. [82] and Kashima et al. [83]) decompose a

graph into random walks and paths respectively and once again count the co-occurrences of these

substructures between graphs to define a kernel.

Let PG represent the set of all shortest paths in graph G, and let pi ∈ PG . Denote a triplet

(lis, l
i
e, nk) where nk is the length of the path, lis is the starting node, and lie the ending node. The

shortest path kernel between labelled graphs G and G′ is [82]

Kpath(G,G′) =
〈
PG ,PG′〉

(B.3)

where PG is the frequency vector of triplets (lis, l
i
e, nk) as the ith element.
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APPENDIX C

Supplementary materials to Chapter 3

C.1 Dataset details

Table C.1 contains descriptive information about each of the datasets as they were used within the

empirical evaluation described in Section 3.7. All of the datasets are commonly used benchmark

datasets downloaded from Kersting et al.’s [129] repository.1 After downloading the datasets they

were processed into the format used by Geo2DR with our data formatting pipeline. In each of the

datasets, the discrete node labels are exposed, but not the edge labels. For unlabelled datasets

such as REDDIT-B and IMDB-M, the nodes are labelled by their degree as in Shervashidze et al.

[62] to enable methods such as the WL rooted subgraph decomposition to induce patterns in

the graphs. This was also applied to methods which can directly handle unlabelled graphs for

conformity.

The graphs come from a variety of contexts and domains. MUTAG, ENZYMES and

PROTEINS are datasets which have their roots in bioinformatics research. The graphs within

them represent molecules with nodes representing atoms and edges denoting chemical bonds

or spatial proximity between different atoms. Graph labels describe different properties of the

1ls11-www.cs.tu-dortmund.de/staff/morris/graphkerneldatasets

Table C.1: Descriptive information about datasets used in the experimental evaluation. N refers to the
number of graphs in the datasets. C is the number of graph classification labels. Avg. Nodes and Avg.
Edges denote the average number of nodes and edges found in the graphs of the dataset respectively. Finally
Node Labels indicates whether the nodes are discretely labelled. The * refers to datasets which originally
do not have node labels, but are subsequently labelled by their degree as described in Shervashidze et al.
[62]

Dataset N C Avg. Nodes Avg. Edges Node Labels

MUTAG [130] 188 2 17.93 19.79 Yes
ENZYMES [48] 600 6 32.63 62.14 Yes
PROTEINS [48] 1113 2 39.06 72.82 Yes
NCI1 [293] 4110 2 29.87 32.3 Yes
REDDIT-B [21] 2000 2 429.63 497.75 No*
IMDB-M [21] 1500 3 13 65.94 No*
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molecules such as mutagenicity or whether a protein is an enzyme. NCI1 is a chemoinformatics

dataset describing compounds screened for their ability to surpress or inhibit the growth of a

panel of human tumor cell lines. REDDIT-B and IMDB-M are social network based datasets. In

REDDIT-B, each graph corresponds to an online discussion thread where nodes correspond to

users, and there is an undirected edge between the nodes if at least one responded to another’s

comment. IMDB-M is a movie collaboration dataset where each graph corresponds to an

ego-network of an actor or actress.

C.2 Hyperparameter selections of re-implemented methods

For each of the methods described in Section 3.7 we conducted a grid search over the following

hyperparameter settings inspired by the settings of the original papers:

C.2.1 Graph kernels

• WL Rooted Subgraphs: Rooted subgraphs up to depth 2 induced.

• Shortest Paths: Shortest paths of all pairs of nodes induced.

• Graphlets: Graphlets of size 7 induced, sampling 100 graphlets per graph.

• Anonymous Walks: Anonymous walks of length 10 induced exhaustively from each node

in the graph.

C.2.2 Deep graph kernels and graph embeddings

• DGK-WL: Rooted subgraphs of up to depth 2 induced. Trained Skipgram model with

negative sampling using 10 negative samples with an Adam optimiser for 5 and 100 epochs

using batch sizes of 10000 and 1000 with an initial learning rate of 0.1 and 0.01 adjusted by

a cosine annealing scheme. Substructure embedding sizes of 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 dimensions were

generated. Graph kernels were constructed using the formulation described in Yanardag

and Vishwanathan [21].

• DGK-SP: Shortest paths of all pairs of nodes induced. Trained Skipgram model with

negative sampling using 10 negative samples with an Adam optimiser for 5 and 100 epochs

using batch sizes of 10000 and 1000 with an initial learning rate of 0.1 and 0.01 adjusted by

a cosine annealing scheme. Substructure embedding sizes of 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 dimensions were

generated. Graph kernels were constructed using the formulation described in Yanardag

and Vishwanathan [21].

• DGK-GK: Graphlets of size 7 induced, sampling 2, 5, 10, 25, and 50 graphlets for each

graph. Trained Skipgram model with negative sampling using 10 negative samples with

an Adam optimiser for 5 and 100 epochs using batch sizes of 10000 and 1000 with an

initial learning rate of 0.1 and 0.01 adjusted by a cosine annealing scheme. Substructure

embeddings of 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 dimensions were generated. Graph kernels were constructed

using the formulation described in Yanardag and Vishwanathan [21].
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• Graph2Vec: Rooted subgraphs of up to depth 2 induced. Trained over PV-DBOW

(Skipgram) model with negative sampling using 10 negative samples with an Adam optimiser

for 25, 50, 100 epochs and batch sizes of 512, 1024, 2048, 10000 with an initial learning

rate of 0.1 adjusted by a cosine annealing scheme. Graph embeddings of 128 and 1024

dimensions were learned.

• AWE-DD: Anonymous walks of length 10 induced exhaustively. Trained over PV-DM

architecture with negative sampling using 10 negative samples with an Adagrad optimiser

(as in the reference implementation) for 100 epochs with batch sizes 100, 500, 1000, 5000,

10000 with an initial learning rate of 0.1. Window-sizes of 4, 8, 16 were used to extract

context anonymous walks around the target anonymous walk in the PV-DM architecture.
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APPENDIX D

Supplementary materials to Chapter 5

D.1 Ablation study over the two hyperparameters in learning

distributed representations

The introduction of the distributed representations comes with two hyperparameters which

may affect their downstream performance when incorporated into the drug pair scoring models.

These user specified hyperparameters are: (i) the dimensionality of drug embeddings and (ii) the

number of epochs for which the skipgram model is trained. We study the effect of the embedding

dimensionality on downstream performance by setting the number of training epochs to 1000

and varying the dimensionality from 8 to 1024 following powers of 2. For our downstream drug

pair scoring model we use DeepSynergyDR, whilst keeping the same hyperparameter settings

as in our comparative analysis described in Section 5.5. Similarly, for studying the effect of

training epochs we set the dimensionality of the embeddings at 64 and observe the downstream

performance of the drug pair scoring model (with its own training epochs set at 250 as before)

across a range of values (from 200 to 2000, in steps of 200). In both cases, we perform 5 repeated

runs to obtain empirical confidence intervals in the plots shown in Figures D.1 and D.2.

D.1.1 Dimensionality of distributed representations

The plots in Figure D.1 summarise the effects of changing the dimensionality of the drug

embeddings on downstream drug pair scoring performance with the DeepSynergyDR model.

Figure D.1: Figure of the test ROCAUC performance of DeepSynergyDR (SP and WL3) across the
drug pair scoring datasets. Performance is recorded with respect to the embedding dimension chosen in
the learning of the distributed representations of graphs.
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Figure D.2: Figure of the test ROCAUC performance of DeepSynergyDR (SP and WL3) across the
drug pair scoring datasets. Performance is recorded with respect to the number of training epochs chosen
in the learning of the distributed representations of graphs.

Across the datasets, as well as the substructure patterns, we observe there is little change in

the downstream performance as the dimensionality increases from 8 to 1024. Furthermore, the

resulting downstream performance seems robust against these changes with small confidence

regions as shown in the plots. Both observations suggest that the skipgram model is effective in

producing consistent drug gram matrices and capturing salient distributive context information

within the embeddings. A Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.331 (p-value: 0.0097) and 0.584

(p-value: 9.873× 10−7) across substructure patterns on DrugCombDB and TwoSides respectively

indicates a statistically significant upward correlation in performance for increased dimensionality.

Conversely, we find a downwards Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.573 (p-value: 1.692× 10−6)

in DrugComb. There is no statistically significant trend (p-value ≤ 0.05) in DrugbankDDI.

Despite the observed upwards trends in performance DrugCombDB and TwoSides, we do not

recommend having a high embedding dimensionality, as we expect an inevitable decrease in

performance due to the curse of dimensionality. Hence, we suggest a more moderate choice on

par with the dimensionality of other features in the drug feature set, as the performance generally

is stable across the range of dimensionalities. The next ablation study studies how this varies

under the number of training epochs.

D.1.2 Number of training epochs for distributed representations

The plots in Figure D.2 summarise the effects of changing the number of epochs used in training

the skipgram model, for a set embedding dimensionality of 64. The plots report the downstream

test ROCAUC performance achieved on the DeepSynergy model. Like before, we see that

across datasets and induced substructure pattern the downstream performance is not affected

strongly, except when the number of training epochs is exceptionally low for obvious optimisation

reasons. The small confidence bands indicate small variability between different runs. A Pearson

correlation coefficient of 0.197 (p-value: 0.049) for DrugbankDDI and 0.473 (p-value: 6.597×10−7)

for TwoSides across substructure patterns indicates a light but statistically significant upwards

trend in performance as the number of training epochs increases. DrugcombDB and DrugComb

do not show any statistically significant correlations with regard to training epochs, but are

generally stable irregardless. Hence we may suggest generally that more rigorous training regimes

for learning the distributed representations are favourable in drug pair scoring tasks.
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APPENDIX E

Supplementary materials to Chapter 6

E.1 Sample-label distributions

Table E.1: Distribution of class labels for METABRIC DR Task.

Class Label 0 1

Train + Validation 1102 482
Test 276 120

Table E.2: Distribution of class labels for METABRIC PAM50.

Class Label 0 1 2 3 4

Train + Validation 160 574 390 263 192
Test 39 144 98 66 48

Table E.3: Distribution of class labels for METABRIC IC10.

Class Label 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Train + Validation 208 111 58 232 67 152 68 152 239 116 181
Test 52 28 14 58 16 38 17 38 60 30 45

Table E.4: Distribution of class labels for TCGA-HNCS tumour grade.

Class Label 0 1 2 3

Train + Validation 49 243 100 6
Test 13 61 25 1

The following tables E.1 - E.5 contain the distributions of the classification labels with respect

to each prediction task considered in the manuscript. Each table describes the class distributions

within the class stratified train and hold out test splits used for the evaluation of the methods in
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Table E.5: Class label distributions for TCGA-HNCS 2 Year RFS.

Class Label 0 1

Train + Validation 163 253
Test 40 64

Table E.6: Average hold out unbalanced percentage accuracies for each method over the five class
stratified folds of the datasets and tasks along with standard deviation.

METABRIC TCGA-HNCS
Method DR PAM50 IC10 Tumour Grade 2 Year RFS

MajorityClass 69.616 ± 0.124 36.372 ± 0.106 15.101 ± 0.101 611.044 ± 0.398 60.961 ± 0.471
SVM 68.030 ± 3.075 75.379 ± 1.750 64.899 ± 4.130 55.008 ± 3.104 58.462 ± 4.098
FC MLP 66.262 ± 3.727 77.760 ± 0.897 71.868 ± 1.223 56.830 ± 4.098 60.769 ± 5.245
GraphReg 68.484 ± 0.865 37.530 ± 2.029 13.585 ± 1.817 58.009 ± 4.941 58.077 ± 2.954
GINCCo + MCODE 65.253 ± 1.972 76.138 ± 1.808 63.788 ± 2.637 54.618 ± 2.647 58.076 ± 3.016
GINCCo + COACH 65.606 ± 3.107 77.861 ± 1.506 70.152 ± 1.816 58.234 ± 1.455 59.231 ± 4.411
GINCCo + IPCA 65.455 ± 3.196 77.607 ± 2.775 69.697 ± 3.005 55.220 ± 1.629 58.077 ± 4.326
GINCCo + DPCLUS 67.222 ± 2.986 79.735 ± 2.209 76.212 ± 2.344 59.834 ± 2.539 60.576 ± 4.300
RC MLP - R 66.337 ± 2.921 74.198 ± 9.178 63.158 ± 11.168 54.769 ± 6.270 58.461 ± 3.065
RC MLP - M 66.925 ± 2.603 68.341 ± 10.365 59.778 ± 7.610 60.544 ± 1.843 56.607 ± 4.533

the manuscript. With the exception of class label 3 in tumour grade for TCGA-HNCS, we are

fortunate that the tasks do not show any extreme class imbalances.

E.2 Additional metrics

This appendix section contains additional tables of recorded unbalanced accuracy, weighted recall,

weighted precision, and weighted F-scores for prediction tasks in the main manuscript.

Table E.7: Average hold out weighted precision scores for each method over the five class stratified folds
of the datasets and tasks along with standard deviation.

METABRIC TCGA-HNCS
Method DR PAM50 IC10 Tumour Grade 2 Year RFS

MajorityClass 0.484 ± 0.002 0.132 ± 0.008 0.023 ± 0.000 0.373 ± 0.006 0.372 ± 0.006
SVM 0.679 ± 0.027 0.764 ± 0.014 0.676 ± 0.032 0.573 ± 0.035 0.568 ± 0.047
FC MLP 0.651 ± 0.030 0.786 ± 0.012 0.721 ± 0.009 0.563 ± 0.041 0.606 ± 0.043
GraphReg 0.548 ± 0.045 0.245 ± 0.100 0.019 ± 0.004 0.432 ± 0.058 0.577 ± 0.025
GINCCo + MCODE 0.639 ± 0.010 0.769 ± 0.018 0.619 ± 0.057 0.538 ± 0.028 0.577 ± 0.029
GINCCo + COACH 0.643 ± 0.012 0.782 ± 0.012 0.681 ± 0.028 0.561 ± 0.057 0.591 ± 0.036
GINCCo + IPCA 0.645 ± 0.015 0.779 ± 0.025 0.669 ± 0.052 0.537 ± 0.016 0.579 ± 0.034
GINCCo + DPCLUS 0.655 ± 0.018 0.803 ± 0.023 0.765 ± 0.026 0.563 ± 0.032 0.597 ± 0.043
RC MLP - R 0.652 ± 0.007 0.733 ± 0.135 0.616 ± 0.142 0.559 ± 0.031 0.569 ± 0.067
RC MLP - M 0.628 ± 0.039 0.627 ± 0.156 0.496 ± 0.114 0.552 ± 0.030 0.551 ± 0.095
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Table E.8: Average hold out weighted recall scores for each method over the five class stratified folds of
the datasets and tasks along with standard deviation.

METABRIC TCGA-HNCS
Method DR PAM50 IC10 Tumour Grade 2 Year RFS

MajorityClass 0.696 ± 0.001 0.364 ± 0.001 0.151 ± 0.001 0.610 ± 0.003 0.610 ± 0.005
SVM 0.649 ± 0.034 0.738 ± 0.023 0.589 ± 0.047 0.535 ± 0.032 0.582 ± 0.040
FC MLP 0.634 ± 0.028 0.764 ± 0.015 0.704 ± 0.013 0.563 ± 0.039 0.602 ± 0.051
GraphReg 0.617 ± 0.046 0.269 ± 0.052 0.136 ± 0.018 0.523 ± 0.047 0.576 ± 0.029
GINCCo + MCODE 0.639 ± 0.010 0.752 ± 0.018 0.629 ± 0.028 0.538 ± 0.020 0.579 ± 0.029
GINCCo + COACH 0.639 ± 0.023 0.772 ± 0.019 0.692 ± 0.021 0.572 ± 0.011 0.589 ± 0.044
GINCCo + IPCA 0.640 ± 0.026 0.769 ± 0.033 0.686 ± 0.035 0.546 ± 0.017 0.576 ± 0.044
GINCCo + DPCLUS 0.646 ± 0.026 0.786 ± 0.028 0.748 ± 0.024 0.585 ± 0.016 0.599 ± 0.041
RC MLP - R 0.635 ± 0.035 0.728 ± 0.098 0.614 ± 0.114 0.532 ± 0.079 0.571 ± 0.033
RC MLP - M 0.633 ± 0.051 0.656 ± 0.113 0.575 ± 0.079 0.586 ± 0.019 0.558 ± 0.060
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Table E.9: Average hold out weighted f-scores scores for each method over the five class stratified folds
of the datasets and tasks along with standard deviation.

METABRIC TCGA-HNCS
Method DR PAM50 IC10 Tumour Grade 2 Year RFS

MajorityClass 0.571 ± 0.001 0.194 ± 0.001 0.039 ± 0.000 0.463 ± 0.004 0.462 ± 0.006
SVM 0.663 ± 0.012 0.751 ± 0.018 0.629 ± 0.039 0.553 ± 0.031 0.584 ± 0.043
FC MLP 0.642 ± 0.021 0.775 ± 0.012 0.712 ± 0.010 0.563 ± 0.039 0.604 ± 0.047
GraphReg 0.577 ± 0.010 0.239 ± 0.045 0.033 ± 0.008 0.468 ± 0.023 0.577 ± 0.027
GINCCo + MCODE 0.639 ±0.005 0.760 ± 0.018 0.623 ± 0.042 0.538 ± 0.023 0.578 ± 0.028
GINCCo + COACH 0.641 ± 0.013 0.777 ± 0.016 0.686 ± 0.022 0.567 ± 0.017 0.589 ± 0.036
GINCCo + IPCA 0.642 ± 0.017 0.774 ± 0.029 0.677 ± 0.043 0.542 ± 0.016 0.577 ± 0.039
GINCCo + DPCLUS 0.650 ± 0.018 0.795 ± 0.025 0.765 ± 0.024 0.579 ± 0.024 0.598 ± 0.042
RC MLP - R 0.643 ± 0.021 0.729 ± 0.120 0.614 ± 0.131 0.541 ± 0.064 0.569 ± 0.054
RC MLP - M 0.628 ± 0.039 0.639 ± 0.135 0.531 ± 0.099 0.568 ± 0.022 0.552 ± 0.080

Table E.10: 2-sided p-values obtained from Student’s t-test for each target variable, comparing
GINCCO+DPCLUS to the other benchmark methods.

METABRIC TCGA-HNCS
GINCCO+DPCLUS vs. DR PAM50 IC10 Tumour Grade 2 Year RFS

MajorityClass 0.001553 6.50E-05 1.69E-05 0.140736751 0.221236
GraphReg 0.00553 3.99E-05 1.69E-05 0.274251977 0.891921
FCMLP 0.922046 0.646701 0.265797 0.473822691 0.124872
RandomMLP Matched 0.233221 0.002969 0.000418 0.611882916 0.853904
RandomMLP 0.741983 0.096235 0.000491 0.813377857 0.663998

GINCCO+mcode 0.48463 0.377899 0.003893 0.482437784 0.368415
GINCCO+ipca 0.750309 0.629871 0.035312 0.430973937 0.927807
GINCCO+coach 0.583788 0.885773 0.027755 0.828306483 0.345282

E.3 Statistical significance tests

We performed (corrected) Student’s t-test, using the performance obtained from each train/hold-

out split, adjusting the variance as documented in [237, 294, 295]. The 2-sided p-values for each

target are reported in Table E.10. The results show that GINCCo+DPLUCS, while having

better a performance in general, the difference is only statistically significant when compared

against the MajorityClassifier and GraphReg on the METABRIC tasks.

In contrast, there is not a statistically significant difference between the GINCCo variants,

the RCMLP and FCMLP, except in the case of predicting IC10. It is really important to note

that we have 0.05% of the parameters compared to the FCMLP, and still get comparable (and

mostly better) performance. Furthermore, our model enables the post-hoc gene set enrichment

analysis as in Section 6.3.3, which is not possible with the other methods we compare against.
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APPENDIX F

Supplementary materials to Chapter 7

F.1 Directed graphical model

F.2 Effect of increasing neighbourhood size

The increased performance through the utilisation of the 1-hop proximal neighbourhoods begs

the question of how the size of the receptive field can influence performance. Recall from Section

2.4.2 that this is as simple as adding more layers to the graph neural network layers. We present

the table of results examining increase of receptive field with SGC-C2L and GAT-C2L in Tables

F.1, F.2 and F.3. Whilst all of the models still consistently outperform the original Cell2Location

and MLP-C2L, we can see certain performance patterns that are in line with GNN theory.

Specifically, in all but the average JSD metric for ULCA we see that the best performing models

exist in the first models exhibiting up to 3 layers, exhibiting a drop in performance after the

best performance. This pattern is common GNN based methods due to the oversmoothing and

oversquashing phenomenon [252]. This phenomenon prevents GNNs from effectively incorporating

information from distant neighbours as the aggregation of messages into fixed size vectors creates

an information bottleneck. In addition to the mechanical limitation of the GNNs, we also have to

consider the relationship between the growing receptive field and its absolute distance away from

the target spot we want to influence in terms of the sizes of cell colocation patterns. Depending

on the cell-types, tissue architecture, and fidelity of the ST technology, differing receptive field

sizes over spots will be biologically relevant to capturing cell colocation patterns.
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Figure F.1: Directed graphical model representation of the Cell2Location model. Following standard
directed graphical model conventions, observed variables are shaded circles whilst latent variables are
unshaded. Plates denote conditionally independent variables. Small squares denote hyperparameters with
purple squares denoting important dataset specific hyperparameters as described in Section 7.3.

Table F.1: Average Pearson R correlation and standard deviation of 5 seeded runs of each model over
all spots. Correlation values for subcategories of cell types exhibiting distinct cell abundance patterns
are also provided. Bold numbers indicate best performing method for each category of cell types being
evaluated.

Methods ALL UHCA ULCA RHCA RLCA

SGC-C2L1 0.699 ± 0.023 0.876 ± 0.008 0.708 ± 0.020 0.883 ± 0.006 0.439 ± 0.041
SGC-C2L2 0.711 ± 0.036 0.890 ± 0.015 0.682 ± 0.027 0.878 ± 0.01 0.458 ± 0.050
SGC-C2L3 0.684 ± 0.063 0.897 ± 0.019 0.689 ± 0.030 0.883 ± 0.006 0.421 ± 0.086
SGC-C2L4 0.704 ± 0.025 0.883 ± 0.022 0.673 ± 0.043 0.881 ± 0.009 0.445 ± 0.043
SGC-C2L5 0.701 ± 0.016 0.884 ± 0.015 0.665 ± 0.032 0.882 ± 0.007 0.443 ± 0.034
SGC-C2L6 0.701 ± 0.016 0.884 ± 0.015 0.665 ± 0.032 0.882 ± 0.007 0.443 ± 0.034

GAT-C2L1 0.737 ± 0.013 0.885 ± 0.018 0.695 ± 0.032 0.888 ± 0.004 0.492 ± 0.032
GAT-C2L2 0.722 ± 0.022 0.879 ± 0.020 0.710 ± 0.042 0.889 ± 0.004 0.473 ± 0.029
GAT-C2L3 0.679 ± 0.039 0.872 ± 0.021 0.723 ± 0.016 0.887 ± 0.007 0.425 ± 0.052
GAT-C2L4 0.709 ± 0.047 0.878 ± 0.016 0.695 ± 0.024 0.883 ± 0.004 0.474 ± 0.070
GAT-C2L5 0.713 ± 0.050 0.857 ± 0.015 0.698 ± 0.027 0.878 ± 0.009 0.478 ± 0.082
GAT-C2L6 0.715 ± 0.050 0.858 ± 0.016 0.699 ± 0.025 0.878 ± 0.009 0.480 ± 0.082
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Table F.2: Average of average Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) along with standard deviation of 5
seeded runs of each model. JSD values for subcategories of cell types exhibiting distinct cell abundance
patterns are also provided. Bold numbers indicate best performing method for each category of cell types
being evaluated.

Methods ALL UHCA ULCA RHCA RLCA

SGC-C2L1 0.446 ± 0.006 0.224 ± 0.011 0.460 ± 0.007 0.368 ± 0.005 0.493 ± 0.009
SGC-C2L2 0.443 ± 0.007 0.208 ± 0.021 0.467 ± 0.010 0.371 ± 0.009 0.489 ± 0.007
SGC-C2L3 0.447 ± 0.011 0.199 ± 0.017 0.463 ± 0.006 0.369 ± 0.007 0.499 ± 0.015
SGC-C2L4 0.448 ± 0.006 0.216 ± 0.019 0.472 ± 0.014 0.375 ± 0.008 0.494 ± 0.009
SGC-C2L5 0.448 ± 0.005 0.207 ± 0.022 0.473 ± 0.010 0.375 ± 0.007 0.493 ± 0.008
SGC-C2L6 0.448 ± 0.005 0.207 ± 0.022 0.473 ± 0.010 0.375 ± 0.007 0.493 ± 0.008

GAT-C2L1 0.435 ± 0.003 0.209 ± 0.021 0.458 ± 0.014 0.369 ± 0.001 0.482 ± 0.006
GAT-C2L2 0.438 ± 0.006 0.223 ± 0.017 0.458 ± 0.014 0.363 ± 0.002 0.486 ± 0.005
GAT-C2L3 0.447 ± 0.008 0.222 ± 0.025 0.450 ± 0.009 0.356 ± 0.004 0.496 ± 0.011
GAT-C2L4 0.441 ± 0.010 0.215 ± 0.018 0.452 ± 0.010 0.358 ± 0.004 0.487 ± 0.013
GAT-C2L5 0.445 ± 0.015 0.243 ± 0.017 0.448 ± 0.009 0.362 ± 0.007 0.492 ± 0.020
GAT-C2L6 0.444 ± 0.015 0.242 ± 0.017 0.448 ± 0.009 0.362 ± 0.007 0.491 ± 0.020

Table F.3: Average AUPRC scores and standard deviation of 5 seeded runs of each model over all spots.
Scores for subcategories of cell types exhibiting distinct cell abundance patterns are also provided. Bold
numbers indicate best performing method for each category of cell types being evaluated.

Methods ALL UHCA ULCA RHCA RLCA

SGC-C2L1 0.719 ± 0.002 0.977 ± 0.004 0.646 ± 0.006 0.861 ± 0.001 0.719 ± 0.002
SGC-C2L2 0.716 ± 0.003 0.978 ± 0.001 0.644 ± 0.006 0.860 ± 0.001 0.716 ± 0.003
SGC-C2L3 0.710 ± 0.002 0.979 ± 0.002 0.649 ± 0.005 0.852 ± 0.001 0.710 ± 0.002
SGC-C2L4 0.701 ± 0.004 0.972 ± 0.003 0.639 ± 0.007 0.845 ± 0.005 0.701 ± 0.004
SGC-C2L5 0.701 ± 0.007 0.975 ± 0.003 0.633 ± 0.009 0.848 ± 0.005 0.701 ± 0.007
SGC-C2L6 0.701 ± 0.007 0.975 ± 0.003 0.633 ± 0.009 0.848 ± 0.005 0.701 ± 0.007

GAT-C2L1 0.722 ± 0.002 0.978 ± 0.004 0.664 ± 0.004 0.858 ± 0.003 0.722 ± 0.002
GAT-C2L2 0.726 ± 0.001 0.977 ± 0.003 0.665 ± 0.007 0.865 ± 0.001 0.726 ± 0.001
GAT-C2L3 0.721 ± 0.003 0.970 ± 0.003 0.679 ± 0.006 0.870 ± 0.002 0.721 ± 0.003
GAT-C2L4 0.710 ± 0.003 0.968 ± 0.002 0.670 ± 0.006 0.867 ± 0.001 0.710 ± 0.003
GAT-C2L5 0.700 ± 0.002 0.959 ± 0.001 0.652 ± 0.010 0.865 ± 0.001 0.700 ± 0.002
GAT-C2L6 0.702 ± 0.003 0.961 ± 0.003 0.652 ± 0.009 0.865 ± 0.001 0.702 ± 0.003
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